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noise levels produced by Army training or opera-
tional activities. To do effective noise-related asses-
ments and planning the Army must be able to ass,
the community reaction to impulsive noise. Im.
pulsive noise is produced by Army noise sources like
armor, artillery, and demolition.

This collection of papers summaries 10 yeas of
work by the U.S. Army Construction Engineering

Research Laboratory (USA-CERL) In the area of
community response to Impulsive noise. It is based
on laboratory tests using a blast noise simulator, a
study of Army-wide noise complaints, and attitudinal
surveys conducted at Fort Bragg, NC, and Fort Lewis,
WA. The attitudinal surveys provide most of the data. T i C
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T pulsive noise. It is based on laboratory tests using a blast noise simulator, a study of

Army-wide noise complaints, and attitudinal surveys conducted at Fort Bragg, NC, and
Fort Lewis, WA. The attitudinal surveys provide most of the data.,

--- A The major conclusions show thatlif' '

1. 4An energy type of model such as the C-weighted day/night average sound level
(CDNL) is the best available descriptor for community response. Growth in annoyance
to all noises increases monotonically with both sound amplitude and frequency of occur-
rence. This descriptor should incorporate a nighttime adjustment on the order of 10
decibels (dB). . , r i, :. .

2. Complaints are not a good measure of community response. The percentage of a
community which is highly annoyed by noise correlates with CDNL; complaints do not
correlate with CDNL. Complaints seem to correlate only with abnormal or unusual
events.

3. The exact function for relating the percentage of a community highly annoyed to
CDNL remains in question. It appears that the present National Academy of Science
Committee on Hearing, Bioacoustics and Biomechanics (CHABA) recommendation may
underestimate actual annoyance, and that the functional relation between annoyance and

CDNL should be shifted by 3 to 4 dB. However, more research on (a) the percentage of Y
a community highly annoyed vs CDNL and (b) the existence and value of community
rise- and decay-time constants is required to clarify the issue.
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FOREWORD

This study was performed for the Directorate of Engineering and Construction,
Office of the Chief of Engineers (OCE), under Project 4AI62720A896, "Environmental
Quality Technology"; Task A, "Installation Management Strategy"; Work Unit 009,
"Standard Methods to Assess Human and Community Response to Impulse Noise."
The OCE Technical Monitor was Mr. Gordon Velasco, DAEN-ECE-I. .4.

This study was conducted by the Environmental (EN) Division of the U.S. Army
Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL). Dr. R. K. Jain is Chief of CERL-
EN.

COL Paul J. Theuer is Commander and Director of CERL, and Dr. L. R. Shaffer is I"Technical Director.
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COMMUNITY REACTION TO extreme, models have used a relation using 145 times

IMPULSIVE NOISE: A FINAL the log of the number of events. Most descriptors use
10-YEAR RESEARCH SUMMARY a relation about 10 times the log of the number of

events.

Time of day differences are also controversial.
INTRODUCTION: STUDY ISSUES FOR Some researchers contend that noise at night is noUNDERSTANDING HUMAN AND more or little more of a problem than noise during the
COMMUNITY RESPONSE TO day. Others would prohibit all noise at night. In

IMPULSIVE NOISE general, descriptors use a 10-decibel (dB) nighttime
adjustment. Recently, some descriptors such as the N

Community Equivalent Noise Level have also incor-
The assessment and control of environmental noise porated a 5-dB evening adjustment. (See the Appendix

has concerned civilized man for at least 2000 years. for an historical perspective of noise descriptors.)
Even the Romans and Greeks found it necessary to
enact ordinances prohibiting the early morning use Many of these descriptors have been used in the
of chariots in residential areas. Today, noise produced United States. The Department of Defense (DOD)
by transportation sources continues to receive the and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) have
greatest emphasis in study and research.' used the Composite Noise Rating (CNR) and the

Noise Exposure Forecast (NEF) to assess aircraft
During the past 30 years, many attitudinal surveys noise. The Federal Highway Administration (FHA)

have been conducted worldwide to better understand and State highway departments have used the L10
and assess human and community response to noise. (the A-weighted level exceeded 10 percent of the time)
These studies concentrated mainly on the noise pro- to assess highway noise. The Department of Trans- - -'

duced by automobile, truck, rail, and fixed-wing portation (DOT) has used the Leq (the mean A-
aircraft traffic and resulted in a proliferation of noise weighted level) to assess railroad noise, and the Depart-
assessment descriptors. In one fashion or another, ment of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has
these descriptors take into account: used the L3 3 (the A-weighted level exceeded 33

percent of the time) as a criterion for siting housing
I. The sound level of the noise events, with respect to noise. In accordance with the require-

ments of the Noise Control Act of 1972,2 the Environ-
2. The frequency of occurrence of the noise events. mental Protection Agency (EPA) brought a degree of . -

order to this chaotic situation by creating the A-
3. The time of day at which the noise events occur. weighted Day/Night Average Sound Level (ADNL)

to characterize environmental noise. The ADNL was
Few of these models agree on the best way to established by the EPA "requisite to protect health

measure sound amplitudes; consequently, a confusing and welfare with an adequate margin of safety." '3

array of descriptors has been proposed, including: A- Like most other noise models, the ADNL is based on a
level fast, A-level slow, Perceived Noise Level, Effective 10 times the log of the number of events relation and
Perceived Noise Level, Tone-Corrected Effective includes a 10-dB nighttime adjustment. As indicated
Perceived Noise Level, A-weighted Sound Exposure by its title, it uses the "A" frequency weighting and 7

Level (SEL). and Tone-Corrected A-weighted SEL. its definition implies the true integration of the square
of the A-weighted sound pressure.

The effect that numbers of noise events have on
community reaction has also been the focus of consid- The ADNL descriptor was chosen as an EPA
erable debate and discussion. Some researchers have standard based, in part, on a re-analysis study of com-
suggested there is no relation at all. At the other munity response data collected during 18 worldwide

2 Noise Control Act of 1972. Public Law 92-574, 86 Stat

William J. Galloway and Dwight I.. Bishop. Noise Ex. 1234.
posure Forecasts: Evolution, Evaluation, Extensions, and Land ' Information on Levels of Environmental Noise Requisite
Use Interpretations, Contract No. I A68WA-1900 (Department to Protect Public Health and Welfare With an Adequate Margin
of Transportation. Federal Aviation Administration [IAAI. of Safity, EPA Report 5-50/9-74-004, P8239429 (['PA, March
Office of Noise Abatement, August 1970). 1974,.
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attitudinal surveys.4 Table 1 lists the data used in the blast per day, always during the day and usually week-
re-analysis and Figure 1 shows some of the re-analysis days only.' Only the Army creates impulsive noise
results. Basically, the study showed that worldwide frequently, day and night, weekday and weekend.
results tended to collapse into a single curve which Similarly, the Army owns about 80 percent of the
relates the percentage of a community found to be nation's helicopters and only the Army has large air-
"highly annoyed" as a function of the ADNL. This fields devoted almost exclusively to rotary-wing
concentration on the percentage of a community traffic.

_'," "highly annoyed," rather than on the individual

response, marked a great step forward in understanding Because of their unique character, Army noise
community response to noise. Many researchers had sources require special procedures for developing
attempted to predict individual reaction to noise, data on: (1) source emissions, (2) the propagation
but these efforts rarely achieved a correlation co- of impulsive noise over long distances, and (3) the
efficient with the noise better than 0.4. s Many of the relation between the noise environment (stimulus)
theories advanced to explain this poor correlation were and the community response.
based on the idea of "intervening variables," such as
a person's attitude towards the noise source or his/her Army impulsive noise is a major concern of Army
willingness to complain. However, this poor correlation planners because of the recent trend toward siting
is more readily explained by noting that the worldwide off-installation housing and other noise-sensitive land
surveys typically categorized respondents into 5 to 10 uses in areas exposed to high impulsive noise levels.
dB ranges and gathered little, if any, real data on in- The Department of Defense Construction Criteria
door noise exposure or the respondent's lifestyle. Manual and Army Technical Manual 5-803-2 list
Such factors as windows open or shut, radios or requirements for locating noise-sensitive land uses on
televisions on or off, building orientation, and adja- an installation." The Installation Compatible Use Zone
cent building shielding or noise reflection can greatly (ICUZ) Program, as described in Army Regulation
influence the exact noise dose any individual receives. 200-1, is the Army standard for planning off-instal-
In view of these noise dose variations, community lation land use to minimize noise impact. The ICUZ
rather than individual response averages provide program uses blast noise zone maps generated by
much more meaningful data. CERL's blast noise computer prediction program,

BNOISE. s These maps are correlated with community
The Army's problem with the ADNL noise model response data to identify and assess a land use's com-

is that the Army's major noise sources do not readily patibility with Army impulsive noise.
fit in the context of the sources studied during the
past 30 years which led to the development of the However, before CERL could develop the ICUZ
ADNL measure. program, data in three areas had to be collected:

T m j i b a u(1) source acoustic emissions data; (2) data and equa-
The Army's major noise problems are impulsive tions statistically relating the propagation of sound

noise sources like armor, artillery, and demolition from source to receiver as functions of such parameters
and such quasi-impulsive sources as helicopters, small as meteorological conditions, terrain, and surface
ground-to-ground rockets, and small arms fire. Armor,
artillery, and demolition are noise sources almost
unique to the Army. Their only counterparts in the
civilian community are the sonic booms created by 'Federal Aviation Administration Regulations on Air
supersonic aircraft and the blasting which occurs at Traffic, CFR, Title 144, Chapter I, Subchapter F, Part 91,'" Latest Revision 45FR 67066, 67259 (October 9, 1980).
quarries and open-pit mines. However, civilian aircraft
sonic booms over land have been eliminated by Federal 'Construction Criteria Manual, Department of Defense

regulation and quarries normally fire no more than one (DOD) Manual 4270.1-M (DOD); and Planning in the Noise
Environment, Army Technical Manual (TM) 5-803-2 (Depart-
ments of the Air Force, Navy, and Army, 15 June 1978).

'Environmental Quality: Environmental Protection and ,.. -

Surveys d Enhancement, Army Regulation (AR) 200-1 (Department of
the Army, 15 June 1982); and Paul D. Schomer, et al., Blast ." .

Noise Annoyance," Journal of the Acoustical Society of Noise Prediction Volume : Data Bases and Computational
America. Vol. 64. No. 2 (August 1978), pp 337-406. Procedures and Volume H1: BNOISE 3.2 Computer Program

'Fred L. Hall and S. Martin Taylor, "The Reliability of Description and Listing, Technical Report N-98/ADA099440
Social Survey Data on Noise Effect," Journal of the Acoustical and ADA099335 (U.S. Army Construction Engineering
Society of Americe. Supplement I, Vol. 67 (1980). p 553. Research Laboratory [CERL], March 1981).
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Figure 1. Summary of annoyance data from the surveys listed in Table 1. (Reproduced by permission from
Theodore J. Schultz, "Synthesis of Social Surveys and Noise Annoyance," Journal of the Acoustical
Society ofAmerica, Vol. 64, No. 2 [August 1978], pp 377-406.)
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characteristics, and (3) a descriptor which correlates barking on the third type. Working with the Stanford
the received acoustic stimulus io the community Research Institute, CERL conducted human response
response tests by using a facility originally designed to generate

sonic booms. 9 This facility was modified to create

This report collects the results of more than 10 blast sounds. With the University of Illinois, CERL
years of ('ERL research in comniunitv response to developed and administered attitudinal surveys at
impulsive noise. This research laid the foundation for Fort Bragg, NC, and Fort Lewis, WA." CERL is
the community response criteria in the ICUZ program. now doing individual field case studies using a method

developed by the Bureau of Mines.'

Three types of studies can be used to investigate
human and community response to impulsive noise: It has been the practice of the CERL Acoustics -.
(I) laboratory studies of human response to impulsive Team to publish research results in refereed scientific
noise, (2) attitudinal surveys of community response to journals such as the Journal of the Acoustical Society-'
impulsive noise, and (3) field case history studies using of America (JASA), a publication of the American

specific individuals. Laboratory studies have the Institute of Physics. These critically reviewed scientific
advantage of a well-specified acoustic stimulus, but papers form the basis for the body of this report.
suffer from the fact that the test subjects are not
hearing the sounds in their homes. Attitudinal surveys
have the advantage of inclading large numbers of'
respondents and generaiii' and measuring the
response of individuals to tihe noise stimulus in their 'J. R. Young, Measurement of the Psychological Anno'-

home; however, it is not possible to exactly quantify ance of Simulated Explosion Sequences, Final Report for
the noise stimulus. Field case studies have the advan- Contract DACA 2374-C-0008 (January 1975). t impul-

Swith individuals in their homes withComunit Reaction to Impulse
tage of dealing wNoise: Initial Army Survey, Technical Report N-100/ADA
real stimulus, but are expensive and thus prohibitive 101674 (CERL, June 1981).with large numbers of subjects. -'

Sanford Fidell, et al., Initial Field Studies of Community .

Response to Blast Noise and Vibration, Bolt Beranek and
During the past 10 years, CERL has performed Newman Report 4731 for the Twin Cities Research Center,

the first two types of studies and is currently em- Contract No. 3 0205009 (January 1982). 8
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Evaluation of C-weighted L. for assessment of impulse
noise

Paul 0. Schomw

US Army Constrction Enginering Re.arh Lobomorp. Champaign. Iillnois 611 20
(Received 17 January 1977; revised 22 April 1977)

Community response to impulsive noise, such as sonic boiom artillery fire. and other military ordinance.
and quarry and mining operations, is currently a matter of great public interest. Recently. the EPA has
proposed the of the C-weighied day-night level to estimate comnlunity response to large amplitude single-
event impulsive noise. This measurement and its associated exposure criteria have been derived largely on
the basis of existing community response to sonic boom data. Recent laboratory measurements or human
reaction to artillery-type noise, reported on herein, strongly support this C-weighted measure.

PACS numbers: 43.50k.1a 43.50.Qp. 43.50.Sr

INTRODUCTION various C-weighted levels to the population highly an- 1.

noyed to more normal noises (primarily aircraft and
The EPA has proposed an interim impulsive noise traffic noise survey data) at various A-weighted L,,

measure in addition to the day-night average sound level levels. The Edwards Air Force Basee and Oklahoma
(DNL) which has been specified as the primary descrip- City7 studies were primary bases for this procedure for
tor for environmental noise on the basis of the percep-
tion by people of audible sound. I Basically, this new
measure yields a C-weighted DNL for single event large In the Oklahoma City study, the population was ques-
amplitude impulsive noises, where large amplitude is tioned if they were annoyed, and if so, if they were very
defined to mean events having a C-weighted sound ex- annoyed, moderately annoyed or little annoyed. The
posure level ISEL-defnned in Eq. (1) below] in the excess percent very annoyed was chosen as best matching the

* of 85 dB during daytime hours (7 a. m. - 10 p. m. ), and a highly annoyed described in the EPA levels document.
('-weighted SEL in excess of 75 dB during nighttime Analysis of the data showed that approximately the same

- hours (10 p. m. -7 a. m.). Appendix A describes the percentage of the population was highly annoyed in an
C-weighted measure, environment having an impulsive C-weighted L", level of

60 dB as was a population in an area with an A-weightedLarge amplitude impulsive sounds, such as those pro- Ld, of 60 dB.

duced by sonic boom, quarry blasts or artillery fire can

excite noticeable vibration of buildings and other struc- Because of the equivalency of the two measures on a
lures: &3 These induced vibrations may generate addi- percent highly annoyed basis, DNL for impulse noise is
tional annoyance to people beyond that due to audibility derived from the individual CSEL's and called C-
of the impulse because of "house rattling" and "startle," weighted day-night average sound level. Further,
as well as additional contributions to interference with assessment of the overall noise environment, combining
speech or sleep.', These large amplitude, structure the effects of impulsive sounds described by CDNL, is
shaking sources are contrasted with small size (small made in terms of a composite day-night average sound
SEL) impulsive sources such as rifle fire, toy "cap" level. The contribution of the impulses, in terms of
pistols, etc. CDNL (C-weighted), is added, logarithmically, to the

In the past, it has beeti general practice to describe DNL (A-weighted) of other sources to obtain the com-

large-amplitude impulsive sounds in terms of the peak posite DNL for the combination. 9
sound pressure in a wide-frequency band (e.g., quarry . PURPOSE
operations, sonic boom). Peak pressure may be satis-
factory for description of impulses having a restricted The purpose of this paper is to report on the analyst s ,
range of peak pressures and durations. It is not suffi- of new laboratory tests of subjective response to simu-
cient as a general description for use in measurement lated blast sounds. It is important to note that these
or prediction of the combined environmental effects of are laboratory tests In contrast to the survey test data
inipulses having substantially different pressure versus used to initially derive the above C-weighted procedure.
time chararteristi% since the energy coupled into a
%iructure s dependent on the spectral content of the im- II. THE NEW DATA .%
pulkE. More.over, use of peak pressure can be unwieldy The psychological annoyance of simul tted e'lo.to

wh., , sure'eiotn iuf imepulses, sometimes overlapping , sequences have been studied at the Stanford litse.rch
niu. 1. ev'aluatted. Institute. t0 In this study, a special testing ro.aa, oritz-

The ( -w'-ihted averg e sound level was chosen as a inally designed for human response to sonic bim rvt-
-mit-able d h.sriptor lbcause it provides the basis of a search, was modified to create artillery type ouiids.
procinur, th.ai relates to the sound-incuded vibrations in In a quasirandom sequence, subjects judged tl, aTiov- 'V
lwImdi gs. (riteriat were established by equating the anee of various artillery type sounds (different .,,,iI- t
i fru'hl ,t plloul.tim lhighly annoyed to sonic boom at tudes, durations, etc.) in relation to recordt'd .iit i afi
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TABLE i. Summary of physical and psychlogical data for SEL = 10log )d7- (1)
stimuli used in the psychoacoustic experinint. I SEL 0 log[4 -

Ms.. ,unitu, where b(l) is a time-varying sound pressure weighted by
si.,mates . a prescribed frequency-dependent weighting network,P~hysica

l l 
mosl ill l.oil. wi.

-: NW9* I'.ak h~l'. -IEL,-A sfr L-: 5EL..I)2 .such as A, C, or D2.
%, 5 57 2. 7,00 6S S0 2 0. 31102 P0 iS the reference pressure of 20 jAPa, and to equals
9 00 62.25 91.50 70.00 3.6 0.5563 1 s.

106.7 a 74.75 93.75 82.50 2z. a 1.35

107.25 74.75 93. SO 82.25 26.7 1.427

102.75 73.50 90.75 0.75 20 0 1 .301 111. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA,
111.75 77.75 96.75 85.75 34.4 1.537
1 o0 91.75 99.75 99.00 41.9 1.622 In order to compare the validity of equating impulsive .'

* 119.2, 96.50 104.75 94.25 62.6 1.797 C-weighted Ld, to A-weighted La., it Is first necessary

Gis** 10 U. 25 7u. 25 90.75 9t. 75 10.7 1.029

b8saking 104.75 s.2 5 al. 25 87.00 13.1 1.117 to establish a correction factor for the impulsive noise
105.00 10.00 95 25 95.50 17.5 1.243 since buildings will attenuate aircraft noise more than
1o0 .. , 9.25 90.5 99 a.75 0.0 1ot.24 they will attenuate the low-frequency impulsive noise. , *

Iorn 106.50 92.00 91.75 99.50 53.4 1.728 That is, an aircraft fly-over having an A-weighted SEL
(short)

lIorn 106.75 931.50 93.25 100.25 62.9 1.799 of 80 dB indoors might have an outdoor A-weighted SEL
IoIW) of 95 or 100 dB (the building attenuates 15-20 dB on

7, 70.0o 5m.25 64.75 U2.75 3A 0.5314 average). In contrast, a low-frequency, large-ampli-
(take off) 90.00 tI. 25 74.75 72.75 6.2 0.7924

90.00 78.25 M.75 02.75 10.0 ].0 tude blast noise or sonic boom having a C-weighted SEL
100.00 99.25 94.75 92.75 26.2 1.416 indoors of 85 dB might have an outdoor C-weighted SEL
* 10.00 90.25 104.75 102.75 49.1 1.61 of 90-95 dB because the building attenuation is less to

Ia-n 70.00 67. 25 64.25 5,75 5.9 0.4609 the lower-frequency impulse spectra than it is to the
(landing) 90.00 67.2'5 74.2'5 75. 75 5.9 0. 7709 ,',

90.00 77.25 64.25 a5..75 11.0 1.041 higher frequency aircraft spectra. A few measurements
100.00 87.25 94.25 95.75 29.9 1.470
110. 00 97.25 104.25 105.75 55.5 1.744

"Physical data values are rounded to nearest I dB. too

,lReference noise with assigned annoyance value of 10. s - r i .L NOW

so- 0 MA-AXW.fly-over sounds, breaking glass sounds and airhorn 0 -. W SW"

sounds. The subjects used magnitude estimation pro- s A 00,N",S

cedures to assign annoyance values to the various noise 40 -

stimuli presented. One of the aircraft fly-over sounds w , -
was the reference value and was assigned a magnitude
of 10.

The aircraft fly-overs were filtered to have a spec- 0
tral content and level as normally recorded indoors, . 0

the artillery sounds and their associated room vibra-

tions were made to be similar to actual indoor recor- 0o
dings, the glass breaking was an indoor sound and the

air horn was "filtered" by the double wall of the test

room.

Thirty adult subjects, 18 female and 12 male, hired
In the Stanford area, were used for the test. The geo- -__

metric mean of their magnitude estimates was used as 3

the overall estimate of annoyance for each of the vari-
ous stimuli. These overall estimates of annoyance I
were plotted against and compared to four physical -..

measures: peak sound pressure level, A-weighted SEL,
C-weighted SEL and D2-weighted SEL. Table I sum-
marizes these data; the terms used in this table are de-

fined as follows: s M NO

Peak SPL-The peak value achieved by the time- A M OF OI -41

varying sound pressure during the occurrence of a FIG. I. Relationship between psychological annoyance and .

noise. physical stimuli values. ALI stimuli are A-weighted SELs'
(indoors) except the artillery noise which is C-weighted and

SEL, CSEL and D2SEL-Sound exposure levels cal- corrected as explained in the text to account for the reduced
culated from A-, C-, or r2-weighted sound pressures, building attenuation to low-frequency impulsive noises as com-

pared with the building attenuation to aircraft or airhern spec-
respectively. tra. The solid line is a least-square fit to the nonartillery

Sound exposure levels are computed as noises.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
o INJ. O S . Figure 1 implies a close comparison between the A-

a ,-000011, O 0 weighted L., measure used out-of-doors for typical
A ~*~S 5S 550 / 0 sounds and the C-weighted impulse criteria applied out-
A0 of-doors. It is also evident from Fig. 1 that when the

C-weighted SEL for an impulse is less than about 85 dB,
the impulse curve begins to drop below the A-weighted// curve and, thus, should not be used. (The EPA pro-

W - a" cedure cuts off at a C-weighted SEL of 85 dB.) Thus, it
/ is felt that these data offer a very good verification for

the EPA's interim C-weighted impulsive noise measur.

In contrast, Fig. 2 shows that A-weighting greatly
underestimates blast noise annoyance in the absence of

a large correction factor.

- APPENDIX: EVALUATION OF LARGE AMPLITUDE
IMPULSES' 3

3 A. Large amplitude impulses

A large-amplitude impulse is an event in which the-C-weighted sound exposure level, CSEL, is greater than
85 dB in daytime and 75 dB at night. Also, the maxi-*mum C-weighted Sound Exposure Level resulting from
the event in a single 2-s time period shall be 10 dB "

/L greater than the C-weighted Sound Exposure Level re-
m so M so so ,0 oo suiting from any other 2-s period of the event.

PNYSICAL WIASUiM Of 1401 -S
FIG. 2. Relationship between psychological annoyance and Note: An approximate evaluation of the threshold re-
physical stimuli values. All stimuli are A-weighted SEL's quirements acceptable for this procedure may be made
(indoors) except the artillery noise which is A-weighted and with a standard sound-level meter, meeting the Type Icorrected as explained in the text to account for the reduced characteristics of ANSI SI. 2-1971, employing C-weight-building attenuation to low frequency impulsive noises as corn- ing and "slow" meter characteristic. In order for the: .-., pared with the building attenuation to aircraft or airhorn Spec- impulse to be considered in this procedure it should C'•.. tra. The solid line is a least squares fit to the nonartillery produce a maximum meter reading in excess of 82 dBsho
noises and the dashed line is approximately fit to the six larger in daytime and 72 dB at night.

'- blast noises but constrained to be parallel to the solid line.

B. C-*weghWd sound exposure level-CSEL
by the Construction Engineering Research Laboratory The mathematical description of C-weighted sound

r: indicate that typical building attenuation for large ampli- exposure level in decibels istude impulsive noises is on the order of 5-8 dB 2 and 2
. recent measurements by Kamperman give a 4-dB atten- CSEL = 10log[! . p d,)]

uation figure for quarry blasts. ' Thus, to properly test to po
the equivalence of the outdoor criteria by comparing the where 10= s1 , pe =Cweighted sound pressure, and
indoor A-weighted aircraft, breaking glass and air horn po = 20 ;Pa.
sounds to the indoor C-weighted impulse, it is first
necessary to add 5-10 dB to the C-weighted indoor im- Note: In practice the integral is often approximated
pulslve noise SEL's. by integration within the time during which the sound

Figure I compares "outdoor" A-weighted SEL's for level of the event exceeds a threshold value such as 20
the aircraft, the glass breaking and the air horn to the dB less than the maximum sound pressure level.
range of C-weighted SEL's for the blast sounds. As
explained above, 5 to 10 dB are added to these blast C. C-weighted day-night average sound level
sound SEL's in order to correctly perform this "out- Analogous to the A-weighted DNL, LA., with a night-
door" comparison. The line on the figure is a least time penalty of 10 dB the C-weighted day-night average
squares fit to the A-weighted data. sound level is

By way of comparison, FIg. 2 presents the same A- sound lel [(

weighted aircraft, glass breaking and air horn sounds Lcl. = 101°g(l/T°)[l1ce/toxl10 cn*t0'/'0I . (2)
along with the A-weighted blast data corrected by 5 to where To is 24 hours, Lo. is the average C-weighted10 dB. As can be seen, a line fit to six larger blast sound level over the daytime period of 0700 to 2200 h,noiseoUndS wis displaced 15-20 dB from the line fit to Lc. is the C-weighted average level over the nighttimethe other A-weighted sounds. period of 2200 to 0700 h.
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.Vole. The C-weighted average level is most easily Oklahoma City Area," National Opinion Center. A.UIL-TR- 6%
calculated from the C-weighted sound exposure levels 65-37 (1965).
dun edfo the time -ofite td s fonds: e s veK. D. Kryter. P. L. Johnson, and J. R. Young, "Psychologi- ''during the time of interest as follows: holo i-

cat Experiments on Sonic Booms Conducted at Edwards AFB,"

1(,- 1 Final Report, Stanford Research Institute ETU-6065 (1968).
L -10log 1 5 3 600 (3) 'Reference 5.

7' 
7P. N. Borsky, "Community Reactions to Sonic Booms in the

r. 1 [n -] Oklahoma City Area," National Opinion Center. AMRL-TR- ,'..
"" Lc. - 10 log 9 -" I Lc E

J
/I
I (4) 65-37 (1965). "

9X 3600 L"Information Levels of Environmental Noise Requisite to Pro-
tect Public Health and Welfare with an Adequate Margin of

where LcF. is the C-weighted sound exposure level of Safety," Appendix D, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
the ith discrete event. 550 9-74-004 (March 1974).

9."Guidelines for Preparing Environmental Impact Statements
on Noise," Report of CHABA Working Group No. 69 (Febru-
ary 1977).

'Letter from Mr. C. L. Elkins, Environmental Protection 10J. R. Young, "Measurement of the Psychulogical Annoyance
Agency, to Mr. 1P. J. Fliakas, Assistant Secretary of De- of Simulated Explosion Sequences" (Second Year). Stanford
fense, dated 29 March 1976. Research Institute (February 1976).

John A. Ilume ct al., "Sonic Boom Experiments at Edwards "J. R. Young, "Measurement of the Psychological Annoyance
AFB, Annex G, Response of Structures to Sonic Booms," In- of Simulated Explosion Sequences" (First Year). Stanford

* terim Report. Stanford Research Institute, (28 July 1967). Research Institute (January 1975).
tGeorge W. Kamperman and Mary A. Nicholson, "The Trans- "Measurements by the Construction Engineering Research '

fer Function of Quarry Blast Noise and Vibration into Typical Laboratory Staff at Fort Sill, Lawton, OK (Spring 1974).
Residential Structures," Draft Final Report prepared for the 13"Guidelines for Preparing Environmental Impact Statements
EPA (December 1976) (unpublished). on Noise," Report of CHABA Working Group No. 69 (February

4P. N. Borsky, "Community Reactions to Sonic Booms in the 1977).
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Human response to house vibrations caused by sonic booms
or air blasts

Paul D. Schomer
. £ Army Construction Fngineering Res.arch 1aboratory, Champaign, Illinois 61820 N

(Received 31 October 1977)

Descriptions of the effects of sonic booms or air blasts by observers in buildings have included such
statements as "noticeable vibrations" in addition to phrases such as "the house rattles." "the windows
rattle," or "bric-i-brac rattles." Analysis or studies of human response to vibrations, vibration complaints
in the Toronto area, special tests by Kryter at Edwards Air Force Base, and laboratory studies of human
response to sonic booms show that perceived vibration is not normally a factor that contributes
significantly to human response to airborne, large-amplitude impulse noise. Rather, human response is
solely the result of the impulse noise itself and of audible noise due to induced radiation from vibrating

* . surfaces.

PACS numbers: 43.5O.Qp, 43.S0.Jh. 43.28.Mw

INTRODUCTION by Kryter at Edwards Air Force Base,7 and the general
i istudies on human response to sonic boom by BroadbentLarge-amplitude impulsive sounds, such as those pro- and Roblnson, Johnson and Robinson,' Pearsons and

duced by sonic booms, quarry blasts, or artillery fire, Kryter, 1o and Kryter and Lukas. 1'
are currently a subject of study.1 2 These sounds may
excite vibration in buildings and other structures and
these induced vibrations may generate additional an- DISCUSSION
noyance to people, beyond that due to the audibility of
the impulse, because of house rattling, windows rattling In Wiss and Parmelee's study of human response toand brtc-'a-brac rattling.2  

transient vibration, participantsr were subjected to ver-
tical floor vibrations having a time history as picturedThe purpose of this letter is to show that direct per- In Fig. 1. They used frequencies ranging from 2.5 Hz

ception of vibration is not normally a factor when deal- to 16%j of critical. Depending on damping the stimulus
ing with human response to airborne, large-amplitude, duration ranged from about 0.3 to 5 s. Figure 2 sum-
impulse noise. Rather, people respond only to the im- marizes their results for 'barely," "distinctly, " and
pulse noise itself and to the secondary noise radiated by "strongly perceptible" as a function of damping. (The
vibrating surfaces. logarithmic standard deviation of their data approxi-

Four sets of data were examined to assist with the mately equalled the spacing between groupings.) From
study of the above questions concerning the role of vi- these data, one can infer that peak velocities below
bration in human response to impulse noise. The sets about 1. 5 mm/s are 'barely perceptible" and that peak
of data include studies on human sensitivity to vibration velocities between 1. 5 and 9 mm/s are "distinctly per-
such as the work by Reiher and Meister, 3 Wright and ceptible."
Green,' or by Wiss and Parmelee,5 studies of complaints
dealing with vibration in the Toronto Area, ' the studies The data of Reiher and Meister 3 and others for barely

AMPLrIT4(no)

DAMPING RATE

-t "/ PO,.0O ao,aO4,.O,aoif
* .. or CRITICA VAMPING FIG. 1. Typical wave form of the vertt-

cal floor vibrations used as a test mttmu-
lus.

3 SEC. MAX.
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perceptible vibration are in general agreement with the menters could 'feel' the floor shake when the house was
above results by Wiss and Parmelee even though these subjected to sonic boom; at the same time, however,
earlier tests considered continuous vibration. For con- they could hear the sounds made in the house as the re-
tinuous vibrations, the literature data show that slightly suits of its being vibrated by the boom. It would appear
weaker vibrations result in the same respective response that the auditory component was nearly as or perhaps
description, as compared to the Wiss and Parmelee slightly more effective than the actual vibrations as felt
findings, by the subjects in determining their response to sonic

By way of further comparison, CIIABA Working booms and the noise from the subsonic aircraft."

Group 69 recommends, '3 based in part upon the work During the tests at Edwards AFB, measurements
of ISO/TC 108!'SC 4,14 that peak impulsive shock ac- were made of wall displacement and acceleration. These
celeration be below 0. 1 m/s- (one event per day) in measurements indicated peak wall velocities on the or-
order that there be less than 11 complaints. Because der of 2.5-25 mm/s. No measurements were made of
of the frequency weighting used to measure the accelera- floor vibrations. Clearly the wall vibrations were of L.
tion, the CHABA recommendation translates approxi- sufficient magnitude to radiate substantial acoustical b%.

mately into a constant maximum velocity limit of 3 mm/ energy.
s for frequencies above 5.6 Hz. The fourth set of data to be considered concerns lab-

Taylor 6 reports on "vibration" complaints and annoy- oratory studies of human response to real or simulated
ance in the Toronto area. In one set of investigations sonic boomis. These studies include the early chamber
the complaints and annoyance dealt with "vibration" from tests by Broadbent and Robinson and by Pearsons and
subways. The measured velocities were about 0.5 mm/ Kryter, 1o the indoor/outdoor field tests by Johnson and
s, certainly no more than just barely perceptible if at Robinson' and by Kryter,' and the later chamber ttst."
all. At the same time the increase in the C-weighted by Kryter and Lukas. ".
sound level in the adjacent homes was about 12 dB. This In the early chamber tests, Broadbent and Robinson
noise level increase resulted from vibrations of the constructed a test room and used lousdpeakers to pro-
home. vide simulated "indoor" sonic booms and "indoor" nor-

In a second set of investigations, Taylor investigated real aircraft flyovers to a group of test subjects for com-

several noise-vibration problems resultir, from impact parison purposes. Broadbent and Robinson state that
machinery where the energy was transmitted via the their chamber was lacking in low-frequency response.

ground. The result, however, was low-frequency, air- In a similar test, Pearsons and Kryter built a chamber,
borne sound within the residence. Invariably the com- again using loudspeakers but with somewhat better low-

plaint redvrod to vibration, although Taylor found the frequency response. Later, Kryter built a new chamber -

the threshold of perception. The airborne sound pro- was capable of achieving excellent low-frequency re-
duced by small movements in the floors and walls of the sponse and inducing substantial vibrations in the walls
structure caused relatively high sound levels as well as of the test room. In the field tests by Johnson and Rob-
excited secondary noise from windows and bric-a-brac. inson and by Kryter, test participants were located bothindoors and outdoors and subjected to sonic booms and

In one recorded case, the impulse sound levels in the iubc

house were 79, 67, 52, and44 dB, respectively, in the 31,
63, 125, and 250 Hz octave bands. The impact machin- 10.0
ery was inaudible outside the house. In a second case the 6 %

noise levels were a few decibels lower than in the case
above and the floor vibration velocity was 0.25 mm/s. 5.0 .
In both cases the inhabitants were disturbed and re-
ferred to the "vibrations." 2.5-

At Edwards Air Force Base, Kryter7 subjected test -
participants to sonic booms and sub-sonic aircraft over- 1.3

flights. The test subjects were located both indoors and .0.
out-of-doors. As a part of these tests, for one series Q
of 16 missions, about half the subjects in the houses and .5 .
about half the subjects outdoors sat on chairs placed on "
a piece of plywood that was isolated from the ground or
the floor by an air-inflated pad. Each subject sat on a ..25

vibration isolated chair during half the tests, and on a .-
normal nonvibratton isolated chair during the other half.

-.1L ----- A _ J l L

No statistically significant difference was found in the .01 .02 .04 .06 .10 .20
responses for subjects with or without vibration isola- DAMPING, RE: CRITIMAL DAMPNG
tion, either indoors or outdoors. Kryter states, "This FIG. 2. Levels of transient vibration (Hz mm) found to be
finding is perhaps somewhat unexpected because in many (a) "strongly," (b) "distinctly," or (c) "barely" perceptible as
locations within the house the subjects and the experi- a function of the damping.
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TABLE I. Equivalence between subsonic aircraft flyover noise CONCLUSIONS
and sonic booms: A history of findings. The above independent tests and studies indicate that

Subsonic indoor human response to large-amplitude impulse noise.
Boom over- aircraft such as blasts or sonic boom, and to continuous low-fre-
pressure maximum Differ- quency and low-amplitude vibration results from audible
(dB re 20 PNL (dB ence noise of the source and the noise radiated by vibrating

I':xperimenter(s) pPA) rc 20 pPa) (IDB) surfaces (walls, windows, bric-a-brac) and not from
Broadbent and Robinsons 133 110 23 direct human perception of vibrations.

1earsons and Krytert" 135 113 22
. Johnson and Robinson9 130 108 a  

2

Kryter-Edwards AI.B7  132 109 2:1

Kryter-Chamber 2  131b 109 22

"Johnson and Robinson reported 103 dB outdoors, a 5 Phon dif- tp. D. Schomer, Evaluation of C-weighted Ld for Assessment

ference between indoor and outdoor responses to booms, so of Impulse Noise," J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 62, 396-400 (1977).
5 dB has been added to their outdoor value. 2Committee on Hearing, Bioacoustics and Biodynamics, Rep.
'i''cst stimulus with 3.5 ms rise time. of WG 69, "Guidelines for Preparing Environmental Impact
Kryter measured 89 dIB indoors; 20 dIB has been added to allow Statements on Noise," National Academy of Science (1977).
for the outdoor-to-indoor reduction of a house. ll. teichcr and F. J. Meister, "The Effect of Vibration on

People," Translation from German, Rep. No. F-TS-616-RE,
IIQ Air Material Command, Wright Field, Oil (1946).

4D. T. Wright and L. Green, "Human Sensitivity to Vibration,"
Rep. No. 7, Queen's University, Kingston, Ont., Canada

subsonic aircraft flyovers. Johnson and Robinson also (February 1959).
used explosives to simulate sonic booms. Because of 5J. F. Wiss and R. A. Parmelee, "Human Perception of
the setup of these last two experiments, normal vibra- Transient Vibrations," J. Struct. Div. , ASCE 100, 773-
tions resulting from sonic booms were guaranteed to be 787 (1974).
present. 6A. G. Taylor et al ., "Quarry Blast Atmospheric Wave Con-

cussion: Response of Structures and Human Annoyance,"
Table I summarizes the results from these five ex- Ministry of the Environment, Ont., Canada (1975).

periments. In each case the equivalency is given be- 7K. D. Kryter et at., "Psychological Experiments on Sonic
tween peak sonic boom over pressure levels (dB), and Booms Conducted at Edwards Air Force Base," Stanford
the judged equivalent subsonic aircraft flyover sound tesearch Institute Rep, for Project ETU-6065 (1968).
expressed in terms of the maximum Perceived Noise eI). . Broadbent and D. W. Robinson, "Subjective Measure-express t iters imortantftonote th a althmdou e ments of the Relative Annoyance of Simulated Sonic Bangs and
Level (dB). It is important to note that although the Aircraft Noise," J. Sound and Vib. 2, 249-256 (1965).
early chamber tests by Broadbent and Robinson, and to 9. R. Johnson and D. W. Robinson, "The Subjective Evalua-
some extent those by Pearson and Kryter, lackud low- tion of Sonic Bangs." Acoustica 18. 241-258 (1967).
frequency response, the recordings used to produce the 10K. S. Pearsons and K. D. Kryter, "Laboratory Tests of
simulated indoor sonic booms were made inside houses Subjective Reactions to Sonic Boom," NASA CR-187 (1965).
being overflown by sonic booms and thus presumably in- "K. D. Kryter and J. S. Lukas, "Simulated Indoor Sonic

cluded the secondary noise radiations within the houses Booms Judged Relative to Noise from Sbusonic Aircraft,"
NASA CR-2106 (1972).

wherein the recordings were made. |2"Guidelines for Preparing Environmental Impact Statements

From the close results between the tests which did on Noise," Natil. Academy of Science Committee on Hearing,

and did not incorporate substantial low frequencies, it Bloacoustics and Biomechanics, Rep, of Working Group 69.
1977.appears that only the acoustical stimulus dictates the ""Guide for the Evaluaton of luman Exposure to Whole-body

human response. The correlation coefficient r be- Vibration," ISO 2631-1974 (F), International Organization for
tween the peak boom over pressure levels and the sub- Standardization, and Addendum 2, "Vibration and Shock
sonic aircraft maximum Perceived Noise Levels is0.96. Limits for Occupants in Buildings."
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Growth function for human response to large-amplitude
impulse noise

Paul D. Schorner

U. £ Apm Consiarutlo Engiun ring Rtsearch Labomaory. Champign.. llinou 61820
e(Reeved 3 November 1977; revised 15 May 1973)

The U. S. Environmental Protection Agency has proposed the use of C-weighted day/night level for the
assessment of impulse noise such as the noise resulting from sonic boom, blast noise (artillery, armor,
demolition. etc.) and other large-amplitude impulse sources. One remaining question pertaining to the use
of C-weighting is been the growth function for human response to impulse noise. This question arses
because work by Kryter and by Young using peak values and/or small amplitudes exhibited growth
functions of 6-7dB for a doubling of annoyance, while the growth function for human response to
common sources (planes. vehicles, etc.) increases by about 10 dB for a doubling of annoyance. Kyter's
and Young's data are reanalyzed herein by using C-weighting and by including only large-amplitude data.
This reanalysis results in a growth function for human response to impulse noise which increases by about
10 dB for a doubling of annoyance. This equality of growth function between common A -weighted noise
and C-weighted impulse noise further supports the use of C-weighted day/night level for assessment of
sonic boom, bls noise, or other large-amplitude impulse nouies having similar spectral content.

PACS numbers: 43.5O.1a, 43.50.Qp. 43.28.Mw

INTRODUCTION The C-weighted SEL was chosen as a suitable de-
The U. S. Environmental Protection Agency has pro- scriptor because it provides the basis of a procedure

posed an iterim impulse noise measure to be used in that relates t the sound-induced vibrations in buildings.
addition to the day/nigt average A-weighted sound level Criteria were established by equating the percent of
(DNL) which has previously been specified as the pri- population highly annoyed to more commonly experienced
mary descriptor for environmental noise on the basis noises (primarily aircraft and traffic noise survey data)
of the perception by people and audible sound. 1 Basical- at various A-weighted DNIs. ' For example, the C-
ly, this new measure yields a C-weighted DNL for the weighted DNL for a population consisting of 30% "highly
totality of single-event, large-amplitude impulsive annoyed" to booms was equated to the A-weighted DNL

noises throughout the day. Large amplitude is defined for another population consisting of 30% "highly annoyed"
to commonly xeine oss h dad i

to mean events having a C-weighted sound exposure Foce Base- experienced noises. The Edwards Air%" .. Force Base and Oklahoma City7 studies, which both
level [SEL, defined in Eq. (1)] in excess of 85 dB a
(-e 400 sPa'-s) during daytimehours (7a.m. -10 pm., dealt with sonic booms, were the primary bases for

this procedure for large impulsive sounds.
and a C-weighted SEL in excess of 75 dB during night-
time hors (10 p.m. -7 a. . ).In the Oklahoma City study, the population was

questioned if they were annoyed, and if so, if they were
Large amplitude impulsive sounds, such as those "very annoyed," "moderately annoyed." or "little an-

produced by sonic booms, quary blasts, or artillery fire noyed." The percent very annoyed was chosen as best
can excite noticeable vibration of buildings and other matching the "highly annoyed" described in the EPA

1.'.. structures. 2 3 These large-amplitude, structure-shak- levels document.' Analysis of the data showed that ap-
ing sources are contrasted with smali size (small SEL) proximately the same percentage of the population was
impulsive sources such as rifle fire, toy "cap" pistols, highly annoyed when the C-weighted DNL in an impulse
etc. The induced vibration in buildings generate addi- noise environment equalled the A-weighted DNL in an-
tional annoyance beyvid that due to audibility of the ia- other more common environment.

*' '- pulse because of "house rattling" and "startle. ",

One unanswered question is the growth function for
In the past, it has been general practice to describe human response to impulse noise. Many studies have

- large-amplitude impulsive sounds in terms of the peak shown that for everyday noises such as aircraft or road
* sound pressure in a wide-frequency band. Peak pres- traffic, subjective judgments of loudness or annoyance

sure may be satisfactory for description of impulses double for each lO-dB increase In the noise level.
having a restricted range of peak pressures and dura- Young$ found a steeper slope when analyzing simulated

V',.d. tions. It is not sufficient as a general description for artillery sounds, about 7 dB corresponded to a doubling %
use in measurement or prediction of the combined en- of annoyance. Young's data were presented In terms of
vironmental effects of impulses having substantially C-weighted sound exposure levels. Earlier Kryter had %
different pressure-versus-time characteristics, since analyzed the data taken on sonic booms at Edwards Air
the energy coupled into a structure is dependent on the Force Base in terms of peak amplitudes. He found that
spectral content of the impulse. Moreover, use of peak about a 7-dB change in peak amplitude was equivalent
pressure can be unwieldy when a succession of impulses, to a 1O-dB change in effective perceived noise level
sometimes overlapping, must be evaluated. (EPNL) for the flyover of a control aircraft.
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I. PURPO1SE-

so:/
The purpose of this paper is to reexamine the growth

function data in Young's paper and in Kryter's report by q 60 0AArW *Ttnu,, "M

translating the data into C-weighted SELs and by ex--"
cluding data below an 85-dB SEL cutoff. During the e 40

process of reexamination it is shown that use of C- 30-
weighted SEL is otherwise consistent with the analysis Cy
and results obtained originally by Kryter and at times
complements and augments his analysis.

1I. THE YOUNG DATA

The psychological annoyance of simulated artillery 1o.

firing sequences were studied at the Stanford Research . /
Institute. In this study, a special testing room, orig- 2
inally designed for human response to sonic boom re- ; j
search, was modified to create artillery type sounds. £ /

In a quasirandom sequence, subjects judged the annoy- ! /.

ance of various artillery-type sounds (different ampli- 3

tudes, durations. etc.) in relation to recorded aircraft j /
flyover sounds and other sounds. Subjects used magni- /
tude estimation procedures to assign annoyance values /
to the various noise stimuli presented. One of the air- /
craft flyover sounds was the reference value and was /
assigned a magnitude of 10. Table I summarizes the
A-weighted data for the aircraft and the C-weighted data SOUND EXPOSURE LEVEL (SELL-dS

for the simulated artillery. The terms used in this FIG. 1. Plotted on this figure are the indoor A-weighted 3ELs
table are defined as follows: ASEL and CSEL are the for aircraft sounds and the C-weighted SELs for simulated

artillery sounds. Regression lines are fitted to the aircraft
sound exposure levels calculated from A- or C- sounds (solid line), to the artillery sounds (solid line), and to the am
weighted sound pressures, respectively, artillery sounds with SEL data below 85 dB excluded (dashed

Sound exposure levels are computed as line). Elimination of the SEL blast data that is less than 85 dB
results in a growth fmction rate which is very close to the

r growth function rate found for the aircraft sounds. The lateral 4

SEL= 0 n(1/p P,) P() di () shift between the A- and C-weighted data Is explained in Ref.=p 

10.

TABLE I. Summary of physical and psychological data for where p(t) is a time-varying sound pressure weighted
stimuli used in the paychoacoustic experiment, by a prescribed weighting, such as A or C. p0 is the

reference pressure of 20 uPa, and to = 1 s.
Mean malwtde
estimates of Figure I is a plot of the data in Table I. The solid

Physical measuresa annoyance lines are linear curves fitted to the A-weighted aircraft

Noises ASEL CSEL RV log, 'TL data and C-weighted blast data, respectively. The
dashed line is a linear regression curve fitted to the C-

Blasts 78.00 2.4 0.3881.50 3.6 0.56 weighted data with SELs in excess of 85 dE. The C-

93.75 22.8 1.36 weighted (dashed line) and A-weighted Slopes are 8.4 and
93.50 26.7 1.43 9.7 dB, respectively, for doubling of annoyance and the
90.75 20.0 1.30 correlation coefficients r are 0.988 and 0.993, respec-
96.75 34.4 1.54 tively. Thus for this experiment, the growth rate for . .
99.75 41.9 1.62 Impulse noise evaluated using C-weighting compares "'
1 104.75 62.6 1.80 favorably with the growth rate found for the aircraft

747 58.25 3.4 0.53 noise using A-weighting. Moreover, Fig. I illustrates -"-

(take off) 68.25 6.2 0.79 that It is the lower level C-weighted data (below 85-dB
78.25 10.0 1.0 CSEL) that causes the regression line slope (solid line)
98.25 49. 1.69 to be as shallow as it Is.

DC-8 57.25 2.9 0.46 III. THE KRYTER DATA
(landing) 67.25 5.9 0.77

77.25 11.0 1.04 In these sonic boom tests a total of approximately 300
87.25 29.9 1.48 subjects were located outdoors at Edwards Air Force
97.25 55.5 1.74 Base and in houses which were specially constructed to

be representative of typical midwestern U. S. houses

&Physlcal data vaues are rounded to nearet I dB. for the 1970's. The subjects were exposed to the noise,-,
bafoence nise with asignod annoy3nce value of 10. of pairs of Sonic booms, pairs consisting of one sonic

.'..,..\.. ,. -. ','.......-..-........,'.. -.--... ...-......-............. ......-.... .......-..-........... .................
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TABLE U. Estimated C-weighted SEL vs nominal peak overpressure In decibels and other
data.

*Measurementsr

Aircraft Nominal AP (dB) AP (dIB) 20-1000-Hz (SEL) Estimated CSEL

XB-70 135.6 136.0 111.7 110.0
XB-70 133.9 134.2 106.7 106.9
XB-70 130.3 1:30.2 104.6 103.5
F-104 136.5 137.8 116.4 113.9
F-104 132.1 134.8 111.0 108.9 '
F-104 130.5 130.5 107.2 105.3
F-104 125.1 126.8 101.8 99.7
B-58 135.6 135.6 110.9 108.8
B-58 134.9 136.0 110.7 108.6
B-58 133.9 134.3 109.6 107.6
B-58 132.1 132.4 106.5 104.7

boom and one subsonic aircraft flyover, and pairs of Table II gives the estimated C-weighted sound ex-
subsonic aircraft flyovers. The subjects judged the posure level for the sonic boom spectral data given in
relative acceptability of the sounds in each pair and al- Ref. 5. For convenience Table II also includes the
so rated each sound on a numerical scale from very nominal peak overpressure in decibels, the average
acceptable to unacceptable. peak overpressure in decibels, and the 20-1000-Hz

In Kryter's analysis both nominal boom overpressures SEL. Figure 2 presents the nominal and average peak
and median measured boom overpressures were used. overpressure levels as functions of C-weighted SEL.
anmianeasuredlboo overpressure sse wresed. The solid curves on the figures are regression lines fit
Thenominaloverpressure isthe pressure predicted to the B58/XB70 data and the F-104 data, and the dashed.,
from the aircraft type speed, and altitude while theto-
median measured pressure results, as the name im- leere sn sio t rc d o
plies, from a set of measured data. While these are gether.
generally close to one another, the analysis that follows In Fig. 2 the shift between aircraft types, especially
considers both but concentrates on the nominal data at higher peak overpressures. results from the small
which were found by Kryter to be more consistent and fighter aircraft creating a shorter boom and thus having
regular, relatively higher spectral components. Moreover the

Kryter presented curves relating peak boom overpres- smaller aircraft (the F-104) must fly at a lower altitude
sure to equivalent maximum Perceived Noise Level (or at a much higher speed) to produce the same over-

PNL for a subsonic flyover. These curves (Fig. 10 of pressure as the larger aircraft. For this reason the
Ref. 5) clearly show that a doubling of overpressure
(6 dB) was judged equivalent to an increase of 10 dB or will for the larger aircraft when both produce the same

, so in the maximum PNL of a subsonic aircraft flyover, nominal peak overpressure.

-. Because of this type of apparent disparity in growth Table II gives the slope and standard error of esti-
" functions, an impulse correction function was hypothe- mate of the slope for the correlation coefficient regres-

sized by Kryter." In the reanalysis of the data which sion lines shown in Fig. 2 and for similar lines cal-
follows, the peak boom overpressure data are converted, culated for the 20-1000-Hz SEL data. From the re- /-',-

* approximately, to C-weighted SELs. Also, the EPNL gression line slopes it is clear that the estimated C-
of the aircraft flyovers is used in place of the peak PNL weighted SEL and the 20-1000-Hz SEL grow at rates of
because the integrated measures have subsequently about 12-13 dB for each 10-dB increase in peak over-
been found to be usually a better predictor of response" pressure, which is about the rate hypothesized by Kryter
and because they are more similar to the EPA's cur- as the impulse correction factor when he compared
rent use of A-weighted SEL. 13  maximum PNLs for subsonic flyovers to peak boom

To convert the boom data from peak SPLs to C- levels. Thus, the growth rate of C-weighted SEL for
weighted SELs requires spectral information on the booms equals the growth rate ot maximum PNL for sub-
booms. The only spectral data published are in Ref. sonic aircraft flyovers.
5. Table 13 of Ref. 5 contains the mean and standard As an additional test of the growth function, data are ...-

deviation for the measured peak and the SEL in various abstracted from Table m of Kryter's report. Again,

bands as shown. Missions with the same nominal peak these data are for subjective responses Indoors. This

Therpbessused are 0-10,e to0-20,r 20-30, anda 30100 snc eom for thete respongroupinos. ThisPNoverpreesure are grouped together, table lists the integrated perceived noise level, EsPNL,
One can estimate the C-weighted SEL by considering and the tone-corrected E t $PNLt for the subsonic air-

the likely SEL in various bands, weighted appropriately, craft noise which were found equal in annoyance to the
The bnds usedI are 0-10, 10-20, 20-30, and 30-1000 sonic booms for the three F-104 groupings. (EtsPNL :' '

Hz. The detailed estimation of C-weighted SEL data Is designates the integration of the PNL by k-s steps over
presented in Appendix A. a 15-s period.)
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FIG. 2. This figure shows the nee-

: nal and measured peak levels fnr
sonic booms as functions of the C-

" i i i [ i i i [ i i weighted SEL for these same booms.
The solid curves are regression " .

125 lines fitted to the large aircraft ',.

loo0 15100115

1 7' 10570 FB-5/X.B-70) and to the small air- ,,

C-7E'GHTED SEL craft (F-L04), and the dashed curve
is a regression line fit to the com-
bined data. These sof about 0.8

. . . .[ /"" 'completely accounts for the Impulse .

Thus, such a correction is not re-
q uired when using C-weighted cEL

to measure these types of impulses.

*135 J!,

130 a

,s 0 *5 so 1o5

Figure 3 presents a plot of these data. Here regres- 20-1000-Hz (or 20-200-Hz) gEL data grow at virtually .,..

- ies have been fitted to the estimated C-weighted the same rate as the CSEL data and are not included here ,-.
. ... as a function of the aircraft E1sPNL and EIPNL, for the sake of brevity).

drL'a. The slop* of the solid regression lines are 0. 99
and . 02, respectively, with standard errors of 0. 0 Table 14 of Ref. 5 gives the rank correlations between N
and 0. 07. The dashed line in fitted to the two sets of the median subject ratings and the various outdoor mea- '
data. From this figure and the overall regression slope sures for these indoor subject judgments. (It is the in- ,,,
of 1. 00 it is further demonstrated that the subjective door judgments which are of most interest since people
response to the sonic booms when measured using C- spend most of their at home time indoors and since it , '
weighted SEL in growig at virtually the same rate as is the vibration of buildings which are a problem when .
the human response to the subsonic aircraft flyover dealing with high-amplitude impulse noise. ) The best
noise when using EPNL or tone-corrcted EPNL. (The correlations are with ;.he 20-1000-Hz SEL or with the,,-,

a."
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TABLE Ill. Data on the regreecim lines In Fig. 2 and for similar 20-1000-Hz SEL data.

Standard error Correlation
Curve Slope of the slope coefficient (r)

C-weighted SEL. measured 46, all aircraft 0.83 0.08 0.92
C-weighted SEL. measured AP, F-104 0.80 0.07 0.98
C-weighted SEL, measured AP, B-58/XB-70 0.89 0.10 0.94

C-weighted SEL, nominal AP, all aircraft 0.80 0.07 0.83
C-weighted SEL, nominal AP, F-104 0.78 0.10 0.99
C-weighted SEL, nominal A.P, B-58/XB-70 0.82 0.17 0.96

20-1000-Hz SEL, measured AP, all aircraft 0.78 0.07 0.91
20-1000-Hz SEL, measured 4P, F-104 0.78 0.09 0.98
20-1000-Hz SEL, measured 4P, B-58/XB-70 0.82 0.15 0.96

20-1000-Hz SEL, nominal 4P, all aircraft 0.75 0.13 0.80
20-1000-Hz SEL, nominal 4P, F-104 0.76 0.07 0.98
20-1000-Hz SEL, nominal 4P, B-58/XB-70 0.76 0.05 0.98

/'°-a

20-200-Hz SEL. (These data closely approximate C- for human response to aircraft noise when C-weighted
weighted data because C-weighting cuts off at 20 Hz SEL (or its close approximation, 20-1000-Hz SEL) is
and because the boom has little energy above 200 Hz.) used to describe the impulse, when impulses with CSELs

One other observation can be made about the data, below 85 dB are excluded and when a suitable integrating
One the obervtio ca be adeabot te dta. measure, such as EPNLt or A-weighted SEL, is used

Figure 2 seems to indicate that at relatively high peak to describe the control aircraft noise.
overpressures, the F-104 boom will be a few decibels
more annoying than the larger aircraft booms and that Moreover, since the best correlations, and normally
annoyance tends to become equal at lower peak over- very high correlations, between physical measures of the
pressures. Examination of Fig. 10 of Ref. 5 indicates sonic boom and subjective response were obtained using
exactly this relationship. At large peak overpressures, 20-200-Hz SEL and 20-1000-Hz SEL data, it is reason-
the F-104 lies three or four decibels above the other able to use something like C-weighted SEL or 20-1000-
aircraft whereas at lower overpressure levels the re- Hz SEL as a predictor of human response to this type of
suits for all three aircraft tend to merge together, noise.

"t must be emphasized that most of the energy in sonic

I.C CUINbooms or blasts is below 50 Hz, and that house vibra-
tions occur primarily in the 10-30-Hz range; thus the

In these experiments the growth function for human above result should not be applied to sources having
response to impulsive noise (simulated artillery or spectral characteristics which are vastly different from
sonic boom) was virtually equal to the growth function sonic booms or blasts.

I14

/".FIG. 3. This figure shows aircraft

alent C-weighted SEL sonic boom data./ / / .'.flyover EPNL data versus judged equiv-

The solid curves are regression lines
fit to the regular and the tone-corrected

3 / EPNL data, and the dashed curve is a
'- / / 0 91GdtM' t  regression line fitted to the combined

data. The slope of 1.0 for the com-/ bined data indicated identical growth
100- functions for aircraft assessed usingEPNL and for sonic booms assessed

".'/using C-weighted SEL.

C-WEKHS D SEL
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF ESTIMATED band. The case 1 and case 2 data were averaged and

C-WEIGHTED SOUND EXPOSURE LEVELS this average estimated C-weighted SEL is used in Table

C-weighted SEL can be estimated from the data in II and Fig. 2.

Table 11. To do so two sets of estimates are required,
one for the C-weighted corrections in large frequency 'Letter from C. L. Elkins, EPA, to P. J. Fiakas, Assistant
bands, and the other for the energy content in these Secretary of Defense (29 March 1976).

bands. For the estimations that follow the energy is 2J. A. Biume, R. L. Sharpe, J. Proux, and W. A. Aron,
divided into the 0-10-Hz band, the 10-20-Hz band, the "Sonic Boom Experiments at Edwards AFB, Annex G. Re-
20-30-Hz band and the 30-1000-Hz band. The C-weight- sponse of Structures to Sonic Booms, " Interim Rep. Stanford
ing is estimated to be - 22, - 11.3, - 5.3, and -1 B, Res. Inst. (28 July 1967).
respectively, for these bands. 3G. W. Kamperman and M. A. Nicholson, "The Transfer Func- F-;-

tion of Quarry Blast Noise and Vibration into Typical Resi-
The energy in the four bands is estimated using two dential Structures, " U.S. EPA 550/9-77-351 (February 1977).

extreme opposite sets of assumptions yielding two esti- 4p. N. Borsky, "Community Reactions to Sonic Booms in the
mates for C-'veighted SEL. The actual value used in the Oklahoma City Area," National Opinion Center, AMRL-TR-
text is the average of these two extreme values. Gen- 65-67 (1965).
erally these two extreme values are 3-4 d1 apart. For 5K. D. Kryter. P. L. Johnson, and J. R. Young, "Psychologi-

cal Experiments on Sonic Booms Conducted at Edwards AFB,"
both extremes the energy in the 0-10-Hz band is esti- Final Rep. Stanford Ras. Inst. ETU-6065 (1968).
mated to be the energy in the 0-50-Hz band minus the '"Guidelines for Preparing Environmental Impact Statements
energy in the 10-30-Hz band. The energy above 30 Hz on Noise," Committee on Hearing BLoacoustics and Biome-
is considered inconsequential compared to the energy chanics, National Research Council, Rep. of Working Group
below 30 Hz. 69 (1977).

eP. N. Borsky, "Community Reactions to Sonic Booms in the
For case 1 the energy inthe 10-20-Hz band is esti- Oklahoma City Area," National Opinion Center, AMRL-TR-

mated as the energy in the 10-30-Hz band minus the en- 65-37 (1965).
ergy in the 20-200-Hz band. In contrast, for case 2, "Information Levels on Environmental Noise Requisite to Pro-
the energy in the 10-20-Ha band is estimated as the en- tect Pqbllc Health and Welfare with a Margin of Safety,"
orgy in the 10-SO-Hz band without any subtraction. Appendix D, U.S. EPA 550/9-74-004 (March 1974).

$J. R. Young. "Measurement of the Psychological Annoyance
The energy in the 20-30-Hz band for case 1 is esti- of Simulated Explosion Sequences," Final Rep. Stanford Res. %

mated as the energy in the 10-30-Hz band minus the .en- Inst. 3160 (February 1976).
ergy estimated under case 1 for the 10-20-Hz band. For 'OP. D. Schomer, "Evaluation of C-Weighted L& for Assess-

case 2 the energy in the 20-30-Hz band is 0 since all the ment of Impulse Noise," J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 82, 396-399
(1977).energy has been assumed to be in the 10-20-Hz band. "K. D. Kryter, "Possible Modifications to the Calculation of

The energy in 30-1000-Hz band under case Iis esti- Perceived Noisiness," NASA CR-1636 (August 19'70).
aTedsthe energy in e20-1000- H band m1is tesU 2w J. Galloway and D. E. Bishop, "Noise Exposure Fore-casts: Evolution, Evaluation, Extensions, and Land "-e In-

estimated value under case I for the energy in the 20- terpretations," Federal Aviation Admtnstraton, C.,-,A- .O
30-Hz band. Under case 2 the energy in the 30-1000-Hz 70-9 (August 1970).
band is given by the energy in the 20-1000-Hz band since '3"Public Health and Welfare Criteria for Noise," U.S. EPA
0 has been estimated for the energy in the 20-30-Hz 550/9-73-002 (July 1973). c'y-.
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The Growth of Community Annoyance
With Loudness and Frequency of
Occurrence of Events*
(Reprinted with permission of Noise Control Engineerin Journal, West Layfayette, IN.]

.1
V.

Representations of community response models have been constructed on the hypothesis that in a
generalized sense, frequency of noise event occurrence multiplied by loudness of individual events
is proportional to annoyance. Based on a community attitudinal survey conducted in the vicinity
of a large army base, Paul D. Schomerf examines this hypothesis. Respondents "sort" themselves
into categories based on their perception of loudness and frequency of occurrence. Since this
survey portrays reactions to blast and helicopter noise in a like manner to all other noises such as
airplanes, traffic and children, it is possible to compare and contrast the growth in annoyance for -

J& all of these sources. This analysis shows the growth in annoyance with frequency of occurrence to
be equivalent across all sources; but the integration period for blast noises extends down to once
every few months, while for the other sources, it extends down to several events per month.
However, the growth of annoyance with loudness is not the same across sources. Blast noise,

__III

airplanes and helicopters fall into one category having a steeper annoyance growth rate; traffic
and children fall into a second category having a shallower annoyance growth rate.

*Received 12 November 1979; revised S February 1981
M.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Construction Engineering Research Laboratory, P.O. Box 4005, Champaign, Illinois 61820
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Models to describe community reaction to noise have been
the focus of study for at least the past quarter century." Data Development

* Common to most of these models are three hypotheses:

The survey instrument was typical of others previously
0 community response increases monitonically with sound used in the United States and other western countries. It

amplitude was administered face to face, approved by 0MB, and
0 community response increases monitonically with fre- took typically 30 minutes to administer. The University of'

quency of occurrence Illinois Survey Research Laboratory handled the details of
* the community response to sound at night increases survey administration and sampling. Using the C-weighted

versus the same sound during daytime DNL measure of the National Academy of Science and
EPA, noise contours were predicted by computer for the
blast noise resulting from such activities as armor and ar-

The day-night average sound level, DNL, is a typical tillery fire, and A-weighted DNL contours were predicted
representation of these models.' It hypothesizes that the for some of the helicopter operations. These physical
community reaction grows in direct proportion to the predictions of exterior noise zones are based upon approxi- e
growth in sound exposure level (SEL), that the community mately one year's operational data. A goal was set for the
reaction grows in proportion to 10 log of the number of number of questionnaires to be completed in each of seven
events, and that a nighttime (2200 to 0700) penalty of 10 distinct noise zone strata; four blast noise strata, two
dB is appropriate. Indeed, recently Schultz has shown helicopter noise strata and one control area. Random
excellent agreement for survey data taken worldwide when sampling of households within each strata was employed.
the percentage of highly annoyed respondents in a given The respondent was selected randomly from among those
noise zone is analyzed.' in the household over 18 years of age. Because of a small

In most of the survey analyses, respondents are stratified number of households within the highest of the blast noise
by noise zone, and percentages of respondents within a zones, almost 100% of these households were sampled.
noise zone are analyzed. Schultz, in his reanalysis of these The study area was in the vicinity of a large Army base.
analyses, defined respondents "highly annoyed." Typical- Only small towns and one moderate-size city (200,000) are

e4 ~ly, by his defi nit ion, respondent s choosi ng t he t op I1- 1/2 t o in the immediate area. The general noise climate has not
* -2 categories in a five-point scale were thus classified, with changed for many years.

the 1/2-step range resulting from the specifics of the scale As stated in the introduction, this analysis classifies
and wording employed. Based upon this type of analysis, respondents by their own perception of loudness of the
Schultz has demonstrated a very clear function relating source and its frequency of occurrence, rather than classi-
highly annoyed and the DNL noise zone. fying respondents by exterior noise zone. Hopefully, this

This article takes an entirely new approach. Rather than approach eliminates the variability in results one gets
categorize respondents on the basis of exterior noise zone within a noise zone caused by the differing exposures to in-
strata, it categorizes respondents on the basis of their own dividual respondents resulting from their different situa-
perception of loudness and frequency of occurrence. tions. Although the exterior noise zone in an area may be a

This analysis is based upon survey data gathered by the constant, differing types of building construction, differ-
U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research ing life styles (TVs and radios on or off), and differing

*Laboratory in the vicinity of a large Army base. The pur- window and room exposures with respect to rather localiz-
pose of the overall survey was to examine community ed noise sources (children, street traffic, and so on) all
responise to the impulse noise generated by such sources as combine and result in a rather large uncertainty as to the
artillery or tanks and helicopters as compared to more nor- actual exposure received by any individual respondent.
mal noise sources such as fixed wing aircraft, street traffic Thus, one problem, which this approach eliminates, is the

*and children. variability in results which occurs because of uncertainty as
The analysis in this article forms one part of the analysis to the actual exposure received by respondents indoors. f

of this survey. Other portions of the analysis (to be A second reason for this rather unconventional ap-
published as separate papers) consider such topics as the proach to the analysis is that independent analysis of the
community response by source as a function of noise zone first two hypotheses listed in the introduction is impossible
(the traditional form of analysis), the nighttime penalty, in any given area using the more conventional analysis of
and the type of activity disruption caused by the various respondents within given noise zone strata. In the conven-
sources. Taken as a group these articles will show by tional analysis, the exterior noise zones are predicted or
source type whether community response to a type of noise, measured based upon amplitudes of events and frequencies
such as impulse noise, can be described by a DNL type of of occurrence, both of which are highly correlated together
model and, if so, what form the model should take. The within any noise zone owing to the physical realities of the
purpose of this article is to deal with the first two situation. It is the differing building constructions and
hypotheses listed above; the growth of community building orientations which cause the variations in actual
response with amplitude and frequency of events, received loudness and frequencies of occurrence b~y
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- --- " TABLE I I
LOUDNESS JUDGMENTS

"* A NOISE LEVELS COMPARED TO NORMAL CONVERSATION

AMuc Mes Ne er
Area More More Same Less Less Hear

Z HIGH 37.5 16.7 18.1 8.3 0 19.4
FAY W 14.9 15.5 12.6 13.8 1.7 40.2
FAY E 10.9 15.8 15.7 11.5 3.2 42.3
BASE W 17.1 25.4 12.2 11.2 3.4 30.7

/ BASE E 13.2 12.7 13.2 5.9 2.9 51.2 - "
BASE TOTAL 15.1 19.0 12.7 3.5 3.2 41.0
SOUTH W 17.6 27.0 4.1 6.3 1.4 43.2
NEAR W 12.0 14.7 13.3 19.5 6.0 29.1
FARW 0 7.1 4.3 26.2 4.3 57.1

,AY W this manner. If a respondent answered every day, he was

asked how many times during the day.
In the next question, respondents were asked by source

a series of questions which included: "Do you hear (source
Figure I-Predicted C-weighted DNL contours and predominant oti
respondent groups in the study area-the respondent areas are in- of noise) more often during a certain time of year?,"
dicated by cross-hatching "What season is that?," "Some days more than others?,"

and so on. Finally, in the last part of this question they
were asked: "In general, taking everything into con-
sideration, does the noise from (source) ever bother or an-

respondents indoors, and it is the differing styles which noy you?" The possible response was either yes or no. If
further vary respondents perceptions of these quantities. yes, they were asked: "Overall, how annoyed are you by
Since measurement of the received dose of each respondent noise from (source)?" The possible responses were:
to each source was well beyond the resources of this study, extremely, very much, moderately and slightly. The "not
the next best means to study the hypothesis is to utilizc the at all" response, which is the fifth point in the five-point
respondent's own perception of loudness and frequency of scale, was given by the "no" response to the yes/no filter
occurrence of events. question described above.

Naturally the reader will wonder how closely a respon- The analysis in this article makes use of these three ques-
dent's answers correspond with the actual interior loudness tions which, in effect, ask the respondent: how loud the
and frequency of occurrence. Although proof that the sound appears to them, how often they perceive it, and
respondents are "accurate noise monitors" is impossible how annoyed they are overall. One immediately notes that
without the very indoor measurements described above these, plus the nighttime penalty, are the generalized ingre-
(which were beyond the scope of the resources of this dients in most noise models and indeed the DNL represen-
study) the analysis below indicates that in general the tation.
respondents are differentiating between varying Before going into the general analysis, it is useful to ex-
amplitudes and frequencies of occurrence, amine the responses to the above questions by noise zone

As a part of the survey indicated above, respondents area. While the specifics of a noise model to describe im-
were asked the following question: "What are some of the pulse noise is the subject of another report which will
different kinds of noises you hear around here?" Spon- follow this article, some of those data are useful in in-
taneous answers were recorded. The respondents were also dicating that the responses to the questions dealing with
prompted with the following sources if they did not spon- frequency of occurrence and loudness of noise events
taneously indicate these: artillery, street traffic, airplanes, generally correspond with prediction. Figure 1 indicates
helicopters, children and dogs. predicted noise zones resulting from impulse noise in the

Next, the respondents were asked: "How loud is the vicinity of the study base. Indicated on this figure are
noise from (source) compared to normal conversation?" several discrete respondent geographic areas. These con-
They could respond: much more, more, about the same, tours are in 5 dB increments; the absolute values are unim-
less, much less, or (don't know). The (don't know) was not portant for purposes of this discussion. Tables I and 2 give
a written choice and very few respondents chose it - less the responses to these two questions by geographic area.
than I%. These tables show that respondent judgments of

Next, respondents were asked, "How often do you hear loudness and frequency of occurrence both decrease as one
(source of noise)?" They could respond: every day, several moves lower in noise zone and away from the base and that
times a week, several times a month, once every few mon- responses within a given zone are generally equivalent.
ths. or less often than that. As above, they could also res- Specifically, it is suggested that the reader compare the
pond by (don't know) and again less than 1 % responded in responses of Fay E to Fay W, Near W to Dist W, and
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TABLE2 , ,,
FREQI.t NCY OF OC(URRI NCI -.. ..

Once .. •-

Several Several Every -- -

Every- Per Per Few Less Never ,. ..... 0•*• ""
Area day Week Month Months Often Hear V ,

HIGH 15.1 29.2 25.0 8.3 0 19.4
FAY W 5.2 14.9 21. 14.4 2.3 40.2 . C . .
FAY E 2.4 13.8 21.5 17.2 1.7 42.3
BASE W 9.8 25.9 23.9 8.8 1.0 30.7 a Arldhe, u'.,', Street T,atl c
BASE E 2.9 13.2 22.4 7.3 1.5 51.2 - _ _.',',*

BASE TOTAl. 6.3 19.5 23.2 8.0 1.2 41.0
SOUTH 8.1 21.6 17.6 8.1 0 43.2 .
NEAR W 2.0 13.1 27.9 24.7 1.6 29.1 @00 "00
FAR W 0 0 19.0 19.0 2.4 57.1 -1 , - --

,W-. .+ +

Base 1- to Base W. -inall, it is noted that responses in the
Fay W" area show no significant differences from the c Arlane d ehcoDte
responses in the Base Total area when one takes into ac- c l o

count that the Base Total area is in perhaps a I dB higher
noise /one on average. Th- last comparison shows that . * *
different groups objectively report Irequency of occur- - Figure 2-A pictorial
rcnce and loudness. A later report will show that these representation of the percent
same groups (on and off-post) signiticantly differ on their ', L .'"highly annoyed as a flunc-

level% of annoyance. X. lion of perceived loudnesslevel,, f annoynce. compared to normnal conver- ,;..

Appendix A presents the basic data used in this analysis. ,,,omaed tonrmlcver-
It contains one table, with fi e sections for each of the 'sationo and perceived fre-

sources specifically considered - blast sources (artillry), 0C. e Chidren and ogs unocr e

helicopters, airplanes, street traffic , children and pets.
Each section consists of 25 cells. The columns indicate the
respondent,' assessment of the loudness compared to nor-
neal conversation and range fron much more to much less. are considered highly unreliable. For example, the second
The rows indicate the respondents' assessment of frequen- column in the fifth row of section five shows one respon-
cv of occurrence and range from everyday to less often dent out of a total of three as highly annoyed for a percen-
than once every few months. Each cell contains four tage of 33076. In Fig. 2, this cell is not shown because this
numbers which, in order, are: the number of respondents percentage of 33 is not considered reliable.)
in that cell indicating the highest category of annoyance,
the number of respondents in that cell indicating the se- Discussion
cond highest category of annoyance, the total number of
respondents in that cell, and the percentage of respondents In order to better examine the growth of percentage
within the cell "highly annoyed" (the sum of the first two highly annoyed as a function of increases in frequency of
numbers divided by the third). occurrence, data were aggregated across all levels of

Figure 2 graphically illustrates the data in the appendix. loudness and across several of the sources. That is, within
This figure. divided into five parts based upon the types of a source or across several sources, sums were calculated
noise sources enumerated above, is broken into the same over all five loudness ranges yielding the number of
cells based upon perception of loudtes aid frequency of respondents indicating extremely annoyed, very much an-
occurrence, as are the data in the appendix. A solid circle noyed, and the total number of respondents. These
with area proportional to the percent highly annoyed is calculations were performed for artillery alone; for
placed in each cell. This figure graphically shows that the helicopters alone; for traffic, children, aircraft and
annoyance increases both with perceived amplitude and helicopters together; and finally for helicopters, traffic and

frequency of occurrence. This figure also shows that the aircraft together. These groupings are chosen to contrast
community response to blast noise continues when events blast noise and helicopter noise with each other and "all
occur once every few months; whereas for the other other" noise sources; these data are contained in Table 3.
sources, there is no meaningful community response at this Based on these data, Table 4 indicates the ratio of highly
low rate of occurrence. (In this figure, cells with less than annoyed from one frequency of occurrence to the next
40 total respondents have been shown as blank since the (one row to the next) within each grouping (column in
actual percentages with these few numbers of respondents Table 3).
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TABLE3 TABLE 5
AGGREGATED DATA OVER ALL LOUDNESS BY FREQUENCY PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS HIGHLY ANNOYED BY

. OF OCCURRENCE (PERCENT HIGHLY ANNOYED- FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE
NUMBER IN PARENTHESES) (NUMBER IN PARENTHESES)

Helicopter Helicopter
Traffic Traffic Helicopter Traffic

Children Chlidren Traffic and
and and and Helicopter Aircraft Traffic Aircraft

Blast Helicopter Aircraft Aircraft Aircraft

* Daily 35 29 29 29 27 0 or more 36 32 31 33

(89) (453) (1478) (1931) (1433) (152) (165) (264) (581)

Several 23 17' 13" 170 16" 3-7 per day 30 23 32 28
Per Week (338) (425) (724) (1149) (945) (185) (193) (135) (513)Several Is 9" 11 10" 9* .

Per Month (474) (200) (275) (475) (427) 1-2 per day 12 16 23 16

Once Every 7 2 8 5 2 (98) (101) (71) (270)

Few Months (320) (65) (75) (140) (125)

(33) (23) (6) (155) (129)

'The only significant differences (Fishers test at the 0.05 level) are the 2, this result indicates that the community response in-
percent highly annoyed for blast noise as compared to other groupings tegration period for blast noise apparently extends down

to and beyond once every few months.
* For the other sources, the integration period appears to

be shorter extending down to occurrences more on the
TABLE 4 order of several per month.

RATIO INCREASE IN PERCENT HIGHLY ANNOYED WITH * All of the sources in terms of community annoyance
AN INCREASE IN PERCEIVED FREQUENCY OF response drop away when occurrences drop to less often

OCCURRENCE than once every few months.

rafc TaHelicopter Within the daily grouping for frequency of occurrence,.- " Traffic Traffic Helicopter ::..

Children Children Traffic data for helicopters, aircraft and traffic were examined as
1ad and and a function of number of events per day. These data were

Blast Helicopter Aircraft Aircraft Aircraft divided into: I to 2 occurrences per day, 3 to 7 occurrences

Several per 1.5 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.7 per day, and 8 or more occurrences per day. Table 5 con-
week to daily tains the results of this analysis. Examination of the
Several per 1.5 1.9 1.6 1.7 1.8 percentage shift in highly annoyed for helicopters, aircraft
month to and traffic together as a function of number of occur-
several pe rences shows good consistency between the daily and year- 4
week ly data. That is, the percentage change in highly annoyed %
Oce every few 2.1 4.5 1.4 2.0 4.5 (28/16 = 1.75) between 1-2 per day and 3-7 per day (a fac-
mounths to pu,

movet per tor of about 4 in frequency of occurrence) is the same as -'"

muth the percentage change (about 1.70) between several per

Ls often to 2.3 0.5 6.9 0.6 0.2 week and several per month (a factor of 4 in frequency of
- every few occurrence)
auts One discrepancy, however, does exist. The absolute

value of the percentage highly annoyed as a function of the
number per day is shifted downward as compared to the
data in Table 3. For example, the percentages in the I to 2These data reveal five general trends:
per day cell of Table 5 are approximately the same as the

A oTable 3 shows that for a given frequency of occurrence, percentages for several per week cell in Table 3. This seems
the percentages annoyed by blast noise are somewhat to indicate that the growth in annoyance with frequency of
larger than for the other noise sources. The other noise occurrence undergoes some type of shift when attention
sources are otherwise all quite similar, changes from long-term considerations to within-a-day
Table 4 shows that the first two ratio changes for all considerations.
other noises, as compared to blast noise and indeed Based on several studies, which over a short time
across all noise sources, are quite similar. (minutes to hours) indcate a 3 dB growth rate for frequen-

* The third*ratio change for blast noise (Table 4) is much cy of occurrence, theie ratio of percentages can be cor-
larger than for the other noise sources. As noted for Fig. related with the number of occurrences by calculating 10

*Errata: "The fourth ratio..."
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W'- JUDGED LOUDNESS TABLE6

AGGREGATED DATA OVER ALL FREQUENCIES OF
mILAST 0 HELICOPTR OCCURRENCE BY LOUDNESS (PERCENT HIGHLY
a A11111PLAIIC ANNOYED-NUMBER IN PARENTHESES)

* ~5 TRAFFIC 6 CHILDREN___________________________

45 Lodnes/ Much Much -.-

40 Source More More Same [e% Less

35 t' 38 18 8 3 4
_J (200) (340) (313) (251) (70)
I Alrplme' 39 12 6 I 3

, 25 (267) (349) (260) (137) (36)
20 , Helicopter' 43 12 6 2 3

(372) (372) (254) (133) (35)

Traffic' 54 31 16 10 2
to (155) (254) (187) (132) (45)

Chilidem 63 36 20 10 11
(139) (213) (212) (156) (76)

MUCH MOR MORE SAME LESS MUCH LESS Nuat, irphine 40 14 7 2 4
& Heikopte (919) (1061) (827) (521) (141)

Figure 3-The percent "highly annoyed" at I Pious judged Traffic A 58 33 18 10 7
loudness levels for the two combined groups: aircraft, blast and Chldrem' (294) (467) (399) (21111) (121)

helicopter; and. street traffic, children and pets 'These three groups (by loudness level) are not significantly different
from each other. Each is significantly different from the traffic and
children groups (Fishers test at 0.01 level).
These two groups (by loudness level) are not significantly different

I These two groups (by loudness level) are significantly different

log (ratio of the number of occurrences.)"' On this basis, (Fishers test at 0.01 level)

the ratio of several per week (perhaps three) to daily
(perhaps two) indicates a shift of 6 dB. The ratio of several _.-__.__ _

per month to several per week indicates exactly 6 dB, and TABLE 7
the ratio of once every few months (3 or 4 per year) to RATIO OF INCREASE IN PERCENT HIGHLY ANNOYED ."'..

several per month (30 to 40 per year) indicates about 10 WITH INCREASE IN PERCEIVED LOUDNESS

dB. These data indicate that a function on the order of 30 More to Same to Len Much Less

log (ratio of percentages) corresponds to the assumed Much More More to Same to Less

decibel shift with frequency of occurrence in formulations Blas 2.1 2.2 2.7 0.8
such as DNL. Airplane 3.2 2.0 6.0 0.3

Table 6 is similar in concept to Table 3, but averages by HeTlcopter 3.6 2.0 3.0 0.7Traffic 1.7 1.9 1.6 5.0 -.

sources and combination of sources over frequencies of ChlbiMren 1.7 1.8 2.0 0.9
occurrence in order to examine the growth function with 1liMl, Airplane 2.9 2.0 3.5 0.5
respect to loudness. This table is constructed for each & Helicopter
source alone, for children and traffic together, and for Traffic 1.8 1.3 1.8 1.4

blast sources, helicopters and airplanes together. These &Cblldrea
two groupings are formed because their members are
significantly different from one another as indicated in the
table. category than for the other category. That is, the percen-

Table 7 indicates the ratio change in highly annoyed tage annoyed apparently increases more quickly for the
from one loudness to the next within each grouping. former category than for the latter. This result, that the
Unlike Table 4, which reveals that the ratio changes are growth rate for blast noise is equal to the growth rate for
about the same from one source to another (except for very aircraft, is consistent with the results in two previous
infrequent occurrences), the ratio changes with loudness articles by this author."'
are different from one type of source to another. The It should be noted that this survey was primarily designed
trends indicate that the five sources can be divided into the to understand blast noise in context with other more tradi-
two groups: blast sources, helicopters and airplanes; and, tional noises (for example, aircraft and traffic). The air-
street traffic, children and pets (see Fig. 3). There are two craft in the survey area are primarily prop and propjet,
distinct differences between these groups: for a given with very little pure jet activity. Also, with the exception of
loudness, there is a substantially higher percentage highly limited localized areas, the helicopters remain distant from
annoyed to street traffic, children and pets than to the populated areas. Thus, the above result should not be con-
other group of sources; and, the growth slope of an- strued to indicate that traffic or children would be more
noyance with loudness is steeper for the blast/aircraft annoying near a major metropolitan airport. Rather, the
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Appendix A- IO I)N W'SS

- ., I ARTILLERY t 2 AIRPIANES
much much much much

Frequency more more same less less [.requency more more same less less
19 6 41 1 q 21 0 0 11 0 0 10 1( 0 2 10 47 176 S1 162, t 4Y I 0I 41 I) .4

Daily (xK (29) () () (o) Daily (44 417 (12 1 (21 (f -

Several 21 14 98 16 91 9 79 2 1 54 4 0 9 Several 10 10 66 2 8 12, 1 2 (1 4 0 0 i1

• Per Week (t6) (26) (IN) (6) (1 _ _ _ Per Week I o? I 11 21 f(:)
4'.' Several IS 2) 96 7 15 142 2 7 116 2 1 92 1 28 Several 3 18 2 4 4S1 1 M 9 0

Per Month (17) 4-5) _ IN) (3) (4) Per Month J 44 )) (o (111

Once Every 6 1 42 1 ( 57 0 2 100 0 1 84 0 2 23 Once Every 0 0 4 0 1 14 0 4 1 1 01( 0( 1 4(

Few Months (26) IN) _ (2) (1) (4) Few Months (0) (1) (o) (o6 (()I
0 I () 8 0 0 5 0 0 11 0 0 8 0 0 1 0 0 1I 0 6 o () ) 6 1) 1 2

-Less Often it0) 03) (0) (0) (o) Less Often (0) (o) (0)) (M) SO

Fv 3 HEILICOPTERS Sc,. 4 STREET TRAFFIC
much much much much

... .re n_____ more more same less less Frequency more more same less less
1i 44 201 i 1( I(17 2 8 65 0 I 23 00 7 13 26 106 13 44 164 9 14 1104 1 2 84 0 I 19

D_ aily (47) (17) 4)) (4) (0) Daily (56) (35) (181 () () _

Several 24 29 426 1 12 140 1 ) 01 0 2 49 0 0 9 Several it) ( 37 9 61 i S 11 2 4 3 0 0 1

Per Week (42) 49) (4) (4) (0) Per Week (49) (26) (4)5 418) (14

Several 4 7 14 2 4 61 1) 0 (6 1 35 0 0 5 Several 2 2 3 2 2 23 ) 0 10 1 , H ()0

Per Month 432) 49M (o) (o) (o) Per Month (5)) (22) (0) (9) ((o4

Once Every 1 0 9 0 4 9 0 0) I 00 2( 0 0 9 Once Every 0 ) 3 0 0 4 0 1 4 0 0 2 0 0 2

_Few Months (I ) (o) (0) ()) (0) Few Months (33) (0) (0) (0) (0)

0 o 2 0 0 1 ) 4 9 0 0 6 0 ) 5 ( 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 4 0 1 S 0 0 1

Less Often 1 4) (o) (o) (0) (201) Less Often (1(0)) 4(1) (0) (2() (0))

Se,. 1 ('H IDREN A N|) PETS *The f rit three numbers in each cell are the numbers express-
much much ing (I) "extreme" annoyance (2) "very much" annoyance

L F uncy more more same less less and (3) the total number of respondents in the cell. The
fourth number, in parentheses, is the percent "highly an-

41 26 149 23 2' 14 8 22 112 1 6 98 2 4 28 noyed."

Daily (65) 05) (21) (11) (21)

Several to 23 9 12 18 2 9 62 1 2 4) 0 1 2)

Per Week (56) (36) 4)8) (8) (5)

Several 2 ) 5 1 1 9 4 4 46 4 )146 0 0 o ble explanation is that "fear" increases as these particular
-- Per Month (444 (22) (44 441 (44 sources grow louder. Third, as pointed out by one of the

. Once Every o4 2 I I 2 4)) 41)1o 4 I (1 6 reviewers, the blast/aircraft group represent distinct
Few Months (5)) ((o3) (4)) (0)) (t7)

_'.events, while the traffic/children grouping may represent a
S0 10 0 1 4 ( 0 1 4( ( 1 OIt 14

more or less constant background.L Less Often ( 33 () (o) (11) (0)

growth rates developed above indicate that noisier jet air- Conclusions
craft or helicopters near to homes would be judged more
annoying than corresponding louder road traffic. That is, The growth in annoyance (community response) to all
the absolute percentages highly annoyed and the growth noises increases monitonically both with sound amplitude
rates are such that the curves for the two categories of and with frequency of occurrence.
sources would cross one another. The growth of annoyance with increasing frequency of

One possible explanation for this apparent difference in occurrence from several per month up to daily is the same
growth in annoyance with loudness for these two across all noises. For blast noise, the integration period ex-
categories of sources may lie in people's expectations. That tends down to once every few months.
is, people may expect aircraft, heliopters and blast noise The growth in annoyance with increases in amplitude
to be loud and thus exhibit less annoyance when these differs between sources and can be divded into two
sources are relatively quiet, whereas, they expect categories: blast noise, helicopters and airplanes; and,
neighborhood sources to be quiet and thus exhibit an- street traffic, children and pets. The growth rate is steeper
noyance at relatively low loudness levels. A second possi- for the former than for the latter.
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:.4 A residual annoyance in some segment of the population
.., appears even when the assessed amplitude is much less

than normal speech, and the frequency of occurrence is
less often than once every few months. Occasionally, this
residual annoyance is even at the high annoyance level.
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A Model to Describe Community
Response to Impulse Noise* J
[Reprinted with permission of Noise Ccntrol Engineering Journal, West Layfayette, IN.]

This article summarizes some of the
results of a study primarily designed
to assess community response to
impulse noise (for example artillery,
demolition) in comparison with more
normal community noise sources,
such as fixed wing aircraft, street
traffic and neighborhood children.
Paul D. Schomert analyzes what
type of energy model best describes
community response to impulse
noise. It is concluded that C-weight-
ing offers the best standard measure
available to assess impulse noise and
that C-weighting DNL is a reasonable
community assessment measure. No
compelling justification can be found
for retaining the present 85 dB sound exposure level (SEL) threshold incorporated in the current
National Academy of Science procedures, nor can any compelling justification be found for
developing or utilizing some form of "impulse correction factor" based on the individual SEL level
of events. It is recommended that an equivalency be established between C-weighted DNL levels for ..

impulse noise and A-weighted DNL levels for other noise by means of the percent of a population
"highly annoyed" by a given noise climate. In order to establish this equivalency, it is found that
about 6 dB should be added to C-weighted DNL levels so that the resultant equivalent level A
describes a noise climate where the percent of the population highly annoyed is numerically the
same as another area having an A-weighted DNL level of that value.

Models to describe community reac- (2) The community response in- proportion to 10 log of the number of
tion to noise have been the focus of creases monotonically with frequency events, and that a nighttime (2200 to -"

study for at least the past quarter of a of occurrence. 0700) "penalty" of 10 dB is ap-
century."' Common to most of these (3) The community response to the propriate. This model is typical of a N,-%
models are three hypotheses: sound environment at night increases number which are termed "equal

(I) The community response in- compared to the same environment energy" models in that a growth of 3 -
creases monotonically with sound during the daytime. dB in sound exposure level is con-
amplitude. The day/night average sound level sidered equivalent to a doubling of the

(DNL) is a typical representative of number of events.
*Received 16 May 1980; revised 2 June these models.' It is based on the This article is specifically concerned
1981 hypotheses that the community reac- with community response to largestruction Engineering Research Labora- tion grows in direct proportion to amplitude impulse noise, such as is
tory, P.O. Box 4005, Champaign, Illinois growth in sound exposure level (SEL), created by sonic booms, artillery fire,
61820 that the community reaction grows in demolition, etc. The National
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Academy of Science (NAS) in 1977
recommended the use of C-weighted
DNL for assessment of this type of
large amplitude impulse noise.' Large 90n
amplitude is defined to be impulses
having C-weighted sound exposure 80- % H.A..8553Ldn-.O401Ldn 2

levels in excess of 85 dB (75 dB at 0
night). This C-weighted DNL is -3

calculated in a similar fashion to O
A-weighted DNL. In this procedure, it Z ro
is estimated that the percent of a com- -

munity highly annoyed to a given 50-
C-weighted DNL level, such as 70 dB, :J
is numerically the same as the percent X 40 40- 22
of a community highly annoyed to X
normally encountered, everyday 30-
noises when the A-weighted DNL "
value is 70 dB. That is, there is no off- 20-
set (0 dB) in establishing the equivalen-
cy between various A-weighted or o-
C-weighted environments in terms of
the percent of a community highly an- 0 L'
noyed. Schultz has shown excellent 40 50 60 70 80 90
agreement for survey data taken L
world-wide when the percentage of dn
highly annoyed respondents in a given Figure ]-The Schultz relation for percent highly annoyed versus A-weighted DNL
DNL zone is analyzed, and it is this level

'-"relation (Fig. 1) which is used to define "- 'ranF Iwcistdi creases in the frequency of occurrence occurrence of fixed-wing aircraft,
the percent of a community highly an- of events.' A third article will consider' rotary-wing aircraft, traffic noise, or
noyed to an A-weighted DNL level.' the existence of and quantitative neighborhood noises. That analysis in-
Recently, working group 84 of the values for nighttime and evening dicates that there is no threshold below -
Committee on Bioacoustics and penalties. The following article con- which impulse noises should be
Biodynamics of NAS met and altered centrates on examining various models discarded as unimportant; however,
the 1977 procedure based in part on to describe community response to im- the present NAS recommendations in-
the data and materials herein.' The pulse noise as a function of the levels corporate such a lower limit.
change is inclusion of a decibel offset predicted by that model. This article These results would seem to indicate
(0 to 7 dB) to establish the equivalency also describes and analyzes the type of that if the equal energy hypothesis
between various A-weighted or activity disruption caused by impulse (which is incorporated within the
C-weighted DNL environments, noise as compared to other forms of A-weighted DNL model for aircraft

The analysis contained in this article noise, since frequently overall noise) is appropriate, then the same
is based upon survey data gathered by annoyance to noise has been generated model structure is also appropriate for
the U.S. Army Construction Engi- as an index based upon the various impulse noise. However, it may be
neering Research Laboratory (CERL) forms of activity disruption. that people's judgments of loudness
in the vicinity of a large Army base. Results from the first article (see do not correlate directly with the
The purpose of the overall survey was Ref. 7) show that the community physical stimulus for blast noise in the
to examine community response to the response to impulse noise, when judg- same fashion as they do for aircraft
impulse noise generated by such ed by the respondent's perception of noise. Therefore, the. following
sources as artillery or tanks and loudness, grows in an equivalent analysis explores different threshold
helicopters, as compared to more nor- fashior to the growth in community levels and explores the possibility of
mal noise sources such as fixed-wing response to increases in the loudness the existence of an impulse correction
aircraft, street traffic, and children. of fixed-wing or rotary-wing aircraft factor. ,.
This is the second article in a series and noise. This same analysis shows that
the analysis forms one part of the the community response, as a function Basic Data Development
analysis of the survey. The first article of frequency of occurrence of events,
considered such topics as the growth grows in an equivalent fashion to the The Construction Engineering
of community annoyance with growth growth in community response with Research Laboratory has developed a
in amplitude of events and with in- increases in the frequency of computerized model for predicting
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As stated, Fig. 2 illustrates the study,
area. This figure contains a general-
ied outline of the Arms ba,,e. ()er-

/laid on this outline are predicted

(-sseighted DNI. contours for the year
prior to administration of the sure,.
Also showsn are the locations of 15 of

/ . - the 17 monitoring sites (the other two
sites were near airfields and measured

)j . ,,only aircraft noise). This figure also
indicates generalized land areas which
have been grouped by their geogra-

phic area and noise zone. On-post
and off-post respondents in the same

- . -/ / general area and noise zone are z.

grouped separately. Table I gives the
predicted and measured noise levels

by monitoring site.

Based upon the data in Table 1,
Table 2 gives the estimated C-weighted

Figure 2-Predicted C-weighted DNL contours, monitor sites and predominant respon- DNL noise level by area (indicated in
dent groups in the study area. Fig. 2) for the year preceding the

(-weighted DNI contours based upon monitoring equipment was employed survey. The yearly predictions are

the operations at an Army base. This for this purpose at 17 sites.' The altered based on the results of

program operates in analogous number of complete 24-hour days of monitoring. In the high noise zones, 4

fashion to other noise contouring pro- monitoring at these sites ranged from dB is added to the contour values,

grams, but is designed to implement 4 to 67 with 25 being a typical value, reflecting the results of nearby on-post

the National Academy of Science's Extensive testing and checking was monitoring. It should be noted that

recommended procedures for asses- performed to eliminate all but blast especially high noise levels were

sing impulse noise. Basically, the noise from the C-weighted data. Wind measured at sites I and 2, since units

original 1977 National Academy of meters were incorporated to minimize assigned firing points within a
Science procedure utilizes C-weighting the effects of noise generated by wind kilometre of these monitors actually

and predicts a C-weighted DNL, in- at the microphone by turning off the fired much closer to the monitors,

eluding a 10 dB nighttime penalty. monitors when the winds increased causing the extreme departure from
Equation I serves to define SEL: above approximately 18 kilometres per prediction. In the areas to the east,

hour. Whenever the monitors went the monitored results ranged from II

SEI lOlog I(l/po) 2 ip 2(t)dt], (I) above the preset threshold of 105 dB dB below, to 3 dB above prediction.

I peak level (95 dB at night), an analog As generalized "correction" values. 5

where p. is the reference pressure and tape recorder was turned on along dB has been subtracted from

I encompasses the effective duration with a special digital timer. If the wind predicted values nearer to firing

of the event. The integration is per- threshold signal came on at all during points (2-5 miles to nearest point),

formed over the entire effective dura- the time period, then the data in that and 3 dB has been subtracted from

tion of the event. By definition in the six minute block were discarded. If the the predictions for the more distant

National Academy of Science pro- threshold was exceeded for more than points.

cedures, the effective event duration -two seconds, then a technician listened For the eastern sites, where
must be less than approximately two to the analog tape to determine if the measured values were generally close
seconds for the event to be defined as a signal was caused by impulses or some to those predicted, all the predomi-

U. single impulse. This formulation other source, such as an aircraft or nant noise came in one to several
discards single-event sound exposure helicopters. If any other type of source days, and was characterized by a
levels that are less than 85 dB during could be detected on the analog tape, period of high noise caused by focus
the daytime and less than 75 dB at then this six minute block of data was conditions for the sound.' In contrast,
night. Figure 2 contains these contours discarded. Thus, the only data in- the monitor sites (Numbers 5, 6, 8 and
in the study area for the year preceding cluded were those for which the wind 9) to the south and west exhibited no
the survey, threshold was not triggered, no other such focus days. As a consequence,

Extensive 24-hour monitoring was source could be heard, and/or the Table 2 indicates a much larger dif-
performed in the vicinity of the Army event was less than two seconds in ference foi these locations between the
base studied. Specially designed duration. tomputer-predicted values and the
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resultant estimated values. It should
be noted that had monitoring been TABLE I
performed in other seasons when wind PREDICTED AND MEASURED NOISE LEVELS BY MONITORING SITE
shears and inversions are somewhat Predicted
different, then loud noise might also During Predicted
have been measured to the south and Number Monitoring for-Year Prior to
west on some days. However, no data Station of Days Monitored Monitored Period Survey
exist to confirm or deny this assertion. Number Monitored LADN LCDN LCDN cw..

Respondents were asked to judge 6 0 36
the loudness of the noise, the overall 2 84 57 88 67 64
frequency of occurrence and their 33 67 86 -
overall annoyance to that noise (for 4 81 59 73 69 66
those respondents ever hearing the 5 81 56 46 61 58
noise). These questions were asked for 6 12 64 49 60 58 1
the five separate categories: impulse 7 78 64 49 60 58 : 1
noise, rotary-wing aircraft, fixed-wing 8 44 60 42 59 55
aircraft, vehicles, children and pets. 9 42 58 49 61 59
This parallel presentation provides a 10 26 58 58 59 5711jl
context in which to examine impulse 12 26 62 58 57 57
noise. Tables I and 2 of Ref. 7 sum- 13 28 58 54 64 61
marize the responses for loudness and143595608
for frequency of occurrence by area 1572 only aircraft noise received
(see Fig. 2) for impulse noise. Table 3 16 80 58 61 58 55
of this article summarizes the 17 61 only aircraft noise received
responses for overall annoyance by
area (see Fig. 2) for impulse noise. teBs oa ra h o he

Examination of the data in Tables I categories in Tables l and 2 of Ref. 7 TABLE 2
and 2 of Ref. 7 shows that judged are greater than in the Fay W area. ESTIMATED LCDN NOISE LEVEL BY
loudness and judged frequency of oc- However, the top three categories in AREA FOR YEAR PRECEDING SURVEY

currence both decreased as one got Table 3 show that the overall an- Dffrmc
further from the base. One can comn- noyance levels for the Base Total area Predicted

* pare, for example, Fay E with Fay W, are lower than in the Fay W area. The Area LCN Contour
Base E with Base W, or Near W with top two categories, "extreme" and (dB)
Far W. Also, the loudness judgments "very much," are used to form theHIH6 +4.-Z
from the Base Total area compare high annoyance indicator. This change FAY W 54 -5S
favorably with the responses from the in high annoyance, 8 percent versus 13 FAY E 52 -3
Fay W area. These loudness judg- percent, is found to be statistically BASE W 56 - 5
ments in the Base Total area are slight- significant at the 0.05 level. BASE E 53 - 5
ly higher than in the Fay W area. This difference is perhaps related to BASE TOTAL 55 - 5
According to Fig. 2, these should be expectations of respondents. On base SOUTH 49 - 10 yi

higher, since the Base Total area lies in they expect to hear blast noise, but off NEAR W 46 - 12
a slightly higher noise zone. The high base they expect to leave their work I FAR W 40 - 15
level of the loudness judgments from behind. This is especially true since 43
the South and Near W areas (as com- percent of off-base respondent house- In addition to the questions dealing
pared with the other areas) seems to holds have at least one member work- with loudness, frequency of occur-
indicate that the monitored data ing for the government, and this does rence, and overall annoyance, ques-
(Tables I and 2 of this paper) are low not include retired personnel. Because tion 34 asks: "Do you think people
in these areas. That is, the responses of the significant shift in on-base judg- around here ought to complain about
fit the computer predicted C-weighted ment responses for annoyance as corn- the noise from government facilities or
DNL values better than they fit the pared with off-base, only off-base operations if they ind it annoying?"
monitored levels, responses were used for most of the The possible answers were "yes" or

*Table 3 of this paper, which deals final analysis. Again, it is emphasized "no." Table 4 shows, by area, the
with overall annoyance, contains the that off-base responses include ap- group size, the percentage of that
same trends as do Tables I and 2 of proximately 43 percent of households group answering question 34 in the af-
Ref. 7, except for on-base responses. having one or more members working firmative, and the percent indicating
On base, the annoyance levels are for the government (not including overall high annoyance (responding
smaller than off-base. In particular, in retired military personnel). either "extremely" or "very much" to
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TABLE 3 Activity Interference Data
OVERALL DEGREE OF ANNOYANCE (PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS)

BY AREA FOR BLAST NOISE A portion of the questionnaire con-
Never tained ten questions relating to activity

Area Extreme Very Much Moderate Slijht Not at All Hear interference. These questions were:
HIGH 18.1 12.5 23.6 11.1 15.3 19.4 9 Does noise ever wake you up or
FAY W 5.2 8.0 9.8 4.6 31.6 40.8 prevent you from falling asleep?
FAY E 3.5 4.9 9.7 4.6 34.1 42.5 a Does noise ever interfere with -
BASE W 5.9 5.9 10.7 7.3 39.5 30.7 your listening to radio or TV?
BASE E 2.4 2.4 8.8 7.3 25.9 51.7
BASE TOTAL 4.1 4.1 9.8 7.3 32.7 41.2 * Does noise ever interfere with
SOUTH 8.1I 10.8 14.9 8.1 14.9 43.2 conversation? Either face-to-face
NEAR W 3.2 3.6 6.4 10.4 46.6 29.1 or over the phone?
FAR W 0 0 4.8 11.9 26.2 57.1 * Does noise ever interfere with ac-

tivities out-of-doors around your
home/apartment?

TABLE 4 * Does noise or vibration ever make
PERCENT HIGHLY ANNOYED To BLAST NOISE BY AREA: THOSE WHO FEEL ONE your house rattle or shake?

SHOULD VERSUS SHOULD NOT COMPLAIN ABOUT GOVERNMENT FACILITIES 9 Does noise ever startle you?
4, * Does noise ever frighten you? .-70 HA HA d~o Overall * Does noise ever interfere with ac-

Group Should (Should Should Not Overall Adjusted
Area Size Complain Complain) Complain) HA HA* tivities that require your care or .X

HIGH 72 51 45.9 14.3 30.6 33.9 concentration?

FAY W 174 60 20.0 2.8 13.2 13.5 * Does noise ever disturb your rest
FAY E 919 62 11.8 2.8 8.4 8.4 and relaxation in your home?
BASE W 204 64 15.3 5.5 11.8 11.6 * (If applicable) Does noise ever
BASE E 204 68 7.2 0 4.8 4.5 bother or disturb anyone else in
BASE TOTAL 408 66 11.1 2.9 8.2 8.0 the household?
SOUTH 74 68 28.0 0 18.9 17.4 For each of these ten activities,
NEAR W 251 53 8.3 5.1 6.8 7.1
FAR W 42 53 0 0 0 0 respondents, after being asked if noise

F ever interfered or affected these ac-Percent overall highly annoyed is adjusted as explained in the text. The purpose is to normalize tves n d i n an anse in
the data to a group in which 62 percent feel they "should complain if bothered." tivities (and indicating an answer in

the affirmative), were then asked what
the overall annoyance question dealing for better comparison between the noises caused this interference and . %

with artillery noise) as a function of different areas, since the responses in how often each occurred. The possible
whether they answered question 34 af- the High area are otherwise prob- rence were every day, several times a
firmatively or negatively. These results ably 10 percent or so low. Also, this wee , several times a
show that one's disposition to corn- 62 percent figure is more or less consis- eery few month once
plain is strongly correlated with tent with the sonic boom studies in that. finall , ah resoden was
his/her judgment on overall an- Oklahoma City, which had about 65 asked, by source,howannoyed they
noyance. The two groups shown in percent respondents overall who wle
this table are approximately related by thought one should complain about were by that level of interference o-,
a factor of four. government facilities and 35 percent curring that many times. For example,

The next column in Table 4 gives the who answered in the negative.' The they would be asked, "How annoyed
overall percent "highly annoyed" Oklahoma City study merely deletes are you by (airplanes) interfering with

conversation (several times a week)?" V:
within each area for the "yes" and all data for those respondents in- T o r,"
"no" responses combined. Finally, dicating they should not complain and The possible responses with the two end points

telscounin Table 4 gives the considers only those saying they 5pitsae ihtetoedpitthe lst clumnbeing noted as "extremely" on the one
overall percent "highly annoyed," should complain, in the overall e.
which likely would have resulted for calculations performed and results hand and "not at all" on the other.
each group if each contained 62 per- presented. It is felt that the 62 percent In the past, it has been the practice
cent of the respondents answering common denominator arrangement in to form an overall annoyance index
question 34 affirmative. The choice Table 4 is a more reasonable represen- based upon a linear combination of
of 62 percent is somewhat arbitrary. tation of the overall community than the responses to a set of questions such
It represents approximately a popula- is the approach of deleting all those as those indicated above. For this
ilion weighted average of the data. Us- who indicate in the negative with analysis, the responses to these ten
ing this normalization process allows respect to complaints, questions were placed on a binary
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scale (rather than using the annoyance TABLE 5
numbers as cardinal numbers ranging NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS EXPRESSING HIGH ANNOYANCE
from I through 5) by defining TO INDICATED ACTIVITY BY NOISE TYPE*

% teet Chidren!respondents to be highly annoyed to a
given activity interference if they chose Artllery Traffic Airplanes Helicopters Pets
either of the top two numerics on the Sleep 105 (74) 118 (14) 103 (34) 80 (35) 181 (28)
5-pointscale. Radio TV 56 (37) 82 (15) 139 (40) 168 (59) 39 (14)Conversation 41 (36) 61 (11) 95 (29) 125 (44) 40 (8)

Examination of these data, as corn- Outdoors 9 (8) 34 (3) 17 (5) 43 (20) 34 (5)
pared with respondents indicating Rattles 350(161) 11 (1) 89 (19) 106 (37) 2 (0)
overall high annoyance to that noise Startle 200 (97) 55 (8) 42 (14) 44 (13) 22 (5)
source, indicated a high degree of Freight 112 (63) 40 (9) 39 (13) 37 (16) 16 (2)
redundancy and overlap between cer- Care/Concentration 87 (55) 57 (10) 75 (24) 82 (36) 47 (13)
tain subsets of activity interferences. Rest/Relaxation 131 (77) 109 (18) 100 (39) 122 (47) 119 (23)
For example, a respondent highly an- Disturb other
noyed by aircraft noise might also in- household members 171 (85) 90 (11) 101 (29) 116 (39) 124 (25)

*The figure in parenthesis is the numberof those respondents in that cell also expressing overall high
annoyance to that noise type. For example, 105 respondents expressed high annoyance to sleep

radio/TV, conversation face-to-face interference by blast noise. Of these 105 respondents. (about 70 percent) 74 respondents expressed
or over the phone, or both, and still overall high annoyance at blast noise.

have the same overall annoyance reac- TABLE 6
tion. Similarly, a respondent highly NUMBER AND PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS EXPRESSING OVERALL HIGH
annoyed by blast noise might indicate ANNOYANCE AS A FUNCTION OF NUMBER OF ACTIVITY INTERFERENCES
that the noise startled or frightened FOUND HIGHLY ANNOYING BY THESE RESPONDENTS*
him or both and still have the same I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
overall response. Again, the same can Total No. 183 97 61 49 44 20 8 7 6
be said for the question relating to the Artillery Total also HA 34 28 32 31 31 11 8 6 6
rest and relaxation as compared with % HA 19 29 52 63 70 55

the question relating to sleep. A Street Total No. 115 50 35 20 21 10 8 2 2
respondent might choose one or the Traffic Total also HA 44 28 21 12 19 8 7 2 2 iil
other or both and still have the same %HA 22 45 43 67 82 80
overall annoyance reaction. Thus, it Total No. 109 56 40 24 28 16 5 8 3
was decided to merely tabulate the Airplanes Total also HA 24 25 21 16 23 12 4 5 2

%HA 22 45 53 67 82 75
respondents indicating high annoyance Total No. 123 52 45 30 27 29 8 5 4
to a given activity interference by noise Helicopters Total also HA 39 21 33 18 21 24 7 5 4
source category, and also to indicate the % HA 32 40 73 60 78 83
number of those respondents also in- Total No. 137 82 36 27 14 5 I 0 0
dicating overall high annoyance. These Children/Pets Total also HA 56 49 28 21 12 5 0 0 0
data arecontained inTable5.This table 7Ol HA 41 60 78 78 86

shows that the primary problems with *For example, 183 respondents found exactly one activity interference item to be highly annoying. Of ,-e, :
noise are house rattles, startle, these 183 respondents. 34 respondents or 19 percent of the 183 found blast noise overall to be highly ,.". ,impulse nannoying.

and fright; whereas with other sources _ _ _ _ _ E12
such as airplanes and helicopters, highly annoying is the best predictor
speech interference becomes the major of whether a respondent will be overall Alternative Data and Other
problem; and with still others such as highly annoyed by that noise source Considerations
street traffic and neighborhood category. Table 6 illustrates these data
sources, interference with sleep by source category and number of ac- For blast noise, the data were ex-
becomes the major problem. (It should tivities generating high annoyance. amined to compare the responses of
be noted that all of the noise sources in For each source category, the percent respondents who owned their home
this study area had more or less equal of respondents rises as a function of versus those who rented. This com-
percentages of nighttime occurrance.) the number of activities generating parison was performed only off the

The data were examined to see if high annoyance until the point where military post (on-post, people do not
any of the activity interference factors 50 to 60 percent of respondents ex- own homes) and was performed for ,..

were an indicator of high annoyance, press high, overall annoyance, usually each of the areas in Table 2. No
or if any combination of these was a at around three activities. By the time statistically significant differences.-"
useful predictor of high annoyance, six or seven activities generate high an- were found for the level of high an-
No such relation could be found. noyance, these few respondents almost noyance overall for those who owned
Rather. it appears that the number of universally indicate that they are their homes as compared to those who .

activity interferences found to be highly annoyed. rented. Areas were combined and AN
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TADLE7 to the C-weighted DNL values, since:

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN L(.'DN AND THE EQUIVALINT LAI)N
CALCULATED FROM THE PERCENT HIGHLY ANNOYED USING rimt SEL per event = LCDN +

SCHULTz RELtATION0 10 log (86,400) - llog (8). (2) V

Estimated Equivalent Dilfference*
Area % HA LCDN LADN (dB) where 86,400 is the number of seconds
HIGH 33.9 68 74 6 in a day and 8 is the number of events.
FAY W 13.5 54 64 10 These values are also shown in Table
FAY E 8.4 52 60 8 A2. Based upon this table, an approx-
SOUTH 17.4 49 66 17 imate piece-wise continuous correction
NEAR W 7.1 46 58 12 function was developed by the follow-
FAR W 0 40 ing: L#-
Difference is the A-weighted DNL representing the percent HA in an area (as taken from Fig. 1)
minus the estimated C-weighted DNL for that area If CSEL _: 92.5 dB, (3a)

again there were no statistically signifi- latter two values. The equivalent then CSEL = CSEL.
cant differences. A-weighted DNL is calculated from

The data were also examined to the Schultz relation by determining If 92.5 dB < CSEL !_ 102.5 dB, (3b) i
compare responses for households the A-weighted DNL value which
with one or more members employed would yield the given percent highly then CSEL = CSEL + (CSEL-92.5).
by the government to those with none. annoyed. For example, an A-weighted
Again, no statistically significant dif- DNL of 74 corresponds to approx- If CSEL > 102.5 dB, (3c)

ferences could be found in any area. imately 34 percent of a population be- then CSEL = CSEL + 10.
As stated above, the 1977 and the ing described as highly annoyed.

current National Academy of Science Table 8 summarizes the data for the Since house rattles are found to be
procedures to assess community base case (the National Academy of the primary adverse factor (Table 5), it
response to impulse noise utilize Science procedure) and three variant is interesting to compare the an-

.N. C-weighting and predict a C-weighted cases. Case 2 raises the 85 dB'-" noyance and frequency of occurrence
DNL. This C-weighted DNL includes threshold to 95 dB. Case 3 considers judgments to the house rattle question
a 10 dB nighttime penalty. This for- the imposition of an impulse correc- with the judgments given earlier in this
mulation discards single-event sound tion factor in the formulation of the article and in Ref. 7 to overall noise.
exposure levels which are less than 85 C-weighted DNL, and Case 4 elimi-
dB during the daytime and less than 75 nates any threshold or correction fac- The us of ocshothat the judged frequency of occur-
dB at night. Different variations and tor. rence of house rattles goes down as
alternatives can be considered in addi- The impulse correction factor was compared to the judged frequency of

tion to this basic procedure. For exam- formulated based upon the results of occurrence of hearing impulse noise.
pie, the threshold can be effectively the sonic boom studies by Borsky in In contrast, the annoyance to house
eliminated by dropping it to 40 dB; the the Oklahoma City area.'O Appendix rattles goes up as compared with over-
threshold can be kept constant both A contains the basic formulation of all judgments of annoyance to impulse
for day and night rather than allowing this correction. Table A2 lists the noise.
the threshold to drop 10 dB at night; C-weighted DNL and percent highly
the threshold level can be changed to annoyed calculated for the three
higher levels; and, some form of im- distances and three survey periods Comparison With Previous
pulse correction factor can be added (having different boom over-pres- Results
based upon the sound exposure level sures) in the Oklahoma City study.
of the event itself. Table 7 summarizes Based upon the percent highly an- In the Oklahoma City test,
the basic data developed and Table 8 noyed, the Schultz function is used to respondents were subjected to eight
lists these results, along with three define an equivalent A-weighted DNL sonic booms per day (none during the
variant means to formulate a level (Fig. I). The difference between night). The average energy peak levels ,.-.

C-weighted DNL. Table 7 includes, by the C-weighted DNL calculated and of these booms, in different noise
area, the adjusted percent highly an- the equivalent A-weighted DNL is zones and at different time periods,

noyed (from Table 4), the estimated shown in this table. Since there were ranged from 123 dB to 131 dB, with
yearly C-weighted DNL (from Table eight booms per day at Oklahoma Ci- the overall extremes being perhaps 116
2), the equivalent A-weighted DNL for ty, all during daytime, the C-weighted to 136 dB. In contrast, this present
the percent highly annoyed as taken DNL is reconverted back to a study encompasses data from below
from the Schultz relation (Fig. 1), and C-weighted sound exposure level per the threshold of audibility up to ap-
the difference in dB between these event by adding approximately 40 dB proximately 145 dB.
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TABLE S
ALTERNATIVE C-WEIGHTED DAY/NIGHT LEVEL FORMULATIONS

Case I Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
(Bane Case) (9dB Threshold) (Impulse Correction), (40 dB Threshold)

Equivalent Value, Difference' Value, Difference' Value2  Difference' Value, Difference'
LADN (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)

HIGH 74 68 6 66 8 73 1 68 6
FAY W 64 54 10 52 12 57 7 56 8
FAY E 60 52 8 49 1I 55 5 55 5

SOUTH 66 49 17 47 19 52 14 50 16
NEAR W 58 46 12 44 14 49 9 48 10
FAR W 40 36 43 44
'As explained in the text, the impulse correction is applied to each event based on its SEL
"'Value" is the C-weighted DNL calculated for the various formulations
"'Difference" is the A-weighted DNL representing the percent HA in the area minus the "value" of C-weighted DNL for that case and area

The frequently reported Borsky Rather, he created an index based universe of respondents, then the
data are the responses from only upon the various activity interference responses might have been equivalent
respondents who felt one should com- questions. Furthermore, he never to those presented in Table 4.
plain about a government activity or reported the data for those indicating A third possibility is that the ap-
agency if it bothered them and these a disbelief in complaints about parently lowered annoyance levels
data specifically are addressed to the government activities, result from the fact that, in the
respondent's annoyance to "house Oklahoma City study, the respondents
rattles and shakes." Thus, the either knew a test was occurring which
Oklahoma City data probably repre- had a fixed duration and/or had only
sent the highest possible percentages, Discussion of Data and Results been subjected to the sonic booms for
since the data in the present study in- a relatively short period of time (ap-
dicate that responses to "house proximately 6 to 8 weeks for each in-
rattles" generate greater overall an- Borsky Data. The differences between terview period). This third possibility
noyance levels than do responses to and the results obtained in this ty would further support the one-year
the general overall annoyance ques- may be due to any or all of at least equal energy concept by indicating
tion, and since people who feel they that responses to 6 to 8 weeks of noise0three factors. First, the differences "<
should complain express higher an- are much lower than responses to one

may reflect real differences in the a ee s
noyance (at a rate of about 4 to t) over response of people to the noise source. year of noise. Also, the very presence
thoseactii That is, for a given C-weighted DNL, of the "test" may have influenced
complain ,bout government activities, the community is much more annoyed judgments, although only 60 percent

Appendix A summarizes the Borsky by artillery noise than by sonic boom even knew that a test was in progress

data and converts his peak levels into noise. Alternatively, this possible during the first interview period.
approximate C-weighted DNL levels, result, which can be stated as the Monitoring. The monitored data to
Table 9 summarizes the present C-weighted DNL measure, is not the the east of the base were typically 3 to
study's results in terms of percent of measure to be used for impulse noise, 5 dB below predicted levels. These
respondents highly annoyed by and a measure is required which fur- monitored data were characterized by
building rattles (only respondents in- ther emphasizes artillery noise as com- one or several loud days, along with
dicating that one should complain pared with sonic boom noise. This many quiet days. This monitoring
about government activities if an- type of conclusion certainly supports result generally correlates with the
noyed) as compared to the yearly the use of some type of measure which community response indicating that
C-weighted DNL, and as compared cuts out low frequencies, since the dif- loud events and house rattles generally 11A9
with the Borsky-developed data under ference between sonic boom and ar- occur less often than every day or
these same conditions. These data tillery noise lies in the fact that the several times per week, especially in
show that for a given C-weighted DNL sonic boom contains greater quantities the more distant areas. The monitored
level, the percentage highly annoyed is of sub-audible energy. levels to the west and south were much
some 10 to 20 percent larger in the pre- A second possible explanation is lower than predicted, the data showing
sent study than with the Borsky- that no difference in responses exists. only generally low noise days and none
developed data. Unfortunately, Bor- That is, if Borsky had asked a question of the interspersed high-level days.
sky never asked the question dealing dealing with the overall annoyance to However, the respondent data would
with overall annoyance to sonic boom. sonic boom noise and included the seem to indicate that these high levels
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do occur and that the monitoring must Formation of Equivalent Levels. In TABLE9
not have gone on for a long enough order to assess the total noise produced PERCENT HIGHLY ANNOYED TO '. .

time or during the right season to by Army/DOD installations, it is BUILDING RATTLES*
obtain these results. necessary to be able to combine and Oklahoma C11)

Near the base boundary in areas to portray the effects of all noise on the IPremt Study Data-

the south and southwest of predomi- surrounding community so that mean- Area LCDN % HA % HA LCDN
nant noise sources, measured levels ingful land-use patterns can be HIGH 68 59.4 35.3 64

FAY W 54 22.8 25.9 61were 2 to 4 dB above prediction. In developed both on and off post. Thus, FAY E 52 17.9 25.4 62•-FAY E 52 17.9 25.4 62 -' '
this study area, winds are generally it is necessary to establish some equi- SOUTH 49 32.0 19.4 60
from the north or northeast. Thus, the valency between the measures used to NEAR W 46 14.4 16.9 59
resulting monitored data possibly sup- assess impulse noise and the FAR W 40 4.5 16.6 60
port published data indicating that at A-weighted DNL levels used to assess 12.5 56
relatively short distances, sound pro- all other noises. The percentage of the 1.0 57

pagation is enhanced in the downwind community characterized as highly 5.1 54

direction (the present computer pre- annoyed to a given noise environment *Only those who feel one should complainabout Government facilities or operations,-'-
dictions take into account temperature appears to offer the best means to "From Table A acli
inversion frequencies but do not take develop this equivalency, given the em- 'r alA
wind directions into account). phasis which the National Academy of

Alternative Weightings. The data in Science and EPA have placed upon the
Table I include measured values for use of this concept in assessing the im- 6."

the A-weighted DNL at the monitor pact of noise environments.' N ,.
locations. This table shows no correla- The data in Table 8, Case 4, show Conclusions
tion between the measured A-weighted that the C-weighted DNL value under-
and C-weighted levels at any site. predicts the percentage of respondents
Moreover, it is clear from Tables I and highly annoyed when used in conjunc- A previously published article (see
3 combined that there is no correlation tion with the Schultz relation. For ex- Ref. 7) showed that for impulse noise,
between the measured A-weighted ample, the data show 34 percent highly the growth in annoyance for increases
levels and the percents of respondents annoyed in the 68 dB zone. The in loudness or frequency of occurrence
highly annoyed. Along these same Schultz relation shows that it takes an is equivalent to the corresponding an-
lines, both the Oklahoma City study A-weighted DNL of 74 dB to make noyance growth to such common
and this present study show that house 33 percent of respondents highly an- noises as fixed-wing aircraft and vehi-
rattles are the predominant adverse noyed. The difference between these cle noise. Thus, to the extent that
factor in the community. Since it is values is the indicated 6 dB in Table 8. fixed-wing aircraft and vehicle noise
predominantly the energy in the 10 to These data indicate that the present can be described by an energy type of
30 Hz range which contributes to C-weighted DNL always underpredicts model such as DNL, then impulse
house rattles, A-weighting of impulse the percent highly annoyed when noise can be equally described by such
noise would delete nearly all the infor- utilizing the Schultz curve. Adding a a type of model.
mation relevant to the cause of house constant 6 dB to the C-weighted DNL The analysis herein shows that a
rattles. values seems to be the simplest means measure which takes note of house
Alternative C-weighted DNL For- of establishing an equivalent impulse rattles is definitely required, since
mulations. No definite conclusions on noise level which can be directly com- house rattles is the most often cited -
the alternative formulations for a pared with A-weighted levels. Adding adverse factor. A-weighting cannot
C-weighted DNL measure can be 6 dB yields equivalent DNL levels and does not perform this function.
drawn from the data in Table 8. With which, when utilizing the Schultz rela- On the other hand, there is an indica-
the reader's attention directed tion, closely predict the actual percent tion that a measure which incor-
primarily at the first three areas, of respondents indicating high an- porates more low-frequency energy
High, Fay W, and Fay E (since the lat- noyance. In developing this recom- than does C-weighting will further
ter three areas are based upon more mendation to add a constant 6 dB, the emphasize sonic booms as compared
questionable monitoring results), results for areas to the south and west to artillery noise and increase the
Case 2 is no different than Case I, and of the base are somewhat discounted disparity in results between these two
Case 4 is only marginally better than since the responses for loudness, fre- sources. Since energy in the 10 to 30
Case I in that the deviations among quency of occurrence, annoyance and Hz range must be included in order to
the values are slightly smaller. In case house rattles all indicate that noise assess impulse noise's contribution to
3, inclusion of an imoulse correction levels frequently, at least during some building rattles, C-weighting still
factor, seems to move the results in portion of the year, are higher than appears to be the best available stan-
the wrong direction by increasing the those actually measured during the dardized weighting network with
relative differences between areas. specific days of monitoring, which one can assess impulse noise.
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APPENDIX A TABLE Al
OKLAHOMA CITY DATA

Borsky
The author has previously shown M uremet Period Peak PSF Peak Level (dB) LCDN % HA

that for sonic booms from transport 2 March - 19 April 1.13 128.1 59.9 16.6
size aircraft (B58/XB70) at high 0.8 125.1 56.4 12.5
altitudes:" 0.65 123.3 54.3 5.1

20 April - 14 June 1.23 128.8 60.8 25.9
CSEL = (10/8.5) (Peak Level)- 1.10 127.8 59.6 19.4 U

50.35. (Al) 0.85 125.6 57.0 11.0
15 June -25 July 1.60 131.1 63.5 35.3

This equation is used to convert the 1.35 129.6 61.7 25.4
Oklahoma City data from peak levels 1.00 127.0 58.7 16.9
to CSEL. Essentially, the lower the
peak level, the more rounded (lower - -

frequency) the boom, and the more IMPULSE "CORRECTION" FACTORS
energy the C-weighting eliminates. LCDN % HA LADN Difference (A-C)

In Oklahoma City, there were 8 80 83.3 87.6 7.6
booms per day. So total daily CSEL 75 67.8 84.1 9.1
equals the CSEL per boom plus 9 dB, 70 52.4 80.0 10.0

* and: 65 36.9 75.0 10.0
60 21.5 68.5 8.5

LCDN = CSEL + 9 - 49.4. (A2) 55 6.0 57.5 2.5

Using Eqs. Al and A2, the Using linear regression, the percent Table A2 data are used to establish
Oklahoma City data for (energy) highly annoyed (HA), as a function of the "impulse correction factor" equa-
average PSF and percent highly an- LCDN is found (r2 = 0.93) as: tions given in the text.
noyed by time period yield the results
summarized in Table Al. %O HA = (3.09)(LCDN) - 164.0.

The present 85 dB threshold was * There is no threshold below * There is no statistically significant
originally incorporated because data which impulse noise should be deleted, difference in annoyance levels between
did not exist for lower levels, and any more than there is a threshold respondents who own or rent their
because it was felt that only "large below which aircraft noise or vehicle homes.
amplitude" impulses should be con- noise should be deleted from DNL 9 There is no statistically significant
sidered. The first study cited above predictions. differencc in annoyance levels between
shows that impulse noise fits an energy respondents off-post who do or do not
model in a like manner as aircraft or * Addition of an impulse noise have a family member working for the
vehicle noise. Also, Table 8 shows that "correction," which adds a factor to government. Since 43 percent of off-
eliminating the threshold possibly each impulse based on its SEL level, post respondents contained at least
decreases variation from site to site does not increase the ability of one household member who worked at
and neither retaining the present C-weighted DNL to predict communi- or for some government facility (this
threshold, increasing it, nor adding ty response. 43 percent figure does nc -iclude
an impulse correction factor, will households of retired milita thereIn order to be able to relate im-.,;
reduce this variation. Thus, it is con- is no reason to assume ti !here
cluded that the present 85 dB thres- pulse noise to other noises, it is recom- would be any smaller levelb of an-
hold should be deleted because there mended that equivalent C-weighted noyance in a community which was
is no compelling data to support the DNL levels be established by adding 6 less heavily made up of households
retention of this added complexity dB to computed or measured Cweigh- who had family members working at

In summary, the conclusions and ted DNL values, some government facility. On the
recommendations up to this point are: Other conclusions of note are: other hand, communities around

Impulse noise is described by an Army bases with far lower percentages
energy model as well as any noise is * For a given noise level, an- of government workers might exhibit
described by an energy modcl. noyance on-post is, statistically, sig- higher annoyance levels. However,"-
• C-weighting is the best available nificantly lower than annoyance off- such communities do not generally

measur to characterize impulse noise. post. exist. ."
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Time of day noise adjustments or "penalties"

Paul D. Schomer
CERL. Corps of Engineers P 0. Box 400. Champaign, Illinois 61820

(Received 19 November 1981; accepted for publication 27 October 1982)

Community response descriptors, such as Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL), have included a
nighttime adjustment or "penalty" in their formulation. Typically this nighttime penalty has been 10
dB. Some models incorporate an evening penalty in addition to the nighttime penalty. The basis for
these penalties is examined in this paper. This analysis is based on results from a community attitudinal
survey conducted inthe vicinity of a large Army base. The survey sought to compare blast noise (e.g.,
artillery) and helicopters in the context of all noise such as airplanes, traffic, and children. The analysis
shows that there are at least two factors which contribute to a "penalty" during any time period. One
factor occurs when individual events are intrinsically more bothersome or annoying during one period
of time than during another time period. The second factor occurs because a greater percentage of
events are more likely to be noticed and found bothersome during one period of time as compared with
another. The results show that single bothersome events are more or less equally annoying during all .. J
time periods of the day. There is only a small growth in annoyance during the night and this growth
occurs primarily with the more impulsive sources such as artillery and helicopters. The results indicate
that the second factor described above is more important in contributing to a total nighttime adjustment': ~or penalty. That is, for a given number of available events, respondents are more likely to notice and be ""

bothered by events during the night than during the day. This factor appears to be a primary contributor
to any nighttime adjustment. The nighttime penalty indicated by these two factors is of the order of 5 to
10 dB. These results tend to support retention of a nighttime penalty in descriptors such as DNL. Based %
on these results, one would not be tempted to depart from the long-established 10-dB value for the
penalty.

PACS numbers: 43.50.Sr, 43.S0.Qp

INTRODUCTION attitudinal survey data gathered by the U. S. Army Con-

Descriptors for community reaction to noise have been struction Engineering Research Laboratory in the vicinity of
the focus of study for at least the past quarter century.'12 a large Army base. The purpose of the overall survey was to
Common to the assumptions inherent in most of these de- examine community response to the impulse noise generated
scriptors are three hypotheses: by such sources as artillery or tanks and helicopters as com-

(1) The community response increases monotonically pared with more normal noise sources such as fixed-wing
with sound amplitude, aircraft, street traffic, and children. The analysis in this pa-

(2) The community response increases monotonically per forms one part of the analysis of the survey. Other por- 9
with frequency of occurrence. tions of the analysis consider such topics as the growth of .- :

(3) The community response to sound exposure at night community annoyance with growth in amplitude of events
increases compared with the same sound exposure during and with increases in the frequency of occurrence of events,6

daytime. the community response by source as a function of noise

The Day-Night Average Sound Level, DNL, is a typical zone, and the type of activity disruption caused by the var-
representation of these descriptors. 3." Inherent in this de- ious sources.' These two earlier papers (Refs. 6 and 7) serve
scriptor are the hypotheses that the community reaction to document the survey plan, execution, and analysis. They
grows in direct proportion to the growth in sound exposure include dose/response analyses based on both computer si-

level (SEL), that the community reaction grows in propor- mulation and noise monitoring results. The purpose of this

tion to 10 log of the number of events, and that a nighttime paper is to concentrate solely on time-period adjustments.(220 to 0700) adjustment or "penalty" of 10 dB is appropri- Previous studies concerning time-period adjustment

ate. Other descriptors such as the Community Noise Equiva- factors have concentrated mainly on fixed-wing aircraft
, lent Level (CNEL) inherently incorporate the hypothesis of noise and have usually been performed in the vicinity of ma-

an evening (1900 to 2200) penalty of 5 dB in addition to the jor commercial airports (e.g., London, Los Angeles, New
nighttime penalty.3 These descriptors are typical of a num- York) where there are frequent, loud aircraft flyovers. By
ber which are termed "equal energy" models in that a way of contrast, this study was not performed near any such ,'

growth of 3 dB in SEL is considered equivalent to a doubling major fixed-wing aircraft facility. Rather, this study can be
of the number of events, thought of as concentrating on impulse noise, rotary-wing

This paper concentrates on the existence of and value aircraft noise, general aviation aircraft noise (including a few
for evening and nighttime adjustments or "penalties" for the Boeing 727s and Lockheed C-14Is) urban traffic noise, and .
assessment of noise. This analysis is based upon community neighborhood noise from children and pets.
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Thus prevou studio at large. fixed-wing ommeal have cn trated on the intrinsic annoyance "value" of an

airports have been performed in a variety of ways and have event at night fsuch as an aircraft flyover) a compared with
yielded very mixed results. The first Heathrow survey in the annoyance value of the same event during the day. These
London in 1961 indicated a 17-dB Noise and Number Index studies tend to indicate only a small nighttime penalty, if
(NNI) penalty for nighttime operations.' This corresponds any; 0 to 3 dB being typical. Other of the studies have con-
to approximately an I I-dB penalty in NEF or CNR and centrated on sleep disruption and ability to fall asleep. These
about a lO-dB penalty in DNL.9 Fidell and Jones 0 found no results are also inconclusive. Some studies, such as the first

" significant change in response when nighttime flights were Heathrow survey, have not sought to separate the factors.
greatly reduced at the Los Angeles International Airport; Rather they have compared daytime exposure and its result-
but as pointed out by Ollerhead," the nighttime noise, be- ing community response with nighttime exposure and its -.-

fore elimination of nighttime flights, even with the inclusion resulting community response to determine the "penalty"
of the 10 dB penalty, was far outweighed by the daytime necessary to establish equivalence between daytime and
noise. So perhaps no significant response should be expected. nighttime predictions of community response based on ex-
Borsky,' 2 at JFK, finds results somewhere in between the posure. These results are also mixed but tend to indicate the
above two extremes. His data indicate a nighttime penalty possibility of a substantial nighttime penalty. While some
which can be shown to be on the order of 3-7 dB. In a further have postulated a nighttime penalty because background
study at Heathrow, Ollerhead"i finds rather mixed restilts. noises are lower at night,'8. no one has quantitatively ex-
His data indicate about a 5-d.B evening penalty and some amined this factor.
nighttime penalty to be imposed during the period when peo- One main purpose of this paper is to quantitatively exa-
pie are trying to fall asleep. More recently, yet another study mine the second factor described above, that noisy or bother-
has been initiated in the vicinity of Heathrow."' This study, some events are more likely to be noticed during one time
in its preliminary stages, has concentrated on how the noise period as compared with another. For example, the noise of
keeps people from falling asleep, wakes them up, and the children playing or dogs barking may be much more noticea-
relative annoyance during different time periods. Like ble at night than during the day. Because the noise is noticed
Borsky and Ollerhead, this study finds that the annoyance more, the overall annoyance may increase. "
per event remains relatively constant during different time This paper will also examine the first factor, intrinsic
periods of the day. This study also finds a much loweriate of annoyance per event. For blast noise, the first Heathrow sur-
reported awakenings by respondents as compared with the vey approach will be used to examine the existence of some
rates of awakening predicted by various laboratory studies overall nighttime penalty.
such as the work by Lucas et al. " In a 1979 study Horonjeff
and Teffeteller" finds no nighttime or evening penalty either I. APPROACH

on a single event or on an equivalent level (Lq) basis. Thus, The energy type of model will be used to approximately
the literature presents a rather mixed and inclusive picture. quantify the second factor: the rate of noticing annoying
A recent conference at NASA concludes that "time-of-day events. The first paper on these community attitudinal sur- ',

effects are real" but does little to quantify their nature. vey results (Ref. 6) shows that annoyance increases when
Why might there by a time period adjustment or "pen- respondents subjectively notice annoying events more fre-

alty?" Several points, both acoustical and nonacoustical, quently. The second paper on this survey (Ref. 7) shows that
come to mind as potential factors contributing to a time peri- community response to impulse noise exposure fits an ener-
od adjustment. One possible factor is that the sound may be gy model. Many other studies show that community re-
intrinsically more annoying during one or another period. sponse to transportation noise exposure fits an energy mod-
Aircraft at night may be just "more annoying" than during el.2' Since all of the sources in this study appear to fit an
the day. A second possible factor is that annoying sounds energy model, this fact can be used to approximately quanti-
may be more readily noticed during one or another period. fy the penalty implied by changes in the likelihood of notic-
Internal household masking sounds are lower at night, eater- ing bothersome events during one time period or another. If
nal background ambient noises are lower at night, and sound the 10-log (number of events) factor is applied to the number
frequently propagates better at night (because of diurnal var. of events noticed by a respondent (in contrast to the number
iations in temperature lapse and wind velocity with altitude). counted from physical records), then some notion can be
A third posaible factor is that the activities interfered with by developed on the importance of the rate of noticing bother.
noise during one time period are more critical and, hence, some events.
generate greater annoyance as compared with another time This factor can be addressed by comparing the known
period and its activities. For example, sleep interference may physical frequency of occurrence ratio between one time pe-
be more important than speech interference. A nonacousti- riod and another to the respondent-reported ratio of the fre-
cal argument asserts that since many more people are at quency of annoying events between one time period and an-
home during the evening and night as compared with day- other. For example, respondents may be bothered by twice
time, a "penalty" is justified to account for the greater popu. as many events during the day as during the night. If, how-
lation at risk. Certainly many other factors can be advanced ever, there are ten times as many actual occurrences during
for including or excluding time of day penalties in a nis the day as during the night, then respondents (on an equal-

- . number.of-occurrenc. basis) are being bothered by 1/S as
Some o( the studies demcribed above, such as oraky's, many of the available events during the day as during the
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night. On a 10-log basis, this would indicate an adjustment sponded in this fashion. Finally, respondents who had indi-
or penalty of 7 dB to be applied to events during the night, cated that they were bothered were asked how annoyed they

This community response survey asked respondents were/or that time period I i.e., day, evening, or night; week-
how often they were bothered by various events during the day or weekend). Specifically, they were asked: "And in gen-
day 0700 to 1900 hi, evening 11900 to 2200 hI, and dunng the eral, taking everything into consideration, how annoyed are
night 12200 to 0700 h). Records were available on relative you by noise from source during the timeperiod)?" Annoy-
event frequencies by day and night for blast noise, fixed-wing ance was judged on a 5-point scale which included: extreme-
aircraft, and rotary-wing aircraft, and official estimates were ly, very much, moderately, slightly, or not at all.
available for traffic noise. Thus the above indicated quantita- The analysis in the next section uses only data derived
tive analysis on the rate of noticing bothersome events is from respondents normally home during all three time per-
quite viable. iods so that the same respondents are comparing day with

Quantifying the first factor, the intrinsic annoyance val- night. The analysis is more credible by having day, evening,
ue of an event as a function of the time period is less straight- and night responses from the same set of respondents; so
forward. Respondent data are used to assess annoyance per long as one can show that the responses of these respondents
bothersome event as a function of time period. However, no home at all times compare favorably with the responses for
generally acceptable means exist to quantify shifts in annoy- those respondents home only part of the time. The following
ance per bothersome event on a decibel basis. Fortunately, discussion considers this comparison along with further in- r
these shifts appear to be small and so quantifying this factor troducing and explaining the data.
largely becomes a moot point. The data were examined to see if respondents home at

Finally, an additional notion of nighttime penalty is de- all.times could act as a surrogate for the larger completed
veloped by using the first Heathrow survey methodology to data set. Only weekday data were utilitized to compare the
examine blast noise. Daytime and nighttime exposure and responses of respondents home at all times with those home
their respective resulting community response (annoyancel only part of the time. Respondents were grouped according
are compared. The number of decibels required to make day- to their time periods generally at home. The set of respon-
time and nighFtime predictions of annoyance equivalent is dents generally home days, evenings, and nights formed one
established by this comparison. group. A second group contained respondents home days

and nights but not evenings, and a third group contained ..
respondents home evenings and nights but not days. No oth-

II. DEVELOPED DATA er groups contained sufficient numbers of respondents to be

As a part of the survey indicated above, respondents statistically reliable. The set of respondents home during all
were asked whether or not they were generally home during times formed the basic set for analysis. The other two groups
the day, evening, or night, both for weekdays and weekends. were used to test for differences which might exist between
The general times of 7 a.m., 7 p.m., and 10 p.m. were given to the responses of the people home all three time periods and
respondents as guidelines for the boundaries of these time people home only two of the three times.
zones. Respondents home during a given time period were Tables I-V list the basic data developed for the group of
asked if they were bothered by any of the noise sources and, if respondents home during all three time periods. These tables
so, how often they were bothered. They could respond: every analyze the frequency with which respondents were annoyed
day, several times a week, several times a month, once every during each time period (i.e., day, evening, or night). Each
few months, or less often than that. They could also respond cell of the table lists the number of respondents reporting a
by (don't know). However, less than 1% of respondents re- given frequency of annoyance (e.g., every day, several per

TABLE 1. Artillery: Respondents usually home day, evening, and night dunn. weekdays.

Frequeny of Daytime Evening Night
being bothered No. No. % No. No. % No. No. %
or annoyed bothered HA' HA bothered HA HA bothered HA HA

Everyday 17 12 71 I1 7 64 10 9 90

Sever Iper week 54 27 50 28 -17 61 26 17 65

Seveil per mouth 46 IS 33 36 11 31 23 11 48

Once every
few months 22 2 9 19 5 26 23 10 43

Total by
time mnod 139 56 40 94 40 43 82 47 57 

"

"Day to night" Daytime plus evemg Nigloune
to" 233--96-41 g2 47 57

HAi an alihv~ioo. Mir the t am "annly aaed" which a e gla ia t ftu
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TABLE 11. Aarpiaasm': Rapooad usually hoM e day. evening, Mad night during weekdayL.

Frequency of Daytime Evening Night
being bothered No. No. % No. No. % No. No. %
or annoyed bothered HA' HA bothered HA HA bothered HA HA

Everyday 64 36 56 27 12 44 16 13 81

Several per week 44 16 36 31 16 52 19 10 53

Several per month 16 2 12 15 3 20 14 3 21

Total by
time peod 124 54 44 73 31 42 49 26 53

"Day to night" Daytime plus evening Nighttime
total 197-85-43 49 26 53

*Airplanes in this study consisted mainly of single-engine. propeller-driven. general-aviation aircraft, with a small number of jet and prop-jet propelled
military and commercuid aircraft.
HA is an abbreviation for the term "highly annoyed" which is explained in the text.

TABLE III Helicopters: Respondents usually home day. evening, and night during weekdays.

Frequency of Daytime Evening Night
being bothered No. No. % No. No. % No. No. %
or annoyed bothered HA' HA bothered HA HA bothered HA HA

Everyday 79 41 61 32 21 66 20 17 85

Several per week 68 24 35 38 14 37 19 8 42

Several per month 21 2 10 IS 4 27 13 3 31

Total by
time period 168 74 44 85 39 46 52 29 56

"Day to night" Daytime plus evening Nighttime
total 253-I 13-4 52 29 56

'HA is an abbreviation for the term "highly annoyed" which is explained in the text.

TABLE IV Street trafc: Respondenta usually home day, evenig, and night dunng weekdays.

-requency of" Daytim Eveaing Night
beng bohered No. No. % No. No. % No. No. %
or annoyed bothered HAO HA bothered HA HA bothered HA HA

Everyday 59 35 59 52 34 65 23 19 83

Several per week 23 8 35 31 16 32 25 15 60

Several per month 3 2 67 7 3 43 II 3 27 . -

Toedl by
time period 85 45 53 90 53 59 59 37 63

"Day to night" Daytime plus eveninp Nighttime
total 175-9g--56 59 37 63

' HA ie an ar'v oaa. for the teM "highly aMyed" which a ePIMMd i the teat.
55.,,
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TANI V_ Chbdra owm Rin dam w y b dy, eves .a m.i-0t during we•day .•

Frequency of -ytine Evenig Night
being bothered No. No. % No. No. % No. No. C/o
or annoyed bothered HA" HA bothered HA HA bothered HA HA

Everyday 56 36 64 40 32 80 43 37 86

Sevenl per week 24 10 42 27 15 56 44 26 59

Several per month 5 I 20 9 3 33 14 7 57

Total by
tumeperiod 85 47 55 76 50 66 101 71 70

"**y to night" Daytime pil evening Nighttime
total 161-97---60 [of 71 70

I HA is an abbreviation for the term "highly annoyed" which is explained in the text.

week. etc.). Second, each cell of the table contains the num- For comparison purposes, the same procedure outlined
ber of respondents within that cell reporting "high annoy- above was performed for respondents home only during the
ance" to that frequency of annoyance during that time peri- day and night and for respondents home only during the
od. (In accordance with the previous practice of Schultz2  evening and night. Again, the numbers of respondents were
and others, "high annoyance" was defined to be those re- totaled across the various possible frequencies of occurrence.
spondents choosing the top two annoyance responses out of Table VI compares by noise source the daytime and night-
the 5-point scale described above.) Finally, each cell contains time percentages calculated for people home at all times and
the percentage of respondents that were highly annoyed out people home only during the day and night but not the even-

* of the total number of respondents in the cell. For example, ing. Table VII does the same for the evening and nighttime
in Table 1, 17 respondents reported being annoyed every day periods for people home day, evening, and night compared
during daytime by artillery and 12 expressed high annoy- with people home only during the evening and night but not
ance for a total-of 71% of the 17. At the bottom of each theday.Thesetablesservetocomparegroupsofrespondents
column in each table, the number of respondents are totaled home only two of the time periods with the group of respon- .0
and a new percentage calculated. In addition, the total num- dents home all three time periods. Specifically, these tables
ber of respondents for day and evening are added together compare the increase in annoyance (if any) for the same num-
and this percentage calculated. The reader should note that ber of occurrences by comparing the percentage of respon-
the total daytime percentage is merely a weighted average of dents highly annoyed. These tables also compare the respon-
the daytime and evening data. dent's perception of the number of occurrences which are

TABLE Vl. Comparison of responses for respondents home all times IDEN with responses for respondents home only daytime and nighttime but not
evenings( DN: weekday data.

Numbered bothered Number HA' Percent HAI

Ratio Ratio
Source Group Day Night day/night Day Night Day Night nighlt/day

Artillery DEN 145 94 1.54 59 48 41 51 1.24
DN 14 7 2.00 4 3 29 43 1.48

Airlanes* DEN 127 56 2.27 55 28 43 50 1. 16 -. ,

DN 7 6 1.17 3 I 43 17 2.53

Heli*co DEN 174 59 2.95 75 31 43 53 1.23
DN 10 2 5.00 4 1 40 50 1.25

Tnaffc DEN 86 63 1.37 45 38 52 60 1.15
DN 8 6 1.33 3 4 38 67 1.76

- Children DEN 89 11I 0.80 47 74 53 67 1.26
and
peta DN 1I 9 1.22 5 3 45 33 0.73

'HA is an abbreviation for the term "highly annoyed" which is explaiud in the text.
-Airplane in thus study corwad mainly o unl-engine. propeler-dnven. general-avato aircraft, with a small number of jet and prtp-jet propeW

military and commircal aircraft. 56
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TABLE Vii. Companion of responsis for respondents home all tunes (DEN) with rsaponsis for respoidesis home only eveunp, and nighttime but not
daytime (EN); weekday data.

Numbered bothered Number HAI Percent HAI

Ratio Rato
Source Group Day Night day/night Day Night Day Night night/day

Artillery DEN 98 94 104 43 48 44 51 1.16
EN 134 105 1.28 57 52 43 so 1.16

Airplanesb DEN 76 56 1.36 31 28 41 50 1.22

EN 144 98 1.47 60 58 42 59 1.40

Helicopters DEN 89 59 1.51 39 31 44 53 1.20
EN 135 83 1.63 69 43 51 52 1.02

Trafl DEN 91 63 1.44 54 38 59 60 1.02
EN 139 94 1.48 72 52 52 55 1.06

Children DEN 84 I1i 0.76 52 74 62 67 1.0 p
and
pets EN 137 141 I.!1 71 85 51 60 1.18

' HA is an abbreviation for the term "highly annoyed" which is explained in the text.
Airplanes in this study consisted mainly of single-engine. propeller-driven, general-aviation aircraft, with a small number of jet and prop-jet propelled
military and commencal aircraft.

bothersome (1) at night as compared with during the day or dents home all times respond similarly to those home only
(2) at night as oompared with during the evening, part of the time.

One can especially note the close comparison-between As an additional test of the use of respondents home at
the group home at all times and those home only during the all times as a surrogate for the entire group of respondents,
evening and night but not the day. The comparison is not overall respondent group annoyance ratings were examined.
quite as good between the group home at all times and those In an earlier question in the survey, respondents were asked
home only during the day and night but not the evening, in general. how often they heard (in contrast to being both-

*.' However, the group home only during the day and night is ered) a given source, how loud they perceived it to be and
rather small (7 to 14 per cell) and so a close comparison overall how annoyed they were. The possible responses for

- should not necessarily be expected. In comparison, the frequencies of occurrence and degrees of annoyance were as
group home during the evening and night has 100 to 150 outlined above.
respondents per cell. Tests of sigificance by source and time Table VIII shows the basic percentage of respondents in
period show no significant difference between the group each group highly annoyer" to a given noise source category,
home all times and those home only day and night but not the group size, and the response to the same questions by the

evening (Table VI), or between the group home at all times universe of respondents. The data in this table show that of
and those home only evening and night but not day (Table the three weekday response groups, the group home day.

VII). Overall, Tables VI and VII indicate that the respon- evening, and night had most nearly the same response as

TABLE Vill. Comparison of respondent group size and overall percent HAI.

Weekdays Weekend All

"roup/source DEN DN EN DEN respondents

Group size 72 63 $91 1292 2147

Artilmey 10.1 11.1 11.4 11.2 9.6

street USi& 9.0 7.9 12.5 10.8 9.6

•"Airplaes' 7.4 9.5 10.4 9.0 7.8

Hsllopele, 11.4 12.7 12.7 11.9 10.5

.andop I13 1t.1 13.0 12.0 10.7

"•NA.a P e lorasa tw teim "bily maynd" ,h is miei iathe tiaui.
Airpkies. M~ ido j mo M sM Msi* o aglsMMe peueorwdtv in ai-siviesi 0t with a small mwofJoes s lp.tio" pepilid
U. i eom i isuea. 57
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TABLE MX Compuiari a(repaissi for respondents home at aln Laess o. .eekmghd.

Number bothered Percent HA'
Day plus Day plus

Source Day Evening evening Night Day Evening evening Night

Artillery 175 142 317 133 46 49 47 48 ly

Aaae'159 125 284 97 4448 46 54t*

Helites 135 134 319 97 51 54 52 61

Traffic 185 192 377 151 55 58 57 58

Children
and pea 170 163 333 178 55 60 57 61

'HEA is an abbreviation for the term "highly annoyed" which is explained in the text.
' Airplanes in this study consisted mainly of single-engine. propeiler-driven. general-aviation ircraft. with a small number of jet and prop-let propelled N
military and commercial aircraft.

given by the overall universe of respondents, and that the their reactions to sounds in the day, the evening, and theI

two other groups (day-night and evening-night) both exhibit night.
slightly higher response rates than do the day/evening/night The data used in the analysis in this paper are the sums
group and the universe of responses. Langdon 2 ' has reported appearing at the bottoms of Tables I-V. Before performing
on similar results in research by Aubru; that is, greater over- this addition, tables similar to Tables i-V were constructed
all annoyance for respondent groups home part of the day for the group home only daytime and nighttime but not

rather than the whole day. Respondents usually home all evenings and for the group home evening and nighttim.c butj
times on weekends, as a group, also compare favorably with not daytime. These 15 tables were examined (1) by group, (2)
the universe of respondents, but the responses are somewhat by frequency of occurrence, and (3) by noise source category
higher than for the weekday group. Thus, by this test, the to discover unusual variations, if any, in the percent highly
groups usually home at all times (either during the week or annoyed. No inconsistencies of' any kind couid be deter-
on weekendsl appear to be appropriate groups for use in ana- mined. Thus it was concluded that the data in Tables I-V
lyzing and quantifying a nighttime or evening penalty. As could be reduced by adding the number of respondents in
noted earlier, this result, that only respondents home all each column as shown in these tables.
times be used to represent all the respondents, simplifies the As a source of additional data, weekend responses were
following analysis, since the same respondents provided analyzed by methods similar to those outlined above. Unlike

TABLE X. Comparison of responses for respondents homes all iimes. during weekdays and during weekends.

Numbered bothered Number HA' Percent HA
Ratio
(day plus Ratio 3

Day plua eveningl/ Day plus Day plus (night/day

source Group everting Night night evening Night evening Night plus evening)

Artillery Weekday 243 94 2.59 102 48 42 50 1.21

Weekend 317 133 2.38 ISO 64 47 48 1.02
Airplanse Weekday 203 S6 3.62 86 25 42 50 1.19

Weed 24 97 2.93 130 52 46 54 1.17

Helicoper Weekday 263 59 4.46 114 31 43 53 1.23
Weekerid 319 97 3.29 167 59 52 61 1.17

Traffic Weekday 177 63 2.51 91 33 56 60 1.07
Weekend 377 151 2.50 214 57 57 55 1.02

-7Children Weekday 173 111 1.50 99 74 57 67 1.18
and Pat Weekend 333 175 1.87 191 109 57 61 1.07

MA a m dA~eviafo~ r dou m "Itigily annoyed" which is eplamed in the text.
'Aklae 0 t11111 sind eaMiuti MMnlY Of u11g16041ne, peapell-dave. gmnueai-svisaaota aiareet wub a small number of et and prop-jet propsili
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TABUE X1. Rate of nticing bothersonse weags."

*Number bothinied; Actual occurrence: Rawi A;J.
4.(day plus (day plus evening/ fcolumn 2/

Source Group evening/nightl night) column I) 10 Iog),R)

Artillery Weekday 2.6 6.5b 2.5 4.0
Weekend 2.4 15.0 6.2 7.9

Airplaxba Weekday 3.6 10' 2.8 4.5
Weekend 2.9 13 4.5 6.5

Helicopters Weekday 4.5 24d 5.3 7.2
Weekend 3.3 24 7.3 8.6

Trafi Weekday . 28 12 -20' 4-7 6-8
-Chden Weekend 2.5 12-20 5 -8 7-9

Chlde Weekday 1.6 10 -20' 6- 12 8 -11

pets Weekend 1.9 10-20 6-l11 8- 11

'From Table X.
'Bow records.
'Airplanes in this study consisted mainly of single-engine, propeller-driven. general-aviation aircraft, with a small number of jet and prop-njet propelled
military and commercial aircraft.
Records--airfields.

' State Highway Department estimate.
'Author's estimate.

during the '%Veek. only the group composed of respondents time) are compared with nighttime for respondents home
normally home days, evenings, and nights on weekends was during the day, evening, and night (Table X). This table uses
sufficiently large to analyze and obtain reliable results. the summed responses from during the day and evening and
These data are similar to the weekday results and are includ- compares them to the nighttime responses. Respondents
ed in Table IX and in the results following (Tables X-XJI). were asked their assessment of frequency of occurrence se-

III.QUA~iFCA~ON F TE PNALY W ICHparately by day (7 a.m. to 7 p.m.), evening (7 p.m. to 10 p.m.),
RESUTS ECAUE EENT AREMOR UKEY T BE and night) (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.). Thus adding the day with even-
NOTICD AT IGHT ng figures gives the overall respondent assessment of num-AsTCE decrbe MInHTheapoctin ssdpnso ber of bothersome events occurring between 7 am. and 10

two primary data sets: respondents estimates of the frequen- pm.Tidatolisc prewihheigtmen br
cy of occurrence of bothersome events and physical records of bothersome events.
as to the actual frequencies of occurrence. Since these late Table X contains both weekday and weekend data by
data were only available by day )0700 to 2200 h) and by night source and time period. There is only one significant differ- ~

(220 to0700h) t ws deide to oncntrte oly n a ence. For helicopters during the day plus evening, the 43%
nighttime adjustment or penalty. figure for weekdays is significantly different from the 52% 

4 
*

In oderto o tisthefreueny o ocurrncere- figure for weekends at the 0.0 1 level. So, in general, the week-In oder o dothi, th freuenc ofoccurenc re
sponses for daytime and evening combined ("overall" day- day and weekend data tend to support one another.

TABLE X11. Percent highly annoyed by impulse noise during daytime and nighttime hours for two ranges of C-wie da-ih vrge sound
level.

Day plus evenen Night
LDN range No. Home No. HA % HA' No. Home No. HA % HA'

Weeday 83 16 19 59 16 2
> 60 Weekend 112 21 19 57 13 23

Total 639 112 19 409 106 26
Weekday 2422 155 6 1 74" 93 5

-r60 Weekend 2896 140 5 1648 71 4 a

Totalr 17902 loss 6 12016 602 5

'Day plus evening is a summation of the responses for those people home during daytime with those home during evenings. As such, the percent highly
sassoyad represns a toal dayim average weighted by the relative onber ol upa de. ome ndaytim nd/or evng.*Perant HA a th@ e berat "HA" rupee.. divided by the wea number al' epme during tde ilas i me peod

*Thessel nubs is be ti te weekday anmber plus two tiess weeketnd mssesri oseler teom Ohr then 11 weekdays end tw wead dayss
WeOOL 59



The first of the center data columns in Table XI sum- bases.' This progam operates in an analogous fashion to
mumm the rato of the number of nose events noticed and other nose contouring programs, but is designed to impe-
bothersome during daytime hours to the number noticed ment the procedures for assessing high-amplitude transient
and bothersome during nighttime hours. In all cases, the sounds recommended by the National Research Councils
ratio is greater than one. More events are noticed and found Committee or Hearing, Bioacoustics and Biomechanics
bothersome during the day than during the night. However, fCHABA).2" Basically, this procedure utilizes a C-weighted
there are many more daytime events to be noticed than there DNL to predict community response. It includes a l0-dB
are nighttime events, nighttime penalty. This formulation discards single event

The factor of interest (R } is given by: sound exposure levels that are below 85 dB during the day-

R (number noticed and bothersome per night) time and below 75 dB at night. As program options, one can
(physical number of events per night) produce contours for night only or for day only and one cans(number noticed and bothersome per day) select the value of the lowest sound exposure level to be in- L

( n cluded in the computation.
(physical number of events per day) For this alternate analysis, the above program was uti-

This factor can be rewritten as lized separately for day and for night. The value of the lowest
(physicaLnumber of events per day) sound exposure level included was adjusted downward to 40

(physical number of events per night) dB so that all audible events were included. The thresholds
(number noticed and bothersome per day) were eliminated so that one could compare the size of the

(number noticed and bothersome per night) daytime sound exposure level contours with the size of the
nighttime sound exposure level contours without presuppos-

The ratios of physical occurrences were obtained from site ing that a 10-dB nighttime penalty was appropriate. The re-
records and are also listed in Table XI. Finally, Table XI
contains the values (R ) and 10 log (R ). As discussed in the suits of this analysis showed that the night only contours
approach,10 log IR )( yields an indication of the nighttime (with a t0-dB penalty) are typically 0 to 2 dB greater than the
appro , nttme day only contours in areas off-post where the DNL value is
adjustment or penalty which results because events are more in the range from 50 to 70 dB.
likely to be notice/ at night than during the day. The off-post impulse noise survey data were analyzed

by C-weighted DNL zone and time period. Table XII con-
IV. QUALIFICATION OF THE INTRINSIC ANNOYANCE tains these results for the 60 to 70 dB and the 50-to 60-dB
PER BOTHERSOME EVENT zones. The data are shown separately for weekdays and

Tables I-V summarize annoyance per bothersome weekends and separately for daytime (day plus evening) and
event as the "percent highly" annoyed. This is defined by the for nighttime. The daytime data were developed by adding
ratio of the number of highly annoyed respondents (in a time together the total responses of those respondents indicating
period) to the number of bothersome events. It can be that they were normally home during the day to the total for
thought of as "annoyance per bothersome event." Table IX respondents indicating that they were normally home dur-
summarizes these data for the three time periods and for day ing the evening. For these same two time groups, the
and evening combined (daytime total). These data reveal no numbers of respondents in each group indicating high an-
significant differences between day and evening. Annoyance noyance were summed. The percent highly annoyed was cal-
per bothersome event does not significantly vary betwn culated from these two sums. As indicated above, this addi-these two time periods, tional process represents a weighted average of the two time r.,,-

Examination of these same data reveals that in most periods: day and evening. The contour results, however, are
cases annoyance per bothersome event does increase some- based upon the average day, which is a reflection both of
what at night. To better illustrate this increase. the daytime weekdays and weekends. In order to combine the weekday
and evening data were combined (as indicated in Tables I-V) and weekend data without too heavily weighting the week-
toformanallday(7a.m. to 10 p.m.)percent highly annoyed. end, the weekday totals were multiplied by 5 and added to
Since this is a percentage, it represents a time period weight- the weekend totals multiplied by 2. This weighting should

ed average of the daytime and evening data (data which do account for the five weekday days and two weekend days in a
not differ significantly from one another anyway). Table X week. These overall sums were then used to again calculate a
lists these data. The ratios of the nighttime to the. "all day" revised percentage of respondents highly annoyed. The over-
percent highly annoyed are shown in the last column of Ta- all results showed a slight increase in the percent of respon-
ble X. These ratios can be thought of as the intrinsic increase dents highly annoyed at night as compared to the day for the
in annoyance per bothersome event during the night as com- higher noise zones and no increase for the lower noise zones.
pared with during the day. Since the highly annoyed percentage was the same dur-

ing daytime and nighttime, one can ask what nighttime ad-
justment must be incorporated into the DNL formulation

V. AN ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE A such that the daytime and nighttime contours are both ap-
NIGHTTIME PENALTY FOR BLAST NOISE proximately the same in size and shape. From the contour

The Comtruction Engmeering Research Laboratory analysis contained above, it appeared that a nighttime ad-
bee deveoped a computerized model for predicting C- justment on the order of 9 dB was required to etablish this
weighted DNL contours based upon the operations at Army equivalence betwen daytime and nighttime respomess.
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Vt. CONCLSOWS 3W. J. Callioway aW D. E Disop. "Nam Epamu Porso: Evolmawn.
Evalusac.. Euaeimns. &Wd Looid Use laste prasiom" Federal Aviatio.The results in Table XI show that bothersom evnt Administration Report *FAA-NO-70-9, Department of Transportanon

are more likely to be noticed at night than during the day. It7)
This factor alone can justify some nighttime penalty. The 'I'nformiation on Levels of Enviroitnental Nois Requisite to Protect Pub-
value of this penalty appears to be on the order of 5-10 dB. lic Health and Welfare with an Adequate Margin of Safety-." US. Envir-

onmental Protection Agency Report #550/9-74-004 1March 19741.

The intrinsic annoyance per bothersome event (Table 4"Americant National Sound Level Descriptors for Deermnation of Comn-X) does not appear to change greatly between day and night potable Land Use."'Ame'ican National Standards Institute. S3.23-1980.
although it does increase slightly at night. This result is con. 'California Department of Aronautics. Title 4, Register 7M No. 49-11-28-

cific question. with Frequency of Occurrenc of Events," Noise Control Eng. (July 191 1 ).
The results for blast noise differ slightly from the results 'P. D. Schomer. "Models to Describe Comimunity Response to. Impulse

for the other sources. Blast noise exhibits the smallest in- Noise." Noise Control Eng.. accepted for publication. -

creae i liklihod o beng oticd a nigt a comare to 'A. Wilson. "Noise. Final Report." Committee on the Problem of Noise.
Command 2056, HI. M. Stationery Office. London 11%31.

daytime. This result is not surprising since the nature of blast W. J Galloway. -Community Noise Exposure Resulting from Aircraft
noise is a sharp impulse which rises above the ambient and is Operations," U. S. Air Force Report AMRL TR.73. 106 iNovember
thus quite noticeable at al times. Put another way. normal 19741.

'1. Fidell and 0. Jones, "Effects of Cessation of Late-Night Flights on anindoor or outdoor background noises will not mask blast Airport Community.' J. Sound Vib. 42 f4). 411-427 (1975).

noise during any time of the day. "J B. Ollerhead. "Variation of Community Response to Aircraft Noise
Although the increase in likelihood of being noticed is with Time of Day," Noise Control Eng. 11IZM. 69-77 11978).

smales, bastnoie ehibtsthe largest increase in intrinsic ~P N. Borsky. "*Sleep Interference and Annoyance by Aircraft Noise."
smalest blat nise xhiitsSound Vib.. 18-21I (December 1976i.

annoyance per bothersome event, If one takes into account "Reference 10.
the results of the alternative analysis which indicated a "~"Aircraft Noise and Sleep Disturbance.' Note to Accompany a Presenta'
nighttime penalty on the order of 9 dB, then one can suggest lion on a Preliminary Study Around Heathrow Airport for the Depart-
that the two factors (i.e., increase in likelihood of being no- ment of Trade. Civil Aviation Authonty. Prepared by the Directorate of

Operational Research and Analysis of the Chief Scientist's Division, un-
ticed and iuncrease in intrinsic annoyance per bothersome der contract to the Department of Trade. DORA Commun. 78i5 (1978).
event) are combining to yield a nighttime penalty for blast "J. S. Lukas et al.. "Disturbance of Human Sleep by Subsonic Aircraft and
noise which is also on the order of 5 to 10 dB. Simulated Sonic Doomis." NASA CR-1780 (19711.

"Rt D. Horonjeff and S. Rt. Teffeteller, "Initial Study of the Immediate i~~
Over.11 thm rsuls tnd t supor reenton f a Annoyance of Aircraft Nois as a Function of Time of Day." BBN Rep.

nighttime penialty in descriptors such as DNL. Further, No. 4017, NASA Langley, Contract NAS I- 13467 (July 1979).
pbased on these results, one would not be tempted to depart ""Time-of-Day Corrections to Aircraft Noise Metics," NASA Confer'

from the long-established 1O-dB value for the penalty. Most ec ulcto 15 A-E8- 1-2Mrh11)"H. E. Von Gierke. "Noise-How Much is Too Much?" Noise Controlimportantly, this study indicates that the increase in the like- Eng. 5S1l). 24--34(J1975).
lihood of an event being noticed at night as compared with "W. A. Rosenblith. IL N. Stevens er al., "Noise and Man." in Handbook of
day is a ma't factor in favor of the existence of a nighttimne Acoustic Nows Contro. Vol. 2 (U. S. Air Force Report WADC TR-52-204,
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Assessment of community response to impulsive noise
Paul D. Schomer
US Arrmy Costmetion Engineering Ranich Laboratory. Champaign. Illinois 61820

(Received 15 November 1983; accepted for publication 19 September 1984)

The U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory has completed community
attitudinal surveys at two major Army installations. The main purpose of these surveys was to

*"better understand community response to the impulsive noise generated by large Army weapons
*' " such as tanks, artillery, or demolition. The results show that an energy type of model such as the

- .C-weighted day/niht average sound level (CDNL) is the best available descriptor for community
response for these types of impulsive sound. Growth in annoyance to all noises increases
monotonically with both sound amplitude and frequency of occurrence. This descriptor should
incorporate a nighttime adjustment on the order of 10 decibels (M). The exact function for
relating the percentage of a community highly annoyed to CDNL remains in question. It appears
that the present National Academy of Science Committee on Hearing, Bioacoustics and
Biomechanics (CHABA) recommendation may underestimate actual annoyance, and that the
functional relation between annoyance and CDNL should be shifted by 3-4 dB. However, more
research on (a) the percentage ofa community highly annoyed versus CDNL and (b) the existence
and value of community rise- and decay-time constants is required to clarify this issue.

PACS numbers: 43.50.Ba, 43.50.Qp, 43.50.Sr, 43.50.Pn

I. RODUCTION sources such as fixed-wing aircraft, street trafc, and chil-
dren.

Descriptors for community reaction to noise have been Two types of data are required for a total attitudinal

the focus of study for at least the past quarter century. Con- survey analysis; attitudinal information, computer-predict-
11 monto the assumptions inherent in most of these descriptors ed noise zone maps, and physically monitored site-specilc
are three hypotheses': information. This paper describes the measures and proce-

(1) The community response increases monotonically dures used to develop and obtain these data in the vicinity of
with sound amplitude; Fort Lewis, Washington, and compares the results of that

(2) the community response increases monotonically study to one performed earlier in the vicnityof Fort Brag
with frequency of occurnce e s n North Carolina. The Combined Army Survey rults' are

(3) the community response to sound exposure at night compared with sonic boom results' and with the recommen-
increases compared with the same sound exposure during dations of Working Group 84 of the National Academy of
daytime. Science Committee on Hearing, Bioscoustics and Biome-

The Day-Night Average Sound Level, DNL, is a typical chanics (CHABA).'
representation of these descripton. Inherent in this descrip- The survey instrument was a questionnaire developed
tor are the hypotheses that the community reaction grows in by the U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research Lab-
direct proportion to the growth in sound exposure level oratory (CERL) and outside consultants. To enhance the
(SEL), that the community reaction grows in proportion to cross-comparability of CERL's data, CERL adopted the
10 log of the number of events, and that a nighttime (2200- five-level adjectival description scale for annoyance used in
0700) adjustment or "penalty" of 10 dB is appropriate. Other many earlier American surveys. Using this scale, survey re-
deacriptors, such as the Community Noise Equivalent Level spondents could rate themselves to be (1) not at all annoyed,
(CNEL), inherently mcorporte the hypothesis ofan evening (2) slightly annoyed, (3) moderately annoyed, (4) very much
(1900-2200) penalty of 5 dB in addition to the nighttime annoyed, or () extremely annoyed. Respondents who chose
penalty. These descriptors are typical ofa number ofdesrip- the latter two ratings, "extremely annoyed" and "very much
tors which are termed "equal energy" models in that a annoyed," were combined into a single "highly annoyed"
growth of 3 dB in SEL is considered equivalent to a doubling category. This questionnaire was the same instrument used ,
o the number of events. for a similar, earlier study performed at Fort Bragg except

This paper concentrates on these issues. This analysis is that a few open-ended questions were deleted.
based uon community attitudinal survey data gathered by The survey istrument was typical of those previously
the U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research Labora- used in the United States and other Western countries. It was

- tory in the vicinity of two large Army bases. The purpose of administered by interviewers and took about 30 min. The
the overall survey was to examine community response to University of Ilinois Survey Research Laboratory (SRL)
the impulsive noise generated by such sources a artlry or handled the detais of survey administration and sampling.
tnks an helicopters as compared with more normal noise Using the procedures recommended by Working

"/' 64
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FIG. I. Predicted CDNL contour. monitor sites, and predominant respondent groups in the Fort Lewis study area.

Group 84 of CHABA, C-weighted Day/Night Average various types of of-installation communities and noise
Sound Level (CDNL) noise zones were generated by CERL's zones. An eighth on-installation site was also chosen. Figure
blast noise prediction computer program for Fort Lewis and I shows the noise zone map generated by the computer for
Fort Bragg based on activities such as armor and artillery Fort Lewis and the eight survey sites. Clusters of respon-
fire." In each case these physical predictions of exterior noise dents were chosen in the vicinity of each site. Random sam-
zones were based on a whole year's operational data. pling was used within a cluster area if the area's population

Fort Bragg is adjacent to Fayettevifle, NC, on the east was large enough; other areas were exhaustively sampled. J
and southeast with smaller towns nearby to the south and Table I lists the goals set for the number of completed inter-
west. The Fort Bragg test plan called for random survey views in each cluster area and the actual number of complet-
sampling in the various noise strata and a quasirandom dis- ed interviews at each cluster site. Impulsive noise monitor-
tribution of 1S monitoring locations throughout the study ing using the CERL noise monitor was performed at each of
area. The Fort Bragg study is described in detail in Refs. 2-4. these eight locations for the 6 months before the attitudinal

At Fort Lewis, seven sites are chosen to represent the survey was administered.$
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TABLE 1. Cluster/monitor sites in the vicinity of Fort Lewis. puter for correlation with the attitudinal survey data. If only
the monitored data had been used, the analysis results would

Number of Number of have implied that (1) communities have large levels of annoy-
Site Metric grid surveys surveys a o w viecnumbe Sitename €oordnates (So~l €omlmed ance to very low levels of impulsive noise, (2) the current'-.

number Site name coodnates (goa) completed imusv (2)
National Academy of Science recommendation and Army 1%,

I Clinton Park 35 S00, 223 700 IS0 109 procedures greatly underestimate the community annoy-
(Tacoma) ance, and (3) CERL's noise contour computer program W

2 Steilacoom 29 700, 223 300 I50 153
3 Roy 35 100, 206050 ISO 146 greatly overestimates the physical noise. However, the large
4 On-Installation 30 700,216000 200 197 body of scientific data already accumulated indicates that

(Davis) the community annoyance was not greatly underestimated, I
5 Yelm 28 500, 200 200 200 198

LkS.lr 90,250 5and, hence, the computer program is not greatly overesti-S-6 Lake St. Clair 19 800, 205 530 150 160

Mushroom 16 800, 209 950 150 143 mating the physical sound. Rather, it appears that state-of-
Co er the-art blast noise monitoring procedures may not accurate-

S isu(Olym30) ly quantify physical sound levels in all cases because of
" Nisqually 22 350, 211500 150 147 source identification and temporal sampling limitations.

1300 1253

A. Questionnaire design

Two survey instruments were used: the Interviewer Re-
Fort Lewis is adjacent to Puget Sound, just south of port Form (IRF) and the Community Attitudes Survey

Tacoma and somewhat north of Olympia. There are exten- JCAS) questionnaire. The questionnaire was designed to de-
sive housing areas on perhaps one-third or one-fourth of the termine what noises people hear, their frequency and level of ,.. -'
installation's perimeter; the remainder of the perimeter is of annoyance, and to compare various noises.
a rural or sparse surburban character. The survey cluster The IRF was completed by the interviewer, based on
areas were chosen to represent all the different types of com- his/her observations. Demographic data about the respon-
munities on the installation perimeter. The survey's sample dent -nd his household, house, and neighborhood were re-

design and monitoring strategy departed markedly from corded in addition to the respondent's attitude toward noise.
that used at Fort Bragg and was designed to streamline data The CAS begins by asking information on the respon-
collection and enhance the results. Rather than use the Fort dent's neighborhood rating, his likes and dislikes about the

. Bragg method, which called for random survey sampling neighborhood, and if the respondent every considered mov-
and quasirandom noise monitoring within the total noise ing away. After this general beginning, questions 9-35 are
strata, the Fort Lewis study closely coupled the noise moni- devoted to noise. Question 9 was intended to find out what
toning with the sample design. Thus eight cluster sites were noises the respondent hears; the interviewer was allowed to
chosen for intensive study based on geological area and corn- prompt the respondent by naming specific noise sources.

. puter-predicted CDNL noise zones. Question 10 evaluated the frequency and magnitude of the
p CERL's monitoring procedures were used successfully noises. Question 11 evaluated the seasonality and general

at Fort Bragg to obtain a fair comparison between predicted annoyance level.
and measured values However, these same monitoring pro- Questions 12-18 addressed the frequency of occurrence

cedures failed at Fort Lewis. The monitoring procedures are and the annoyance level of noises heard for various times of
designed to minimize inclusion of nonblast noises into the the day; it also established whether the noises occurred on

-: measured CDNL. Only blast noises having a peak level in weekdays or weekends. Questions 20-22 and 27 evaluated
excess of 105 dB are included. Any noises having a duration the extent to which noise interfered with the respondent's
greater than 2 s are recorded on analog tape and later lis- activities. Questions 23 and 24 dealt with vibration and da-
tened to by a technician to insure that it is not a nonblast mages caused by noises. Questions 25 and 26 were concerned
noise such as helicopter noise. If the wind speed goes above a with frightening or startling noises. Question 27 asked
preset threshold of 18 km/h, the data are discarded. Clearly, whether noise interfered with activities which require care
these procedures, which are designed to insure that only and concentration. Questions 19 and 28 asked about what
blast noise is used in the measured total, will eliminate some noises disturbed the respondent's sleep, rest, or relaxation.
valid blast noises from the measured total. Also, since Question 29 asked about noises which disturbed others in the
weather patterns and resulting sound propagation condi- household. Question 30 evaluated the respondent's opinion
tions are seasonal, the 5-month period of measurement at of how much could be, should be, and is being done about
Fort Lewis possibly was insufficient. Reference 9 offers more noises. Questions 31 and 32 asked about the respondent's
details on these monitoring isues, sensitivity to noises. Questions 33 and 34 dealt with the re-

--* The results of the monitoring are inconsistent with the spondent's attitude toward Government installations and
survey results. As will be shown, the community attitudinal asked him whether he thought he should complain to them
results compare favorably with the predicted noise zone map about noises. Question 35 asked if the respondent owned his
for Fort Lewis. However, the attitudinal survey results im- home. Questions 36-39 were demographic questions.
ply far too much annoyance when arrayed against the mea- Survey data were analyzed by CERL using the Statisti-
sured noise data. Because of this monitoring problem, this cal Package for the Social Sciences on a CDC 6700 computer
paper uses only the CDNL noise zones predicted by the com- located at Boeing Computer Services, Renton, WA.
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0 . Fort Lewis survey results interior noise level with a constant exterior noise level. For

*The remainder of this paper will discuss the results of example, respondents normally having windows open may
*the Fort Lewis survey and compare them with the survey judge the sounds as louder than do respondents with win-

results reported in Refs. 2-4. The referenced papers de- dows normally shut. The former respondents may also be
*scribed the community attitudinal survey, computer predic- more annoyed because of the increased loudness they exper-

tion, and direct monitoring results for Fort Bragg. a large If~

Army installation. Specifically, Ref. 2 describes the growth There was a second reason for this rather unconven-
of annoyance with increase in loudness of events or in tional analysis approach. In a conventional analysis, exterior
crease in frequency of occurrence of events. Reference 3 noise zones are predicted and measured based on amplitude
suggests the overall descriptor to relate community response of events and frequencies of occurrence, both of which are
to blast noise. Reference 4 describes nighttime adjustments highly correlated within any noise zone because of the phys-
or penalties for noise descriptors. Each of these papers builds ical realities of the situation. That is, amplitude and frequen-
its case and develops its conclusions based on a set of tables cy of occurrence are highly correlated and it is impossible to
listing data reduced in various fashions. In each paper, a independently analyze the growth of annoyance with fre-
subset of the total tables are used to support the final conclu- quency of occurrence and with loudness of events for a given
sions of that paper. In this paper, the most important tables area by analyzing the responses of individuals within a given
are presented for the combined Fort Lewis-Fort Bragg data niezn.I sdfeigbidn osrcinadbidn
set, and general conclusions are developed based on this en- oretinwhccastevrainsnatuleevd
larged data set. loudness and frequencies of occurrence by respondents in-

One of the most remarkable results of the Fort Lewis doors, and it is differing lifestyles which further vary respon-
study is that there generally are not statistically significant dents' perceptions of these quantities. Since this study did
differences (at 95% confidence level) between the Fort Lewis not have the resources to measure the received dose of each
and the Fort Bragg study. Those differences which do exist respondent to each source, the next best way to perform the
are concerned mainly with airplanes, street traffic, and study was to use the respondents' own perception of loud-
neighborhood noise sources (children and/or pets), and not ness and frequency of occurrence o~f events.
with blast noise sources or helicopters. Thus the analysis and Naturally, the reader will wonder how closely a respon-
results in this paper are greatly strengthened since they are detsawrscrspnwihheculitrorodes

base onthecomine reult of wo urvys dmiistred and frequency of occurrence. Although proof that respon-

In light of the second (Fort Lewis) survey results, this indoor measurements, the analysis given at the beginning of
paper again analyzes (1) the growth of community response Ref. 2 indicates that respondents generally differentiate
with increases in loudness or frequency of occurrence, 12) the between varying amplitudes and frequencies of occurrence.
overall descriptor with which to assess impulsive noise, and The results of both the Fort Bragg and Fort Lewis studies
(3) the overall existence and numerical value of nighttime show that responding groups nearer to the installation re-
adjustments or penalties. The combined results reinforce the port blast noise sources as louder and more frequent than do
materials in Refs. 2-4. The main result-the percentage of a those groups further from the installation. These results cor-
community which is "highly annoyed" as a function of the respond with the physical situation.
CDNL-is indistinguishable between Fort Lewis and Fort Both the Fort Bragg and Fort Lewis surveys consider

Bragg.five noise source categories: (1) artillery, (2) airplanes, (3) he-

licopters, (4) street traffic, and (5) children and/or pets. For
each category, the data were arrayed by loudness, frequency -

1. GROWTH OF COMMUNITY RESPONSE WITH of occurrence, and percentage of respondents "highly an-INCREASES IN LOUDNESS OR FREQUENCY OF noyed." Figure 2 presents these data. Within a cell, the sizeOCCURRENCE OF EVENTS of the circle is proportional to the percentage of respondents
References 2 and 10 describe the increase in community "highly annoyed." The aggregated data in this figure clearly

response with increases in loudness of events or with in- show that, for all sources, annoyance increases as frequency
crease in frequency of occurrence of events. For the Ref. 2 of occurrence increases or as perceived loudness increases,
analysis, respondents were classified by their own perception or as both increase.
of how loud the source was and its frequency of occurrence, To better examine the growth in the percentage of re--_
rather than by exterior noise zone. This was done because, spondents "highly annoyed" as a function of increase in fre-
even if the exterior noise in an area is a constant, differing quency of occurrence, data were aggregated across all levels
types of building construction, lifestyles (e.g., televisions or of loudness and across several source categories. For each
radios on or off), and window and room exposures with re- frequency of occurrence, sums were calculated over all five -

spect to rather localized noise sources (children, street traf- loudness ranges. In some cases, these totals were further ag-
fic, etc.) may combine to produce a rather large uncertainty gregated over two or more types of sources such as fixed and
as to the actual exposure received by any individual respon- rotary using aircraft. This yielded the number of respon-
dent. This approach of classifying respondents by their judg- dents who indicated they were "extremely annoyed" or
ment of loudness should help eliminate the variability in re- "very much annoyed," plus the total number of respondents.
suits one gets within a noise zone because of variations in the These calculations were done for the * wing noise source
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categories: (I) Artillery alone, (2) helicopters alone, (3) traffic next? within each group. For example, the 1.4 in column 1 is%
+ children and/or pets + airplanes. (4) traffic + children the ratio of 40 (the percentage for daily) to 28 (the percentage J

and/or pets + airplanes + helicopter, and (5) helicopters for several per week).
+ trafi + airplanes. These groups were chosen to contrast These data reveal five general trends:
(1) blast with helicopter noise and (2) blast or helicopter noise (1) Table 11 shows that for a given frequency of occur-
with all other noise categories.Table 11 lists and Fix. 3 illus- rence, the percentage of respondents annoyed by blast noise
testes some of these data. While the percentage in Table II is somewhat larger than for the other noise sources. The
for blast noise is higher than for other noise sources, the other noise sources are otherwise quite similar.

*ratios from one frequency to the next are similar from source (2) Table III shows that the first three ratio changes for Zt o source. Table III indicates the ratio of "highly annoyed" all other noises as compared with blast noise (and indeed
from one frequency of occurrence to the next (one row to the across all noise sources) are quite similar. (Helicopters de- -
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TABLE 11. Aggregated data overall loudness by frequency of occurrence; percentage of respondents "highly annoyed" (number in cell in parentheses).

Helicopter
+

Traffic traffic Helicopter

children children traffic

*Frequency Blast, Helicopter aircraft aircraft aircraft

Daily 40 29 26 27 25
(176) (664) (2474) (3138) (2228)

Several 28 15 16 16 15
per week (700) (6681 (12711 (1939) (1565)

Several 17 8 t0 9 8
per month (900) (4401 (579) (1019) (909)

Once every 8 2 8 5 4
*few months (492) (1561 j1881 (344) (3081

*Less often 2 2 8 6 6
(63) (48) (133) (247) (204)

* 'The percentage of respondents "'highly annoyed" to blast noise wscompared to the other four noise groups using Fishers' exact test. The blast percentage is
significantly (0.01 level) higher than the other for each of daily, several per week, and several per month frequencies. For once every few months. it is
significantly higher than the helicopter percentage and the helicopter + traffic + aircraft percentages. There are no significant differences for the less often
frequency.

part somewhat on the third ratio, i.e., several per month to sources, over frequencies of occurrence. It lists results for (1)
once every few months.) each source alone, (2) children and/or pets + traffic, and (3)

(3) In Table III, the last ratio change in the blast noise blast sources + helicopters + airplanes. (The latter two
column (once every few months to less often) is much larger groups were formed because their members are significantly
than for the other noise sources. As shown in Fig. 3, this different from one another.) Table V indicates the ratio

*result indicates that the community response integration pe- change in the percentage of respondents "highly annoyed"
niod for blast noise apparently extends down to and beyond from one loudness to the next within each group. Unlike
once every few months. Table III, which revealed that the ratio changes are about

J4) For the other sources, the integration period appears the same from one source to another (except for very infre-
* to be shorter, extending down to occurrences more on the quent occurrences), the ratio changes with loudness are duif-

order of several per month or once every few months. ferent from one type of source to another. The trends indi-
(5) All of the sources (in terms of community annoy- cate that the five sources can be divided into the two groups:

ance) become unimportant when occurrences drop to less (1) blast sources + helicopters + airplanes, and (2) street
often than once every few months. traffic + children and/or pets (see Fig. 4). These groups have

Table IV examines the growth function with respect to two distinct differences between them. For a given loudness,
loudness by averaging, by source and combination of there is a substantially higher percentage of respondents

"highly annoyed" by street traffic + children + pets than
by the other source group. The first ratio ("much more an-

a' noyed" to "more annoyed") for blast + aircraft is twice the
rn-airvalue of the other group.

If. AN OVERALL DESCRIPTOR TO CORRELATE 1
COMMUNITY RESPONSE WITH IMPULSIVE NOISE

The purpose of this section is to array and discuss dose-
response data for impulsive noise. The dose is taken as the
CDNL descriptor recommended by CHABA. This CDNL
descriptor incorporates a threshold which, in effect, discards
single events with daytime exposure levels of less than 85 dB
and nighttime exposure levels of less than 75 dB. Response is '

defined in terms of the percentage of respondents "highly
annoyed"; i.e., "highly annoyed" respondents are those that
answer in the top two categories of the five-point adjectival

.EVEU KR SEVIA Ki OKU E scale to the overall question about their annoyance towards
ax C4TH PEw moIr"4 blast noise in their community. Table VI lists study areas at

FIG. 3. Judged frequency of occurrence. Fort Bragg and Fort Lewis and their corresponding CDNL.
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TABLE II. Ratio increase in percentage of respondents "highly annoyed" with an increase in perceived frequency of occurrence.

Helicopter
+

Traffic traffic Helicopter
"".+ + +

children children traffici + + +I
Frequency Blast Helicopter aircraft aircraft aircraft

N- Daily to several
per week 1.4 1.9 1.6 1.7 1.7

Several per week to
several per month 1.6 1.9 1.6 1.8 1.9

Several per month to
once every few months 2.1 4.0 1.3 1.8 2.0

0, Once every few months
to Ism often 4.0 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.7

At Fort Bragg, the estimated CDNL attached to each study The possible answers were "yes" or "no." Table VI shows,
area was based on a combination of the monitoring results by area, (1) the group size; (2) the percentage of that group
and a computer-predicted noise zone (for details, see Ref. 3). answering "yes" to question 33, and (3) the percentage of the
However, the estimated CDNL zones at Fort Lewis are group that indicated overall high annoyance (i.e., those who

J based solely on the computer prediction because the moni- responded either "extremely annoyed" or "very much an-
tored results were so much less than the computer predic- noyed" to the overall annoyance question dealing with artil-
tion. Table VI also summarizes the overall community re- lery noise) as a function of whether question 33 was answered
sponse for the various cluster areas for both the Fort Bragg "yes" or "no." These results show that whether the respon-

- . and Fort Lewis studies. The table lists, by cluster, the num- dent thinks he ought to complain strongly correlates with his
- ber and percentage of respondents answering in the five an- judgment on overall annoyance. The difference between the

noyance categories. The percentage of respondents "highly ratios for the "yes" and "no" group is about a factor of 4.
annoyed" is the sum of those answering "extremely an- The last column in Table VI gives the overall percen-
noyed" or "very much annoyed" divided by the total num- tage of respondents "highly annoyed" adjusted to represent

N l ber of respondents (including those who said they never hear the likely results for each group if 62% of the respondents in
blast noise). each group answered question 33 "yes." The 62% value is

Question 33 of the CAS asked: "Do you think people somewhat arbitrary. It represents approximately a popula-
around here ought to complain about the noise from Gov- tion-weighted average of the data. This normalization pro-
eminent facilities or operations if they find it annoying?" cess allows a better comparison between the different areas.

TABLE IV. Aggrqped data for overall frequency of occurrence by loudness and percentage of respondents "highly annoyed" (number in cell in pmenthe-

L~udnes

Loudnes/source Much more More Same Less Much less

41 IS 8 4 3

(6119) (626) (457) (405) (154)
Airplane 33 11 5 1 2

(435 (5641 (407) (277) (101)
Helicopter 42 it 5 2 1

(363) (629) (432) (260) (92)
T.iac 32 30 12 5 4

(242) (403) (346) (289) (100)
C- ild."m 53 39 16 8 7

(215) (375) (444) (305) (1 39)
A- + Airplane 40 14 6 3 2
+ HKio (1690) (1819) (12%) (942) (347)
Trmf + 54 35 Is 8 5
Childrnm (457) (778 (790) (594) (239)

*Thep Pretap of rsapondents "highly annoyed" by the "blast + airplane + helicopter" group are significantly (at least the 0.05 level) and substantially
smaller then for the "truf + children" group. There a small (although sometimes signif nt) diffarces between the "blast," "airplanes." and "helicop-
trn" groups. but no significant differences between the "traffic" and "children" group .
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TABLE V. Ratio of the increase in percentage of respondents -highly an- A. Activity interference data, home ownership, and
noyed" with an increase in perceived loudness. employment

Loudness The CAS had ten questions about activity interference.
These are listed in Ref. 3 and not included here for the sake of

Much more More Same Less brevity. The general analysis and results for Fort Lewis and
Noise to to to to for the combined data are the same as for the Fort Bragg
source more same less much less f c eeeo r a

data. The main impulsive noise problems are house rattles,
Blast 2.3 2.2 2.0 1.3 startle, and fright. By way of comparison, the main problem
Airplane 3.2 2.2 5.0 0.5 for other sources, such as airplanes and helicopters, is speech
Helicopter 3.8 2.2 2.5 2.0
Traffic 1.7 2.5 1.5 2.0 interference. Sleep interference also is a problem with street
Children 1.5 2.4 2.0 1.1 traffic and neighborhood noise sources.
Blast + airplane The activity interference data also seem to indicate that
+ helicoter 2.9 2.3 2.0 1.5 blast noise is potentially as bad or worse than other noises in -.Traffic +."•

children 1.5 2.3 1.9 1.6 terms of adverse health effects. Sleep interference is cited as
often for blast noise as for any other source--even at Fort

Lewis, where less than 2% of the blast noise events occur at
night, and startle and fright, the factors known to cause phy-
siological reactions, occur most often for blast noise. Only
the incidences of interference with communications or out-

Also, the 62% value is consistent with the results of sonic of-doors activities are lower for blast noise than for other
boom studies in Oklahoma City, where about 65% of the noises, and those are factors which will not directly contri-
.espondents thought they should complain about Govern- bute to adverse health effects.
ment facilities and 35% thought they should not complain. For blast noise, the data were examined to compare the
In that study, all data for those respondents who felt they responses of those who owned their home versus those who
should not complain were deleted. Only data for those re- rented. This comparison only used data from respondents
spondents who felt they should complain were considered in who lived off the military installation (on-installation hous-
the Oklahoma City study's overall calculations and results. ing is not privately owned). The comparison was done for
The 62% factor was used to generate the data in Table VI; it each of the areas listed in Table VI. No statistically signifi-
was felt this value more reasonably represents the overall cant differences were found for the overall level of high an-
community than a value obtained by deleting data for re- noyance for those who owned their homes as compared with
spondents who thought they should not complain, those who rented.
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TABLE VI. Survey study arens, CDNL6 and percentage of respondents "highly annoyed": those who feel they should complain versus those who feel they
shouldt not complain about noise from government facilities. %

"Highly "Highly Overall Adjusted
% annoyed" annoyed" percentage percentage

Group should (should (should not "highly "highly
Fort Bragb  CDNL size complain complain) complain) annoyed" annoyed"

.... High 68 72 51 45.9 14.3 30.6 33.9
Fay W 54 174 60 20.0 2.8 13.2 13.5
Fay E 52 919 62 11.8 2.8 8.4 8.4

SBae W 56 204 64 15.3 5.5 11.8 11.6
Bo aE 53 204 68 7.2 0 4.8 4.5
Base total 55 408 66 11.1 2.9 8.2 8.0
South 49 74 68 28.0 0 18.9 17.4
Near W 46 251 53 8.3 5.1 6.8 7.1
FarW 40 42 53 0 0 0 0

*'~' ~. Fort L~wi

Cintnci Park 48 126 52.4 15.2 0 8.8 9.4
On-instaJation 50 206 64.1 25.0 6.9 19.4 18.1
Lake St. Clair 62 163 58.3 44.2 7.6 28.8 30.3
Mushroom Corner 55 150 66.0 19.2 3.9 14.0 13.4
Nisqually 57 149 57.7 34.9 4.8 22.8 23.5
Roy 54 154 66.2 41.2 6.2 29.2 27.9
Steilacoom 52 155 62.6 7.2 3.6 5.8 5.8
Yelm 55 204 61.8 31.8 10.3 23.5 23.6

"For the year before the survey.
'Combination of monitored data and computer prediction.
_Computer preiction only.

The data were also examined to compare responses for increases when respondents subjectively notice annoying
households with one or more members employed by the events more frequently. Thus community response to impul-
Government with households which had no Government sive noise exposure appears to fit an energy model. Many
employees. Again, no statistically significant differences other studies show that community response to transporta-
could be found in any area. tion noise exposure fits an energy model." Since all of the

sources in this study appear to fit an energy model, the model
can be used to approximately quantify the adjustment im-

IlL TIME OF DAY ADJUSTMENTS plied by changes in a respondent's likelihood of noticing
Traditionally, descriptors for community reaction to bothersome events during one time period or another. If the

noise have included nighttime adjustments, typically on the 10-log (number of events) factor is applied to the number of
order of 10 dB. Some descriptors, such as the community events noticed by a respondent (in contrast to the number
noise equivalent level (CNEL), incorporate an evening ad- counted from physical records), then some notion can be
justment (5 dB for the CNEL descriptor) in addition to the developed about the importance of the rate of noticing both-
nighttime penalty. ersome events.

Why must there be a time period adjustment or "pen- This factor can be addressed by comparing the known
alty?" Several considerations, both acoustical and nonacous- physical frequency of occurrence ratio between one time pe-

"...-. tical, which indicate the plausibility of using a time period riod and another with the respondent reported ratio of the
adjustment are discussed in Ref. 4. One of the purposes of frequency of annoying events between one time period and
this paper is to quantitatively examine the possibility that another. For example, respondents may be bothered by
noisy or bothersome events are more likely to be noticed twice as many events during the day as during the night. If,
during one time period as compared with another. For ex- however, there are ten times as many actual occurrences

. ample, the noise of children playing or dogs barking may be during the day as during the night, then respondents (on an
much more noticeable at night than during the day. Because equal-number-of-occurrences basis) are being bothered by
the noise is noticed more, the overall annoyance may in- one-fifth as many of the available events during the day as
creae. This paper will also examine the influence of intrinsic during the night. On a 10-log basis, this would indicate that
annoyance per event on time-period-related annoyance. In an adjustment of 7 dB should be applied to events during the
addition, for blast nois the first Heathrow survey approach night.
is used to help decide whether applying some overall night- The community response survey asked respondents
time adjustment is advisable." how often they were bothered by various events during the

An energy-type descriptor is used to approximately day (0700 to 1900 h), evening (1900 to 2200 h), and night ,
quantify the respondent's rate of noticing annoying events. (2200 to 0700 h). Records were available on relative-event
As discussed in this paper and Refs. 2, 8, and 10, annoyance frequencies by day and night for blast noise and for fixed-
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TABLE VII. Comparison of responses for respondents home all times (weekdays versus weekends).

Number highly Percent highly
Numbered bothered annoyed annoyed

Ratio
-- Day Ratio Day day + Day Ratio

+ day + + evening + night/
Source Group evening Night evening/night evening Night night evening Night day + evening

Artillery weekday 514 197 2.61 250 108 2.31 49 55 1.12
weekend 663 248 2.67 319 132 2.42 48 53 1.10

weekday 298 77 3.87 119 33 3.61 40 43 1.08
Airplanes weekend 406 123 3.30 182 63 2.89 45 51 1.13

- ,,rweekday 399 82 4.87 169 37 4.57 42 45 1.07
Helicopters weekend 499 139 3.59 249 82 3.04 50 59 1.18

Tfweekday 301 109 2.76 152 62 2.45 50 57 1.14
Traf weekend 589 225 2.62 296 127 2.33 so 56 1.12

Children weekday 265 169 2.57 146 109 1.34 55 64 1.16
+ Pets weekend 513 282 1.82 294 179 1.64 57 63 1.11

wing and rotary-wing aircraft; official estimates were avail- survey method to examine blast noise. Daytime and night-
able for traffic noise. Thus data were available to do a quanti- time exposure and their respective resulting community re-
tative analysis of respondents' rates of noticing bothersome sponse (annoyance) were compared to establish change in C-

% events, weighted average sound level required to make daytime and
Quantifying the intrinsic annoyance value of an event as nighttime predictions of annoyance equivalent. N

a function of the time period is less straightforward. Respon- Respondents were asked whether they were generally
dent data are used to assess annoyance per bothersome event home during the day, evening, or night; the question was
as a function of time period. However, no generally accept- asked separately for weekdays and weekends. Respondents
able means exist to quantify shifts in annoyance per bother- who said they were at home during a given time period were
some event in teims of a change in CDNL. Fortunately, then asked if they were bothered by any particular noise
these shifts appear to be small, sources and, if so, how often they were bothered. They could

During the data analysis for this study, a nighttime ad- respond (1) every day, (2) several times a week, (3) several
justment was also developed by using the first Heathrow times a month, (4) once every few months, (5) less often, or (6)

TABLE VIII. Calculation of nighttime adjustments (weekday data).'

Reportedb
frequency Actual
of being ratio of

. - Source Group bothered ratio occurrence i. 10 2og(R) 10 IoR avg)

Brag 2.59 6.5d 2.5 4.0
Artillery Lewis 2.63 88.1 33.5 15.3 12.6

Bragg 3.62 10.2' 2.8 4.5
Airplanes Lewis 4.52 10.2' 2.3 3.5 4.1

Bragg 4.46 24f 5.3 7.2
Helicopters Lewis 5.91 248 4.1 6.1 6.7

Bragg 2.81 12-20 4.3-7.1 6.3-4.5
Trafi Lewis 2.70 12-20' 4.4-7.4 6.4-8.7 7.5

Children Bragg 1.56 10-20' 6.4-12.8 8.1-11.1
and/or 9.6
pets Lewis 1.59 10-20' 6.3-12.5 8.0-11.0

Weekend data are similar and not included here for clarity.
'Calculated from survey responses.
'Daytime events are called "day + evening" events in Table VIIL
d Installation records.
r Airfield records.
'Typical airfield operations (more than one airfield was near the study areas at Fort Lewis)

Airfield records The data at Fort Lewis are an estimate since counts are kept for 0700 to 1500, 150 to 2300, and 2300 to 0700 h.
Highway Department estimates. %

'CERL estimates.
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(don't know). (Less than I% of the respondents chose the sponses for daytime and evening are combined ("overall"
"don't know" response.) Respondents who had indicated daytime) and compared with nighttime for respondents
that they were bothered were asked how annoyed they were home during the day, evening, and night. Table VII lists the
for that time period (i.e., day, evening, or night; weekday or repsondents' summed day and evening responses and com-
weekend). Specifically, they were asked "And in general, pares them with nighttime responses. Respondents were
taking everything into consideration, how annoyed are you asked to separately assess frequency of occurrence by day
by noise from (source) during the (time period )?" Annoyance (0700 to 1900 h), evening (1900 to 2200 h), and night (2200 to
was judged on the five-point adjectival scale. 0700 h). Thus the day + evening figures give the overall re-

The following analysis uses only data derived from re- spondent assessment of the number of bothersome events
spondents usually home during all three time periods; this occurring between 0700 and 2200 h. This day total is com-
was done so the same respondents are comparing day with pared with the nighttime number of bothersome events.
night. The analysis is more credible by having day, evening, Table VIII summarizes the ratio of the number of noise
and night responses from the same set of respondents, as events the respondents noticed and considered bothersome "

long as one can show that the responses of respondents home during daytime hours to the number noticed and bother-
at all times compare favorably with the responses for respon- some during nighttine hours. In all cases, the ratio is greater
dents home only part of the time. This comparison was done than 1. More events are noticed and found bothersome dur-
for the Fort Lewis data in a fashion analogous to the com- ing the day than during the night. However, there are many
parison made for the Fort Bragg data (Ref. 4). It was con- more daytime events to be noticed than there are nighttime
cluded that the overall analysis can be made using just those events.
respondents home at all times. The factor of interest (R ) is given by

To quantify the frequency of occurrence factor, re-

A = (number of events noticed and bothersome per night). (number of events noticed and bothersome per day)
(physical number of events per night) (physical number of events per day)

This factor can be rewritten as

R (physical number of events per day) (number of events noticed and bothersome per day)
(physical number of events per night) (number of events noticed and bothersome per night)

Table VIII also lists the ratios of physical occurrences (ob- total) were summarized. These data reveal no significant dif-
tained from site records) and the values (R) and 10 log(R ). As ferences between day and evening for artillery, airplane, or
discussed, the 10 log(R ) value indicates the nighttime adjust- helicopter noise sources. Annoyance per bothersome event
ment which results because events are more likely to be no- does not significantly vary between these two time periods
ticed at night than during the day. Table VIII lists 10 log(R for these three sources, but it does appear to vary for the
average) value for the five sources considered in the survey. street traffic and the children and/or pets categories.

In most cases, these same data reveal that annoyance
per bothersome event increases somewhat at night for all

A. Ouallifcation of the Intrinsic annoyance per source categories. To better illustrate this increase, the day-
botii'uome event time and evening data were combined to form an "all day" %

Annoyance per bothersome event data for the three (0700 to 2200 h) value of the percentage of respondents '.1
time periods and for day and evening combined (daytime "highly annoyed." Since this is a percentage, it represents a

TABLE IX. Annoyance per bothersome event (respondents home at all times; weekday or weekend).

Percentge "highly annoyed" Ratio,
Day night to

Source of week Day Evening Day + evening Night day + evening

weekday 47 50 49 5 1.12
weekend 48 48 48 53 1.10

weekday 40 40 40 43 1.08
Ahm weeked 43 47 45 51 1.13

weekday 43 42 42 45 1.07
Hwieptes weekend 47 53 so 59 1.18

weekday 46 55 so 57 1.14
Trai weekend 46 54 so 56 1.12
Children weekday s0 60 35 64 1.16
ad/or
Pau weekend 34 61 57 63 1.11
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TABLE X. Comparison oday to night annoyance to blat noise.

CDNL

Difference' Percentage "Highly annoyed"
,1' in decibels
, Site Day' Night" Day-night Day + evening Night

Fort Bragg 50 to 60 NAb  NAb  about +9 6 6
Fort Bragg 60 to 70 NA b  NA" about +9 20 22
Clinton Park 48 30 is 2.8 3.0

, Stelaecoom 49 31 1s 2.4 2.8
Roy 60 45 15 21.3 16.9
On instllation 54 35 19 8.9 6.6
Yelm 56 38 Is 17.0 13.8
Lake St. Claire 54 35 19 24.1 20.7
Mushroom Corners 51 33 i8 10.7 7.0
Nisqually 55 35 20 16.3 13.8

".. 'The day and night values are equivalent levels; the night levels do not include s lO-dB adjustment. The day and night levels both use a sound exposure level
ISEL) threshold of 40 dB, as explained in the text.

b 'Not applicable; Fort Bragg data were divided into large zones so single values are not applicable. j
time-period-weighted average of the daytime and evening porated into the DNL descriptor such that the daytime and
data (data which do not differ significantly from one another nighttime contours are both about the same size and shape.
anyway). Table IX lists these data. The ratios of the night- From the contour analysis contained above, it appeared that
time to the "all day" percentage of respondents "highly an- a nighttime adjustment on the order of 9 dB is required to
noyed" are shown in the last column of Table IX. These establish this equivalence between daytime and nighttime
ratios can be thought of as the intrinsic increase in annoy- responses. At Fort Lewis, the corresponding analysis is not
ance per bothersome event during the night as compared quite as simple since the percentage of respondents "highly
with during the day. annoyed" differs between daytime and nighttime. The actual

daytime and nighttime contours typically differ by 19 dB. If
B. An alternate analysis to determine nighttime the annoyance (percentage of respondents "highly an-

adjustment for blast nois noyed") were the same for daytime and nighttime, then this .L ,
For this alternate analysis, the CERL blast noise com- result would indicate that an adjustment of 19 dB was re-

puter program (BNOISE) was used to predict separate quired. Since the daytime percentage of respondents "highly
CDNL contours for day and for night. To ensure that all annoyed" somewhat exceeds the nighttime percentage, the
audible events were included, the value of the lowest SEL appropriate adjustment is somewhat les than 19 dB, per- .
included was adjusted downward to 40 dB. Thresholds were haps 15 dB. Overall, the results at these two installations
eliminated so the size of the daytime CDNL contours could certainly indicate that a blast noise descriptor should include
be compared with the size of the nighttime CDNL contours a nighttime adjustment which is on the order of 10 dB.
without presupposing that a l0-dB nighttime adjustment IV. DISCUSSO OF THE OVERALL DATA BASE
was appropriate.

The results of this analysis of Fort Bragg showed that The primary data base used for relating community re-
the night-only contours (without a 10-dB adjustment) are sponse to impulsive noise includes the data for sonic booms
typically 8 to 10 dB smaller than the day-only contours in at Oklahoma City, the Fort Bragg data, and the Fort Lewis
off-installation areas where the CDNL value ranges from 50 data. (The first two of these three sources, the Oklahoma
to 70 dB. At Fort Lewis the nighttime levels were typically City data and the Fort Bragg data, were used by CHABA
19 dB below the corresponding daytime levels. Working Group 84 in formulating Ref. 6. Figure 5 is from

The off-installation impulsive noise survey data were that reference.) Figure 5 shows the Oklahoma City (sonic
analyzed by CDNL zone and time period. Table X lists these boom) data and the Fort Bragg data used to formulate the
results for the 60- to 70- and the 50- to 60-dB zones at Fort recommendations given in the CHABA report. The dashed
Bragg and the eight individual cluster sites at Fort Lewis. line in Fig. 5 is the dose-response relation developed by
The overall results showed a slight increase in the percentage CHABA based on these data. This curve indicates the per-
of respondents "highly annoyed" at night as compared with centage of a community "highly annoyed" for a given
the day for the higher noise zones and no increase for the CNDL from impulsive sounds (with deletion of single-event
lower noise zones at Fort Bragg. At Fort Lewis, the percen- SELA below 85 dB during the daytime or 75 dB at night).
tage of respondents "highly annoyed" during the day was Figure 6 shows the data and curves of Fig. 5, but with %
typically one and one-fourth times the nighttime percentage. the Fort Lewis data added. The Fort Lewis data make clear a

Since at Fort Bragg the percentage of respondents disparity between the two data bases. While the Fort Lewis
"highly annoyed" was the same during daytime and night- data generally agree and compliment the Fort Bragg data, it
time, one can ask what nighttime adjustment must be incor- is clear that the artillery data as a whole depart from the
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FIG. S. Recommended relionships for predicting community response to FIG. 6. Figure 5 with Fort Lewis data included.
high-enersy impulsive sounds and to other sounds.

used for most of the general A-weighted data. Thus they ,
Oklahoma City sonic boom data and from the general dose- must be compatible. The sonic boom data are a tranlation of
response curve recommended by CHABA. These data seem three levels of data combined in n index. Thus it is possible
to indicate that the CHABA dose-response curve may un- they are being misinterpreted. However, the preset inter-
derestimate the community annoyance to blast noise by 5 to pretation represents the best translation the CHABA com-
10 dB. mittee could make of those data.

The failure of the sonic boom and artillery data to align The Army blast noise data represent community re-
, '-"-.,themselves into one general curve can be traced to several sponse to a steady, long-term situation. The sonic boom data
, .'potential causes. These include 11l) incorrect interpretation of represent a special study with data taken at the end of 21, 4J,

iithe community response data at either Oklahoma City or at and 6 months. A simple model has been postulated for com-
Fort Bragg and Fort Lewis, (2) incorrect specification of the munity response which suggests a time constant for the re-

do noise zones either at Oklahoma City or at Fort Bragg and sponse which is similar to the charging of a capacitor by a
Fort Lewis, (3) C-weighting is not the best measure to assess battery through a resistor (Fig. 7)." It has been suggested
impulsive noise, or (4) an energy type of descriptor is not that this time constant (for aircraft) may be months or years.
appropriate for assessing impulsive noise. In other words, if a new noise starts today, it may take

months or years until final level of the community annoy-
A. Can there be errors In the interpretation of the ance (i.e., percentage of the community "highly annoyed") is

, -community response data? realized. What if the time constant for impulsive noise is 6
The artillery data use the exact annoyance question and months? Then the sonic boom data taken at 24 months (peri-L-

analysis (top two categories on the five-point adjectival scale) od 1 ) represents 44% of the final value, the data taken at 4J i

I ~ FIG, 7. Simplified model of community

I ie adaption to change in noie exposure.

JIBt' O:MI
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' TABLE Xi. Oklahoma City sonic boom data converted by a 6-month "community response rse time constnt.'"

Percentage Adjusted percentage
Distance Period Factor "highly annoyed" "highly annoyed'

0-8 milesb I 0.44 10 23
2 0.53 17 32 %

o',3 0.62 23 37-..,_

8- 12 miles I 0.44 8 18
2 0.53 12 23
3 0.62 15 24

12-16 miles 1 0.44 4 9
2 0.53 7 13 4 ,
3 0.62 10 16

* Adjusted "highly annoyed" equals "highly annoyed" divided by factor le.S., 23 = 10/0.44).
*I mile = 1.6 km.

. months (period 2) represents 53% of the final value, and the noise zones and without the added results from the monitor-
data taken at 5J months (period 3) represents 62% of the final ing. In almost all cases, the Fort Bragg monitoring data im-
value. The converted Oklahoma City sonic boom data are ply that (1) the computer-predicted noise zones overestimate
shown in Table XI and plotted in Fig. 8. Clearly, a simple the true noise, or (2) the monitoring fails to measure the true
time constant for community response can help explain the noise.
discrepancy between the sonic boom and blast noise data. The blast noise data in Fig. 9 are based only on comput- .

er prediction. If one takes the monitoring into account, then
B. Are there errors In the specfiation of the noise the blast noise data in Fig. 9 generally shift to the left. It is
zones? unlikely that the computer predictions underestimate the

The ablast noise, since the monitored values are so much lower

dicted noise zones and include the results of monitoring in than the predicted values. One must conclude that the over-

the vicinity of Fort Bragg. Most of the computer-predicted all artillery data lie to the left of the sonic boom data. The

noise zone values at Fort Bragg were reduced when the mon- sonic boom data are based both on prediction and measure-

itored data were taken into account. Figure 9 shows the data ment which generally complement one another. Thus corn-

of Fig. 6, but with the artillery data from the Fort Bragg
study located only with respect to the computer-generated 0 _ _ _ _,_ _
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ty response rie-time constant as described in the text and Table XI only).
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putational or measurement errors in the specification of the I to 2 dB. Moreover, the results described throughout this

noise zones do not appear to be a likely explanation for the paper support retention of an energy type descriptor. Dis-
discrepancies. carding the energy model will not explain the discrepancy

between blast and sonic boom data. %
C. Is C-weighting the optimum measure to use for
assessing impulsive noise? E. Summary

C-weighting was chosen by CHABA as the best of those Figure 10 shows the Fort Lewis data, the Fort Bragg
weighting techniques available. C-weighting incorporates data based only on computer prediction, and the sonic boom
those frequencies contributing to noise-induced building vi- data converted by the 6-month rise-time constant theory.
brations and rattles. These vibrations and rattles are the Taken together, the data begin to align themselves and indi-
main adverse factor reported in both the sonic boom and cate that the CHABA impulsive noise dose-response curve -"

blast noise studies. Wall modes extend about I oct below the may lie 3 to 4 dB to the left of its current position. -'

C-weighted cutoff of 20 Hz. On the other hand, a higher
cutoff is required to align the sonic boom and the blast data V. CONCLUSIONS
since sonic booms generally have lower frequency energy The body of data collected through experimentation
than do Army blast noises. Hence, no conclusions can be
drawn without further study as to the exact frequencies to atayt
which people respond. survey methods indicates that computer-generated noise

contour predictions based on an energy model noise descrip-

D. Is an energy type of descriptor appropriate for tor can be correlated with attitudinal survey results to reli-
asessing Impulsive noises? ably portray community response to impulsive noise.

Some have suggested that a few "loud" impulses are A. Energy model noise descriptor
worse than many "quieter" impulses even though the total
daily sound energy in both instances is the same. The sonic References 2 and 10 and this paper describe how the

boom study represents eight loud impuls.s per day; the growth in annoyance to impulsive sound levels increases

Army studies generally represent many smaller impulses per monotonically both with sound amplitude and with frequen-

day. But the results are contrary to expectation: The many cy of occurrence. References 3 and 6 and this paper show
that the perception of building rattles is the main adverse -:.

quieter impulses are apparently more annoying than the few
louder ones. This indicates that perhaps the 85-dB single impulsive (blast) noise factor, and that CDNL is the best
event threshold in the CHABA procedure should be elimin- available standard weighting for including those sound ener-

ated. Elimination of the threshold will narrow the differ- gies responsible for building rattle. Since the CDNL descrip-

ences between the blast and the sonic boom data, but only by t correlates well with the percentage of a community
"highly annoyed" by impulsive noise (Refs. 1, 5, and this
paper), it is indicated as the best available energy model to

- -SC _ _ _use to describe community response to impulsive noise.

- / B. Nighttime adjustment
7 - 3 s / " These results support the use of the long-established 10-

/ dB nighttime adjustment for noise descriptors such as DNL.

6 Most important, these results indicate that the strongest ar- '

/ gument in favor of a nighttime adjustment is the communi-
oty's greater likelihood of noticing an event at night; in gen-

o Fo,, B,oq, Date eral. intrinsic annoyance per event is not a significant factor.
(CoA,,,. -P,,e.dC on,,) Reference 4 and this paper described how bothersomea, Coverted $o ,c Boom 0010/

4Ce /noise events are more likely to be noticed by the community

/ during the night than during the day. This indicates that a
o nighttime adjustment to the noise descriptor is justified.

30 o / However, deciding on an adjustiient for nighttime blast
o/ noise events is difficult, since the community response to

200a blast noise events differs from the response to other, nonim- .1
0 * • / pulsive noise sources. Blast noise, because of its high sound

• oa/ levels and impulsive nature, is rapidly noticed at all times of
1- othe day and night. Thus the rate of noticing blast noise at

".- night increases less (as a percent) over the daytime rate as
compared with the nighttime increase for other noise

S10o s Ts sources. However, blast noise events produce the largest in-
COWL I crease in intrinsic annoyance per bothersome event com-

FIG. 10. The total adjusted data, including the blast data from Fig. 7 and pared with other noise sources.
the adjusted sonic boom data from Fig. 8. The alternate analysis in this paper described the results
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when day- and night-only blast noise contours were used to 'W. J. Galloway and D. E. Dlishop. "Noise Exposure Forecasts: Evolution
corrlat wih cmmunty nnoanc. Tis aalyis ndiat- Evaluation, Extensions. and Land use Interpretabu," &al Dolt Bcr-
corelae ithcom unty nnyane. hi anlyss ndiat anek and Newman Rep. for the Federal Aviation Administration (August W
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An analysis of community complaints to noise
George A. Luz. Richard Raspet, and Paul D. Schomer
U. S. Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory. Champaign. Illinois 61820

(Received 30 November 1981; accepted for publication 29 December 1982)

Noise complaints received Army-wide for a one-year period were analyzed (a) to determine the
relationship between the nature of the complaint and the type of noise and (b) to determine the
relationship between complaints and the day-night level (DNL). For blast noise, 77% of
complaints mentioned vibration or physical damage or both, thus confirming the validity of the
C-weighted DNL as a better measure of blast noise than the A-weighted DNL. The relationship ' -

between DNL and complaints, however, was a very weak one. Instead, the data confirmed an
independent finding of a recent study of Air Force noise complaints-that complaints are
generated by unusual rather than typical noise levels. Since a valid measure of community

response to noise should be functionally relatable to the noise dose. complaints do not appear to be ,%
a good measure of the community response. To deal with the wide variability in the emotional -

tone of the complaints a psychological model was developed and tested. The implications of this ,

model for how an airport or Army base should deal with complaints are discussed.

PACS numbers: 43.50.Qp, 43.50.Sr

INTRODUCTION weighting was chosen to better reflect those frequencies ..

Descriptors of community response to noise have been which account for building vibrations since surveys have

the focus of study for at least the past quarter century. When shown that impulse noise induced building vibration is the

acousticians first began their study, their emphasis was on most adverse factor related to the noise. Moreover, annoy-
predicting public response. For example, the descriptor rec- ance has been shown to acceptably correlate with C-weight-
ommended in Rosenblith and Stevens (1953) was designed to ed DNL.
predict whether or not an exposed populace would complain In shifting to an emphasis on annoyance and DNL,
or take legal action against a specific noise source. With the Federal administrators did not abandon the earlier concern

dawning of a unified national approach to the growing prob- with overt public response. In practice, overt response con-
lem of environmental noise in the mid-1970's, the emphasis tinues to be a driving force in noise mitigation and land use
shifted from a prediction of overt response to a prediction of policies. For example, the FAA made a point of compiling

annoyance.2 Annoyance, in turn, was a hypothetical vari- and reporting on complaints after introducing the SST into
able inferred from responses to social surveys. Implicit in the U. S. airports.
shift of emphasis was a guarantee that all citizens would be Administrators, public officials, and lawyers often cite

protected from unhealthy levels of noise whether or not they the presence (or absence) of complaints to "prove" that an

complained. Moreover, annoyance proved to be a much adverse noise environment does (or does not) exist. Various i9
more sensitive measure of subjective reaction than com- sources have suggested a functional relation between DNL
plaints. For example. the sophisticated debate between and complaints. For example, the U. S. Environmental Pro-
Schultz and Kryter recently published in this journal' - ' tection Agency's guidelines on the application of DNL show

" would have been very difficult if the authors had to use the complaints to be a function of DNL. As DNL increases,
relatively gross measure of complaints, complaints increase. Certainly, as long as complaints and

Of the various possible descriptors of environmental the percentage of a community highly annoyed are highly
noise, none has proved to be more robust than the day-night correlated and functionally related to DNL, either can be

average sound level (DNL). Reviewing much of the world- used for noise assessment or land use planning. However, the
wide research, Schultz has shown a strong correlation research data base supporting this relationship between *,

between the noise dose (DNL) and community response complaints and DNL is quite shaky. ' --

(high annoyance).' Because of this demonstrated correla- The purpose of this paper is to (1) quantitatively study
tion, DNL has emerged in the U. S. as the leading descriptor the presumed relations between DNL, high annoyance, and
for Federal agencies' "- and many states as well." In addi- complaints, and (2) to compare complaints about impulse
tion, Working Group 84 of the National Academy of Sci- noise with complaints about aircraft (primarily helicopter)
ences' Committee on Hearing, Bioacoustics, and Biome- noise. The percentage of a community highly annoyed has
chanics has recommended that DNL be extended to the been shown to be functionally related to the DNL descriptor
assessment of sonic booms and heavy weapons noise as and this relation contributed substantially to the adoption of
well.'" Although DNL as applied to blast noise differs from the DNL descriptor for noise assessment and land use plan-
the usual descriptor in that the blasts are measured with the ning by federal agencies and by ANSI. To the extent that
C-scale of the sound level meter (CDNL), the methodology is complaints are found not to be functionally related to DNL
very similar to the A-weighted DNL (ADNL). The C- and correlated with annoyance, they can be used to charac-
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terize lquanuitatively) community response. If coplaints ()CMLIT 5siruoANONC
are found to be functionally related to DNL, then caution
must be exercised in using complaints As a measure of com- ANNOYANCE
munity response, since a valid measure of community re- EXPOSURE

sponse to noise must be functionally relatable to the noise (CMP) COMLAINTS

dose received by the community.
Implicit in the Environmental Protection Agency's

equation for predicting complaints are two possible models
of human response to annoying noise. These models are
shown in Fig. 1. In the first panel, Fig. I(a), a specific level of (b)COMPLAINTS AS A RESULT OF ANNOYANCE

DNL results in a specific level of complaint and a specific
level of annoyance. In the second panel, Fig. l(b), a specific 1SE

EXPOSWURE ANNOYANC E COMPLAINTSlevel of DNL causes a specific level of annoyance which is (OHL)
then manifested by a specific level of complaint. Both models
ignore the cognitive factors underlying the decision to com-
plain. In addition, the failure to define a specific time period
for integrating DNL leaves considerable latitude for the
user, a latitude ranging from DNL for a particular day to the
average busy day 3 or the annual average. (c)COMPLAINTS AS RESULT OF AROUSAL

In practice, these simple models are not useful. For ex-
ample, in a study of noise complaints received by the Air DUL

Force, the relationship between average busy day DNL and [No
complaints was very poor." The authors concluded that the NOISE
data provided "evidence that to a considerable extent, it is EX.-.R

the unusual or nonroutine events which provide complaints AROUSAL

at AF bases." If, as the Air Force found, the unusual noise
events are the true cause of complaints, then a more sophisti-
cated model is needed. COM"LANTS

In the hope of developing a more accurate procedure for
predicting complainta, we have attempted to create a more
sophisticated model, one that emphasizes the cognitive and FIG. i. Models relating complaints to DNL.
psychological factors which lead to the individual's decision
to complain. The model is an eclectic one, drawing from The idea for our model came from Schultz's synthesis.
such diverse sources as Schultz's explanation for the cubic Schultz found that the percentage of highly annoyed does
equation relating DNL to annoyance," the model of physio- not increase as a simple linear function of DNL. Instead, it
logical habituation put forward by Sokolov," and the con- requires a cubic equation. In a somewhat speculative section,
cepts of behavioral conditioning as found in any contempo- he suggested that the cubic equation can be broken down
rary textbook on introductory psychology. As with any into two power functions. The first function begins at a rela-
model, its usefulness lies in its ability to predict. This paper tively low DNL and increases at a low rate. Schultz associat-
tests the functional relations of the model and its predictive ed it with average exposure and loudness. The second func-
validity by applying it to a body of noise complaints. tion begins at a high DNL and increases at a higher rate.

The noise complaints were gathered in 1979 when the Schultz associated it with arousal. Schultz's suggestion,
U. S. Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory then, is that annoyance is a function of both average expo-
(CERL) asked the major commands of the Army to collect sure and arousal. This relationship is shown in Fig. 1(c). Our
noise complaints from their respective installations. The col- innovation is the additional assumption that complaints are
lection period ran from I July 1979 to 30 June 1980. During only a function of arousal.
that period, 287 complaints were received. The actual num- Although Schultz did not define arousal, there is good ..

ber of complaints generated during that period is thought to reason for identifying it with the concept of arousal as used
have been much higher. For example, at one installation, the in the field of psychophysiology. Following the definition
authors had access to the records kept by the office in charge contained in the theory of the Russian psychophysiologist,
of scheduling the use of ranges. These logs showed 23 com- Sokolov, it is that spurt of neutral activity within the limbic
plaints from May 1977 to May 1978 and another 23 from system and stem of the brain observed when a vertebrate is
May 1978 to May 1979. However, CERL only received six exposed to a new stimulus. Sokolov's thesis was that when an
complaints from the installation for the third year. Recog- organism is first exposed to a novel stimulus, its brain re-
nizing this caveat, we are still fairly certain that the com- sponds with a series of reflexes designed to gather more in-
plaints received are representative and not systematically formation. If the stimulus has no meaning (good or bad) and
biased. Complaint forms differed slightly between install&- if it is repeated, the brain builds up a template to inhibit -

tiom but neurally conformed to the sample shown in the further arousal by that stimulus. Only if the stimulus is
Appnix. changed will the brain become aroused. The proce s by
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which an organism stops responding to a repeated stimulus
is called "habituation." The process by which change in a ENTER NOSE

stimulus leads to increased arousal is called "'dishabitua-

Although the processes of habituation and dishabitua-
I ion are not normally observable in the data on annoyance, UNSCOUS

they can appear under special circumstances. Probably the < ' INTUE ,M.:. best example was Project Yellowhammer" in which rest- NEIIALNOS

dents of a small town were exposed to 24 explosions on Mon-
day. Tuesday, and Wednesday, and then asked about their
annoyance on Thursday and Friday. Annoyance showed
clear habituation with the number of annoyed persons drop-
ping from 50% in the first week to 20% in the fourteenth 1NTEeATE INTOMEOR mtOF, PAST CONSCIOUS
week. When the residents were "dishabituated" by either a RIosDUs

tripling of number 5-dB increase in DNLJ or a doubling of
peak pressure 1b-dB increase in DNL), annoyance jumped
dramatically and by a roughly equal amount. Interestingly,
changes in the other direction (reduction to eight blasts per CHO KNvIoR

day or halving of pressure) had no effect on annoyance. This TO RtUCE

asymmetry in response to change is mirrored in a later study
of chinchillas taught to respond to a change in a frequently
repeated sound." These animals were much more likely to
respond defensively to an addition of sound than to a dele-
tion of sound. OECA3S INCMENTARUA MOTIONAL. STRE[NGTH

To link the process of habituation/dishabtuation with REDUCED AOTAL O SEHAvToR

the conscious decision to complain about noise, Schultz's
germinal model must be elaborated further. This elaboration
is shown by the flow chart in Fig. 2. In this flow chart, the
loudness power function of Schultz is identified with an un- INCREASE

conscious integration of the effects of past noise exposure. It EMCoTIONAL

is, in effect, the "neural template" of what one expects to
hear. Arousal, on the other hand, is seen as leading to a

'-,','. conscious recognition that an unusual noise has occurred.
'~ ~"This intrusion into conscious thought can be an annoyance

and, depending on the meaning of the noise (good or bad), the STNGTH

person will take steps to make sure it stops or is not repeated. o' "'t'aO

At this point, the model borrows from the concepts of beha-
vioral conditioning. To eliminate the noise, the individual
chooses the behavior that has been most reinforcing in the

FIG. 2. Flow chart of process governing complaints.past. Thus if the best way of getting rid of past annoyance
I from noise or anything else) has been to call the police, the
person will choose this most reinforced behavior. If this be- nod.
havior gets rid of the noise, it is "reinforced" and becomes (4) Differences in emotional effect related to the pattern
more probable in the future. On the other hand, if noise re- of reinforcement for complaint behavior.
mains as an annoyance, the chosen action becomes less likely In general, the data conformed to these hypotheses.
in the future. The process by which the probability of an
unreinforced behavior decreases is known as "extinction." 1. TESTS OF THE MODELS
Extinction is normally accompanied by a negative emotional
affect which English-speaking people often describe as A. Qualitative differences

9... "frustration." Among nonverbal animals in Skinner boxes, After discarding complaints about obscure noise
extinction is often accompanied by overt aggression against sources (e.g., bell towers, air conditioners, etc.) and com-

the nonreinforcing instrumentation, plaints relayed through third parties (e.g., radio stations,
*..' If the model is correct, then an analysis of the Army's newspapers, governmental bodies), the number of remaining

noise complaints should demonstrate: complaints were fairly evenly divided between blast com-
I ) Qualitative differences between complaints about plaints 1125) and aircraft complaints (139). Nearly all of the

. different kinds of noise (high level of conscious involvement , aircraft complaints involved helicopters.
and•2) No direct correlation between the long-term DNL From examination of the complaints, it was determined
and complaints, that all could be categorized into one or more of 13 categor-

13) Evidence of unusual conditions in the complaint pe- ies. A tally was made of the number of times each category
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was mentioned. Some limited inferences were made. For ex- TABLE 11. Percentage of complant related to fear or ddemlve reaponse.ample, if a complaint stated that a noise was "too late at -Type of noise

night." slcep interference was inferred. For those complaints Blast Aircraft
mentioning several different problems, the tally was incre- -.
mented in each relevant category. No attempt was made to Noise source too close 0% 87%
distinguish between primary and secondary complaints. Disturbed animals 5% 18%

There were clear qualitative differences between air- Fear/physiological stress 4% 11% "

craft and blast. One way to display these differences is to Safety concerns 0% 7%

group the 13 complaint categories into complaints about
property, complaints associated with fear, and complaints
about general nuisance. National Academy of Science Committee or Hearing Bioa-

Table I shows the complaints about property. Leading coustics and Biomechanics (CHABA). CERL has developed
the list was vibration with 54% of the blast complaints men- a computer simulation model (BNOISE) which implements 4
tioning it compared with 10% of the aircraft complaints, these recommendations. A number of contour maps from
Complaints of physical damage to buildings (32%) or men- the CERL BNOISE computer program1" were already avail-
tion of falling objects (14%) were also significantly higher for able. Thus it was possible to compare the CDNL contours
blast noise than for aircraft noise (4% and 2%). This result with complaint locations. However, numbers of complaints . -

reinforces the use of C-weighting for impulse noise since it is in a noise zone do not translate directly into percentages.
noise induced building vibrations which are generating Higher noise areas are generally smaller than areas of less
many of the complaints, and it is the low frequencies in the noise. In addition, the population density may vary in the
impulses which induce the vibrations, different noise areas.

In contrast, complaints associated with fear were more With these cautions in mind, it was determined that 115
common with aircraft (Table II). Leading the field were com- of the blast noise complaints (including a few of the previous-
plaints of aircraft being too close or too low (87%). Although ly discarded third party complaints) could be related to the
this is not a true measure of fear, it is certainly related. Actu- blast noise contours available for the various installations.
al reports of fear or of physiological stress were much lower, Precise relationships were possible only for a few of these, so
but still higher for aircraft (11%) than for blast (4%). Con- the comparison was made in terms of complainants living in
cern for safety was also higher with 7% for aircraft and none high noise zones (Zone 1II, CDNL above 70), moderately
for blast. A different measure of fear, disturbance of animals, high noise zones (Zone II, CDNL between 62 and 70), and
was also higher for aircraft noise (18%) than for blast noise acceptable noise zones (CDNL below 62). When this was
(5%). done, it was found that most of the complaints were from the

Indicators of general nuisance did not exhibit any acceptable zone (83), the second most from the moderately
strong systematic variations between noises (Table III). high zone (27), and only five complaints were from the high
Some mention of objectionable sound was found in 30% of zone. These numbers of complaints are inversely related to .%4

blast and 24% of aircraft complaints, and sleep disturbance DNL. However, as noted above, the land area (and perhaps
and disturbance to children were somewhat higher (13% the population) encompassed by a noise zone is smaller for
and 10%) with blast noise than aircraft noise (7% and 7%). the higher noise zones. Hence it is not possible to compare
These differences are not significant. these complaint ratios with the percentage of complaints

predicted by the basic model without detailed population
B. DNL versus complaints information--data which are lacking.

As a surrogate, examination of specific installations
Ifthe percentage of persons highly annoyed is related to where the approximate populations in the noise zones were

the percentage of persons complaining, then the percentage known was also undertaken. This analysis revealed no syste-
of people complaining should rise with DNL. For the air- matic relation between noise zones and the percentage of a ..
craft noise complaints, it was impossible to make a compan- population which complain. With the data available, one
son between DNL and complaints because of too little infor- could neither say that the complaints were directly correlat-.--
mation.Blastinoise wsvlted with the noise exposure nor that they were inversely cor-

Bast nroisdure waeval ed in accordance wrou the sses related with the noise exposures. At best, one might suggest
ment procedure recommended by working Group 84 of the that complaints are not correlated with the noise exposure.

TABLE I. Percentage of'complaints related to property
TABLE III. Percentage of complaints related to general nuisance.

Type of noise
Item Blast Aircraft Type of noise

Item Blast Aircraft

Vibration 54% 10%.
Damage to house 32% 4% Objectionable sound 30% 24%
Falling objects 14% 2% Sleep disturbance 13% 7%
Damage to wells 2% 0% Disturbed children 10% 7%
Damaga to crops 0% 3% Spuch interference 0% 1%
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In any case, it is significant that large numbers of corn- Using this particular set of criteria, the data fell into the
plaints can occur from noise zones where the CDNL is rated cells as shown in Table IV. In this table, the emotional tone
as acceptabh for multiple complaints reflects their last recorded emotion-

K. -" al description; complaints were not counted twice.
C. Unusual conditions

An important feature of the revised model is that people II. DISCUSSION

*. complain about unusual conditions. For the aircraft noise An essential feature of all of the models, the distinction
complaints, the frequent mention of low flying or close air- between aircraft and blast noise events, was confirmed by the
craft 187%) confirms the hypothesis. Mention of unusual data. Concern about vibrations showed up in 54% of the
conditions was far less frequent for blast noise, but there was blast complaints and 77% mentioned either vibration or
other evidence to suggest that levels were unusually high damage or both. Thus the distinction between C-weighting
because of blast noise focusing. Blast noise focusing occurs (which measures both the audible and the low-frequency vi-
when weather conditions result in blast energy being propa- brational energy) and A-weighting (which measures only the
gated to distant locations where it is ordinarily not annoying. audible energy) is an extremely useful one.
Focusing is dynamic and often shifts over the course of sev- The failure to find a strong correlation between noise
eral hours.- Thus when one observes complaints occumng level and percentage of complaints is a defeat foilthese n t o-

. at the same approximate time in the same general location or els which postulate a functional relation between DNL and
occumng very closely in time at distant locations, it is rea- complaints. "Annoyance" per se does not appear to strongly
sonable to expect that focusing was the cause. As a test of relate to complaints, since the two variables are not strongly
focusing in these particular data, complaints were grouped correlated, if at all. The new model succeeds in better ex-
according to whether they were isolated, grouped in pairs, plaining the relation between the variables DNL, annoy-
tinplets, quadruplets, or larger groups. The results showed ance. and complaints. As the data show, people appear to be
high probability of focusing with only 44% of the complaints complaining about the "unusual conditions."

in isolation, 19% in pairs. 7% in groups of three, 12% in The data fit the predictions of the "black box" relating
* groups of four. and 18% in groups of five or more. Undoubt- complaints to arousal. First, there are almost twice as many

edly, alargenumberofthe44%ofisolatedcomplaintsisalso first-time complainants as repeat complainants. Second,
due to focusing, but the plausibility ofa focusing explanation more than half the first-time complainants are at the lowest
increases with the grouped data. level of emotion, while half the multiple complainants are at

the highest level of emotion. These are probably not chance
D. Tobservations; application of the nonparametric test, the chi

square. indicated that this relationship would occur by
Analyzing the complaints for emotional tone proved to chance less than 0.5% of the time.

be difficult, for it is very easy to project an emotional state
into a particular situation or statement. Only 45 aircraft III. CONCLUSIONS
noise and 45 blast noise complainants were descnbed in ade- The analysis of these data confirms the wisdom of poli-
quate detail for determining both emotional tone and past cy which differentiates between annoyance and complaints
history. In some cases, multiple complaints were truncated and assesses the environment based on annoyance rather
into a single complainant's history. Here the unit of analysis than complaints. As this paper shows, adverse noise environ-
is complainant and not complaint.i Even with some sort of

ments may exist without complaints and conversely. accep-
objective criteria, inferring emotional states is somewhat table noise environments may exist with complaints. Whilesubjective. In this case, it seemed unrealistic to develop more community response in terms of high annoyance correlates

than three categories of emotional tone. with DNL, complaints correlate only with arousal.
ollowng word: f y oo-naidtued plby any of the The analysis also highlights the importance of respond-

afollowing words: foendly. good-natured, pleasant, nice. ing to complainants the first time they complain. The data
-calm, not hostile. good. understanding, courteous, cooperat- show that first-time complainants are generally courteous
ve. helpful, not trying to make waves, cool ithe lowest level and reasonable. Complainants only become unreasonable

"on one installation's three category checklistt after having been ignored. In practice. it is far less trouble for
. The highest state of emotion was identified by any of the an adminstrator to deal with complainants at their first com.

following words or situations: hostile, mad, upset. irate, bel- plaint than deal with community action at a later point.
ligerent, angry, volatile. indicants of physiological stress, ir-
rational threats ie.g.. shooting down aircraft

The intermediate level of arousal was identificr b the TABLE IV Relationship between frequenc of compla!in and emotional

fo tlowing words: concerned, fair, unhapp., rneuium, sharp. ____forIN)_complainants

strong protest. aggravated, and combinations ot words froni Number of lst- Number of
levels I and III connected by "but" time complainants multiple complainants

It is, of course. unlikely that any two researcher; would
define the categories exactly as above, but the phenomenon Modera e emotion 14 Q

described would still be robust with slightly different catego- High emotion 6 i6

rization.
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APPENDIX: COMPLAINT FORM

TELEPHONE OR WRITTEN
NOISE COMPLAINT

[Envirormental Noise (AR 200-1)]

- NOTE: The complainant may, of course, refuse to answer any or all of the
questions below. Since that is his right, he must be allowed to do so. How-
ever, the person receiving the complaint should inform him that proper resolu-

. tion will require full information and ask him to cooperate.

Date/Time Complaint Received:

Received by Whom:

Method of Complaint: - Telephone call Visit Letter

Date/Time of Occurrence:

Name of Complainant:

Location of Complainant at time of incident:

Complaint:

Cause of Complaint (As reviewed by complainant):

" Damage, if any:

Others Receiving Complaint: (Have you complained to anyone else about this?)

History of Annoyance: (Have you been bothered by this before?)

Complaint History: (Have you called the base to complain before?) N

Si-, .-\ '

Remarks: (Record c lnents and request made by the complainant. Comment on: ' the complainant's attitude.)

'W A. Rosenblith and K. N. Stevens. "Noise and Man." in Handbook of 'K. D. Kz'yter. "Rebuttal by Karl D. Kryter to Comments by T. J.
,Icou.cNoueControl, Vol. 2. 1. S. Air Force Report WADC TR.52.204, Schultz." J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 72. 1253-1257 (1982).

- 1953. "T. J. Schultz. "Synthesis of Social Surveys and Noise Annoyance," J.
"Ouideline for Considerng Noise in Land Use Planning and Control," Acoust. Soc. Am. 64. 377-406 (1978).
Federal Interagency Committee on Urban Notse. June 1980. '"Information on LevelsofEnvironmental Noise Requisite to Protect Pub-

'K. D. Krvter. "Community Annoyance from Aircraft and Ground Vehi- lic Health and Welfare with an Adequate Margin of Safety," U. S. Envir-
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3CONCLUSIONS increases less (as a percent) over the daytime rate as
compared with the nighttime increase for other noise
sources. However, blast noise events produce the
largest increase in intrinsic annoyance per bothersome

The body of data collected by CERL through event compared with other noise sources.
experimentation and administration of established
community attitudinal survey methods indicates that An alternate analysis identified in Paper 7 identified
compter-generated noise contour predictions based on the results when day- and night-only blast noise con-
an energy model noise descriptor can be correlated tours were used to correlate with community annoy-
with attitudinal survey results to reliably portray com- ance. This analysis indicated that the blast noise night-
munity response to inpulsive noise. However, a time adjustment to the noise descriptor should be
method otf accurately and consistently measuring perhaps 15 dB for the Fort Lewis data and about 9
impulsive sound levels at long distances using direct dB for the Fort Bragg data.
noise monitoring techniques and equipment has yet

- to be developed. Generally, the blast noise results are consistent with
the 10 dB adjustment recommended for noise sources

Energy Model Noise Descriptor other than blasts.
*i Papers 1, 4. and 8 described how the growth in

annoyance to impulsive sound levels increases mono- Health Effects 'I'

tonically both with sound amplitude and with fre- Blast noise is potentially as bad or worse than other
quency of occurrence. Papers 2, 7, and 8 showed that noises in terms of adverse health effects. Paper 7 des-
the perception of building rattles is the main adverse cribed how sleep interference was cited as often for
impulsive (blast) noise factor, and that CDNL is the blast noise as for any other source - even in an area
best available standard weighting for including those where less than 2 percent of the blast noise events
sound energies responsible for building rattle. Since occurred at night. Startle and fright, the factors known
the CDNL descriptor correlates well with the percent- to cause physiological reactions, occur most often for
age of a community "highly annoyed" by impulsive blast noise.
noise (Papers 1, 5, and 7), it is indicated as the best
available energy model to use to describe community Annoyance and the CDNL Noise Descriptor
response to impulsive noise. for Impulsive Noise

The exact function for relating the percentage of a

- Nighttime Adjustment community "highly annoyed" by blast noise to CDNL

- CERL's research surports the use of the long- remains in question. It appears that the present
established 10 dB nighttime adjustment for noise CHABA recommendation may underestimate actual

descriptors such as DNL. Most important, CERL's annoyance, as indicated by the results described in

research indicates the strongest argument in favor of Paper 7. Thus, the functional relationship between

a nighttime adjustment is the community's likelihood annoyance and CDNL should perhaps be shifted to
of noticing an event; in general, intrinsic annoyance the left by 3 to 4 dB. It is apparent that more research
per event is not a significant factor, into (1) the percentage of a community "highly

annoyed" by impulsive noise vs CDNL and (2) the
Papers 6 and 8 described how bothersome noise existence and value of community rise-and decay-time

events are more likely to be noticed by the commun- constants is required to clarify the issue.
ity during the night than during the day. This indicates
that a nighttime adjustment to the noise descriptor is Complaints and the CDNL Noise Descriptor
justified. However, deciding on an adjustment for for Impulsive Noise

* nighttime blast noise events is difficult, since the corn- As described in Paper 8. complaints are not a goodAmunity response to blast noise events differs from the measure of community response. The percentage of a

response to other, nonimpulsive noise sources. Blast community "highly annoyed" by impulsive noise
noise, because of its high sound levels and impulsive correlates with CDNL complaints do not correlate
nature, is readily noticed at all times of the day and with CDNL. Complaints seem to correlate only with
night. Thus, the rate of noticing blast noise at night "abnormal" or "unusual" events.

I.
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PREFACE

In 1977 a report entitled "Guidelines for Preparing Environmental
Impact Statements on Noise" was issued as the result of the activities
of Working Group 69 of the Committee on Hearing, Bioacoustics, and Bio-
mechanics (CHABA) of the National Research Council (NRC). The report
provides a comprehensive set of procedures for specifying the physical
descriptions of environmental noise and vibration and methods for as-
sessing the degree of impact on people associated with these environ-
ments.

CHABA Working Group 84 was established to monitor research on
high-energy impulsive sounds and to affirm or to recommend modifica-
tions to the 1977 Guideline's procedures when new data became available.
The emergence of additional data on human response to high-energy im-
pulsive sounds has been much slower and considerably more sparse than
anticipated from governmental program plans available in 1977. Some
new data are available, however, and re-analysis of the older sonic-
boom data has provided somewhat better insight than was available in
1977.

At various times in its deliberations the Working Group invited
and received contributions to the technical discussions from Sanford
Fidell, Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., Canoga Park, California; Jeffrey
Goldstein, Office of Noise Abatement and Control, Environmental Pro-
tection Agency, Washington, D.C.; Stanley Harris, Aeromedical Research
Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio; David Siskind,
Bureau of Mines, Department of Interior, Washington, D.C.; Theodore
Schultz, Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts,
Henning Von Gierke, Aeromedical Research Laboratory, Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base, Ohio; and Robert Young, Naval Oceans System Center,
San Diego, California. The Working Group acknowledges their contri-
butions with thanks, and recognizes that not all of these individuals
may be in complete agreement with the conclusions reached as a con-
census by the Working Group members.

William J. Galloway, Chair
Working Group 84

Assessment of Community Response
to High-Energy Impulsive Sounds
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example showing the application of the recommended procedures is pro-
vided. Definitions of acoustical measures used in the report are con-
tamned in a glossary.
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INTRODUCTI ON

The degree of impact of a noise environment on residential com-
munities is assessed (NRC, 1977) in terms of the expected fraction of
a population highly annoyed by the noise. Annoyance, as determined

* from a variety of social surveys, was the measure of adverse reaction
that was most highly correlated with exposure to conmmunity noise en- L&
vironments. The dose-response relationship was found to be largely

* independent of the sources of noise, at least for the transportation
* noise sources which dominate most residential environments.

Among the environments considered (NRC, 1977) were those produced
by high-energy impulsive sounds such as sonic booms, artillery practice

* ranges, and quarry blasting. It was recognized that such sounds can
engender annoyance beyond that associated with the simple audibility
of the impulses by inducin~g house vibrations, startle effects, or other
responses, and thus should be treated differently from more common

* sounds such as those from transportation noise sources. The assess-
ment procedure proposed (NRC, 1977) relied on C-weighted sound exposure Z
level to describe individual high-energy impulsive events (instead of

* A-weighted sound exposure level used for other environmental sounds)
and day-night average C-weighted sound level for the cumulative effect
of impulsive sounds in a 24-hour period (instead of day-night average

- A-weighted sound level, as used for all other sources). The shape of
the dose-response relationship between a noise environment and expected

* community response developed for non-impulsive sounds in terms of day-
* night average A-weighted sound level was retained for high-energy

impulses by substituting day-night average C-weighted sound level on
a numerically equal basis.

The general dose-response function specified for transportation
noises was developed in 1977 from analyses of data from numerous
social surveys. Reasonably high confidence exists that it represents,
on average, a good statistical description of expected commnunity re-
sponse. In contrast, the 1977 impulsive noise response assessment was

* based on only one sonic boom experiment that was subject to ambiguities
in interpretation. The recommendations (NRC, 1977) for impulsive

* noises were thus considered to be interim only, to be refined when and
if further data became available.
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Presently available results indicate that the procedures (NRC,
1977) underestimate the degree of response to impulsive sounds, at
least at higher exposure levels, and that a revision to the assessment
procedures is in order. The present report provides a recommended
revision.

The Working Group was also charged with examining the effect of
impulsive noise on sleep. However, no research data have been gathered
since 1977 that would require the Working Group to reconsider sleep
interference. The procedures recommended in this report are thus based
exclusively on average community response expressed in terms of annoy-
ance.
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PHYSICAL SPECIFICATION OF HIGH-ENERGY IMPULSIVE SOUNDS

High-energy impulsive sounds of concern for community response are
specified (NRC, 1977) as those for which the C-weighted sound exposure

*" level (see the glossary for the definitions of acoustical measures) in
any 2-second time period is greater than 85 decibels (or greater than
75 decibels at night) and is 10 decibels greater than the C-weighted

. sound exposure level due to other sources in any contiguous 2-second
period. These levels correspond to peak overpressures greater than
approximately 105 decibels (95 decibels at night), that is, greater
than approximately 0.1 pounds per-square foot.

Day-night average sound level, which is A-weighted, is the primary
" - descriptor of environmental noise. If the noise environment includes

high-energy impulses meeting the above definition, day-night average
C-weighted sound level is recommended as an additional descriptor (NRC,
1977).

The use of C-weighted sound exposure levels recommended (NRC, 1977)
has two bases:

1) the use of C-weighting provides a reasonable measure of the
"l -frequency sound pressures associated with high-energy
impulses of the type under consideration; and

2) the use of sound exposure level instead of peak sound level
meets the need to incorporate a measure of signal duration,
since perception of noisiness increases with signal duration
(NRC, 1977).

Although essentially all sonic-boom data available in the liter-
ature report the magnitude of a boom in terms of peak overpressure
in pounds per square foot, as measured on a "linear" frequency response

system, the term "linear" is not standardized. The characteristics of
a measurement made with a so-called "linear" system depend greatly on

the measurement system and pressure-sensing transducer used to make the
measurement. The choice of C-weighting was a compromise to obtain
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low-frequency response with sound measuring instruments that comply
with specifications. contained in national and international standards.
It was recognized that the tolerances permitted in existing standards
for C-weighting at frequencies below 20 hertz are quite large. How-
ever, most precision sound measuring instruments h~ave frequency re-
sponses that are close to that specified in the standards at least .~.'

down to 5 hertz.

The use of sound exposure level, which is the time integral of
sound level over the duration of an event, is consistent with sub-
jective evaluations of sonic booms where it is shown that response
is proportional to signal duration (Johnson and Robinson, 1967). It
should be noted that in 1977 no subjective response data or social
survey data were available in which the magnitudes of the impulses
being evaluated were directly measured in C-weighted sound exposure
level. Thus the interpretations of response in terms of sound exposure -

level required a conversion from peak overpressure measurements, based
upon analysis of sample recordings of typical sonic-boom sound pressure
signatures.

Nothing that has transpired subsequent to 1977 has led the members
of Working Group 84 to suggest alternate measures for high-energy im-
pulsive sounds. The considerations leading to the recommendation to
use C-weighted sound exposure level and day-night average C-weighted
sound level remain the same. The use of these measures has been found'
practical in both measurement and prediction of community noise en-
vironments. Although better measures could likely be developed, there
is no pressing need to do so at this time.

It was recommended (NRC, 1977) that C-weighted sound exposure
levels above a threshold of 85 decibels (75 at night) should be used
in assessing impulse noise. This concept of a threshold was also re-
viewed by Working Group 84. The original purpose of the threshold
was to avoid inclusion of non-impulsive low frequency sounds in mnea-
surements intended for impulsive sounds. An argument can be made that
the use of a threshold is an unnecessary complication in measurements,
but the consensus of the working group was that the threshold concept
is useful and should be retained for the time being.

SUBJECTIVE RESPONSE TO HIGH~-ENERGY IMPULSIVE SOUNDSt

The recommended procedure (NRC, 1977) for relating community re-
sponse to impulsive noise was first to measure (or predict) the noise
environment f rom high-energy impulsive sounds in terms of day-night
average C-weighted sound level. The percentage of a population highly
annoyed at this average sound level was then estimated from the dose-
response relationship for non-impulsive sounds (Schultz, 1978) by
replacing the average A-weighted sound level in that relationship with
the average C-weighted sound level at the same numerical value. For
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maysounds thsapproximately eqiaetto saigthat peoplear
8 decibels more sensitive to impulsive sounds than to non-impulsive

-~ sounds. This position was arrived at largely by interpretation of a
social survey of a population exposed to sonic booms in a six-months
test at Oklahoma City (Borsky, 1965).

At the time Working Group 84 was established, it was expected that
one or more new social surveys of people exposed to impulsive noise
artillery firing ranges would provide a more current basis for examining
the assessment of commnunity response to impulsive noise. The results
of one such survey are now available (Schomer, 1980). In addition,
the Oklahoma City data have been reviewed more thoroughly, as have the
results of tests at Edwards Air Force Base comparing the annoyance of
subsonic airplane flyovers with that of sonic booms (Kryter, 1968).
Interpretations of the combined results of these analyses have led to
the revised recommendation for community response assessment described
below.

Consider first whether A-weighted sound exposure level by itself
is a satisfactory means of assessing human response to sonic booms, d,
either directly, or with an 8-decibel offset as can be inferred from
the earlier report (NRC, 1977). Two different experiments can be
examined, the paired comparisons between sonic booms and airplane fly-
over noise (Kryter, 1968) and the Oklahoma City social survey (Borsky,
1965).

The paired comparisons consisted of judgments by groups of listen-
ers to alternating flyovers of a subsonic transport airplane (KC-135)
and sonic booms from three different airplanes (B-58, F-104, XB-70).
The aircraft flew over at different heights in order to vary the sound
level of the subsonic airplane noise and of the boom strength in terms
of overpressure. (Although judgements were made both outdoors and
indoors, with sound levels measured outdoors, only the indoor judgments
will be used here since they are more representative of residential
listening conditions.) For each pair of subsonic jet overflights and
booms, the listeners were asked which was more annoying. The averages
of the lister~rs' judgments, when analyzed at various sound levels, were
used to obtain the maximum perceived noise level of the jet that was
judged equally annoying as a sonic boom of specified overpressure, for
each airplane type.

In order to examine these data in terms of sound exposure levels,
both the sonic-boom overpressures and the jet sound levels must be
transformed from their reported measures. Sonic-boom overpressures
may be transformed to A-weighted sound exposure levels by the empirical
function obtained by Young (1975) who used a series of sonic-boom mea-
surements of military airplanes. Conversion of sonic-boom overpressures
to C-weighted sound exposure level may be made from the analyses re-
ported by Schomer (1978) of a representative set of tape recordings
of the original test data provided by Kryter. The conversions used
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here were calculated from linear regressions of measured overpressure,
expressed in decibels, on C-weighted sound exposure level in decibels,
computed separately for each airplane from the data reported by Schomer.
The regression equations are listed in Table 1.

6"! Maximum perceived noise levels for the subsonic airplane were con-
% vertedto A-weighted sound exposure levels for the KC-135 airplane from

meaureent reored y Seakan(1977). The procedure used was to
enter Speakcman's table of sound level measures, listed as functions
of distance, with the reported maximum perceived noise level to de- .*-

termine th egta hc htlevel would occur. At this same ..

height, the A-wdighted sound exposure level wag determined from the
tabulated data. The resulting conversions are listed in Table 1.

A-weighted sound exposure levels for aircraft noise and sonic
booms when judged equally annoying during indoor listeing are plotted
on Figure 1. Within the data for a specific airplane type the sound
exposure levels are highly correlated (r 2 > 0.98 when adjusted for ~

saldata sets), yet a small but definite offset exists between the
B-58 and F-104 data (the minor difference in slopes for the regression
lines is insignificant). The shape of a sonic-boom signature, and thus
its spectral content, is directly related to airplane shape and length.
The approximately 4 decibel difference between the two functions re-
lating sonic boom to airplane noise is not surprising. These data in-
dicate that the A-weighted sound exposure level of ionic booms must be
from 11 to 15 decibels lower than the sound exposure level of subsonic
airplane noise when judged equally annoying, and that the size of this
offset is source dependent.

Notwithstanding this outcome, one can examine the Oklahoma City
experiment to see how well day-night average A-weighted sound level
relates to community response to sonic booms. Eight supersonic over-
flights were performed on a daily basis for six months. AltitudesAw
and airspeeds were selected to obtain three different nominal over-
pressures for the three successive time intervals of the tests. Per-
sonal interviews of respondents were made during three time periods
that corresponded to the three different nominal overpressures. In-
terviews were conducted at three different distances from the ground
projection of the flight path to obtain different exposures for each
of the three boom levels.

The questionnaire structure and response scaling used in the social
survey were such that direct comparison with other surveys is difficult.
The responses to a question on degree of annoyance due to "house rattles"

I caused by the booms were used as the primary measure to quantify com-
munity response (NRC, 1977). The category termed "serious" annoyance by
Boraky (1965) was considered to be most comparable to the "highly" , ~
annoyed categories used in analyzing transportation noise surveys
(Schultz, 1978). Further, the percentage of respondents reporting
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Table I

Various Outdoor Measures of Jet Noise and Sonic
Booms When Judged Equally Annoying

During Indoor Listening
(converted from Kryter, 1968)

,ru,

Sonic Booms KC-135 Jet Noise

6p L pkL CEL AEL N LAE

B-58 1.94 133.6 106.3 99.2 109 109.9

2.56 135.7 108.7 101.7 114 112.5

2.91 136.9 110.1 "103.2 117 114.4

F-104 0.86 126.3 99.3 89.2 99 103.4

1.40 130.5 104.5 95.3 107 109.1

2.77 136.4 111.8 101.5 121 116.9

XB-70 1.35 130.2 103.2 94.5 107 109.1

6p peak overpressure in pounds per square foot

Lpk peak "linear" sound level in decibels
LCE C-weghted sound exposure level in decibels

LAE A-weighted sound exposure level in decibels

LPN Maximum perceived noise level in decibels

Lpk - 20 log1 0 (Ap) + 127.6

LCE a Lpk 4 b

B-58 F-104 XB-70

a 1.1363 1.2300 1.0756

b -45.5 -56.0 -36.8
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B -58: y = 0. 9328 x-3. 30
-~ r 2 = 0.9995

110 F -104: y = 0.9042 x-3.95

* r2 = 0. 9928 I
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FIGURE 1. Sound Exposure Levels for Aircraft Noise and Sonic Booms
When Judged Equally An~noying -Indoor Listening (Converted
from [ryter, 1968)
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serious annoyance at different boom levels (NRC, 1977) was not of the

total population sample, but only of that fraction of the sample that

believed it appropriate to complain about governmental actions. To

compare these responses to the total populations used in other surveys

an adjustment for the total population was made in the current analysis

by reducing the reported fractional data by 60 percent.

Conversion of nominal overpressures to A-weighted and C-weighted

sound exposure levels was performed as above, except an average differ-

ence of 26 decibels between peak overpressure, in decibels, and C-

weighted sound exposure level was used. Day-night average sound levels

were computed for 8 booms per day (there were no nighttime booms) from

the sound exposure levels. These latter data and the percentage of re-

spondents "seriously" annoyed, adjusted for total population, are list-

ed in Table 2.
I'm

The data for percentage "serious" annoyance as a function of day-

night average A-weighted sound level are plotted in Figure 2. A least-

squares fit to an exponential function accounts for virtually all of

the variance in the data (rl - 0.94). Also shown in the figure
is the response curve relating percentage highly annoyed to day-night
average A-weighted sound level as derived by Schultz (1978) from a

synthesis of a number of social surveys of couunity response to trans-
portation noise. This function was used in the earlier report (NRC,

1977). As would be expected from the above analysis of the Edwards

Air Force Base data, the response to sonic booms is much greater, for

the same average sound level, than the response to transportation noise.

While the Oklahoma City data show that a response function can be
constructed on the basis of A-weighted sound exposure levels, two im-

- portant factors provide an argument against this approach. The first,
as discussed above, is the fact that different sources have different
A-weighted sound exposure levels when judged equally annoying as sub-

sonic airplane noise (see Table 1). Thus, a function equally appli-

cable to various impulses does not appear feasible. These differences
are even more apparent where other high-energy impulses such as those
from artillery firing are considered (Schomer, 1976). The second point
is that it is highly desirable to be able to measure the day-night aver-
age sound level for impulsive sounds as well as other noises in the
community. Traffic noise itself will generally produce a day-night
average A-weighted sound level greater than 50 decibels in most suburban

and urban environments. In the Oklahoma City study, the contribution
of sonic booms to the overall day-night average A-weighted sound level

would have been completely masked by the other noise sources for all

but the highest sonic-boom exposure cases.

At least for sonic booms, the first problem (differences in sound
exposure levels for different sources when equally annoying as a parti-
cular subsonic airplane) can be avoided by measurement of sonic booms
in C-weighted sound exposure level. The Edwards Air Force Base data
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Table 2

Day-night Average Sound Levels and Percent of
Total Population Expressing "Serious" Annoyance

From Sonic-Booms at Oklahoma City
(Converted from Borsky, 1965)

Na'
Nominal L L Percent

Ldn Cdn Anoe:.:,Ap Annoyed

Location 1

1st period 1.13 52.6 62.3 10.5

2nd period 1.23 53.6 63.0 16.1

- 3rd period 1.60 56.1 65.3 21.7

Location 2

1st period 0.8 47.6 59.3 7.9

2nd period 1.1 52.1 62.0 12.2

3rd period 1.3 54 .1 63.5 15.2

Location 3

ist period 0.65 44.1 57.7 3.0

2nd period 0.85 48.6 59.8 6.5

3rd period 1.0 50.6 61.2 10.1
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from Table 1 are shown in Figure.3, to display the relationship between
C-weighted sound exposure levels for sonic booms and A-weighted sound
exposure levels for subsonic airplane noise when the two sources are
judged equally annoying. In contrast to the data in Figure 1, here the
booms from different airplanes collapse into a single function. How-
ever, an assumption in the earlier report (NRC, 1977) is not substan-
tiated by these data: C-weighted sound exposure levels for impulse
noise, when numerically equal to A-weighted sound exposure lvels for kq

non-impulsive noise, do not cause equal annoyance. Rather, the C-
weighted sound exposure level is approximately 5 decibels lower than
the A-weighted sound exposure level for airplane noise when judged
equally annoying. That is, people seem to be more sensitive to im-
pulsive sounds than was indicated in the earlier report (NRC, 1977).

Accepting C-weighted sound exposure level as the preferred measure
for individual high-intensity impulsive sounds, the day-night average
C-welghted sound level for the Oklahoma City data and Schome'r's (1980)
Army base artillery noise survey can be used to derive a function re- ."-

lating community annoyance to average sound level. The data from Okla-
homa City are listed in Table 2. A brief description of Schomer's
survey is in order.

Schomer's study consisted of interviews of groups of residents at
sites in the vicinity of an Army base where extensive arcillery firing
training takes place. The six sites that were off base were considered
here. Noise monitoring using integrating sound level meters was con-
ducted on a continuous 24-hour basis for an average of approximately
25 days per site. These measured average sound levels, in conjunction
with computer-based predictive models, were used to estimate annual
average of day-night average C-weighted sourd levels for blast noiae
associated with the environments in which the survey respondents lived.
The social survey used scales similar to other recent surveys (for 0
example, see Schultz, 1978). The group average responses for annoyance
from blast noise are of interest here. The percentage of respondents
reporting high annoyance, adjusted for the total population sample,
are listed in Table 3 with their associated average sound levels.

The annoyance data from Table 2 for Oklahoma City sonic booms and
from Table 3 for artillery blast noise are plotted in Figure 4 against
day-night average C-weighted sound levels. The consensus of the Work-
ing Group is that the data at low average sound levels (those below
about 60 decibels) should not be regarded with the same validity as
those at higher average sound levels, because of possible confounding
with the day-night average A-weighted sound levels from other noise
sources. Further, average sound levels below 55 to 60 decibels are
considered to have a negligible effect on public health and welfare.
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The data at average sound levels above 60 decibels indicate, as
did the Edwards Air Force Base tests discussed above, that annoyance
produced by artillery noise rises more rapidly with increasing sound
levels than indicated by the transportation noise response function
when day-night average C-weighted and A-weighted sound levels are
equated on a numerical basis. The synthesized transportation noise
function is plotted in Figure 4. A separate function for high-energy
impulsive noise, arrived at by a concensus of the Working Group, is
also plotted in Figure 4.

TABLE 3

Estimated Percent of Total Population Sampled That Reported High
Annoyance to Blast Noise from Artillery Practice Firings (after Schomer,
Schomer, 1980)

Percent

Day-night average Highly
Area C-weighted sound level Annoyed

High 68 33.9

Fay W 54 13.5

Fay E 52 8.4

South 49 17.4

Near In 46 7.1

Far W 40 0
*7

The analytic expression recommended by the Working Group for the
high-energy impulsive noise function is:

. I HA 100
% HA(11.17 - 0.153 L~dS.1 +e q.

This function follows the format of a function provided to the Working -
Group by S. Harris to approximate Schultz's synthesis of annoyance from
transportation noise as a function of day-night average A-weighted
sound level. This Harris function is:

100
A1 .43 - 0.132 Ldr

Both functions are considerably simpler than the earlier one (NRC, 1977):

% HA = (.3 LdLd 0 Ld.$\
(0.2)(10 dn) + (1.43 x 1- 0

•1...-3
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The laist two function for rransportation noise, provide numer'n cal
re.:ult.s that at',ee within u few tenths (if one pervent ower th1. I"--.
of day-night average sound levels from 40 to 80 decibels.

SOUND LEVEL-VTIGUTE' POPU'LATION

A procedure is given (NRC, 1977) to obtain a single number repre-
* sentative of noise impact for the population affected by a noise en-

vironment where different groups of the population experience different
average sound levels. To determine the sound level-weighted population,
the fraction of total population at each value of average sound level
is multiplied by a weighting factor that varies with sound level. The
sum of the weighted populations calculated for each sound level is ,-.
called the level-weighted population. The weighting factor used in - -

the computation was obtained from the relation between percentage highly
annoyed and average sound level, as derived from the synthesis of trans-
portation noise surveys, normalized to unity at a day-night average
sound level of 75 decibels. The normalizing consisted of dividing the
percentage highly annoyed at any average sound level by the percent at
75 decibels, 36.9%. (The Harris function provides 37.1% at this sound
level.)

In the report (NRC, 1977), level-weighted population for environ- %
ments having both high-energy impulsive noise (measured in day-night
average C-weighted sound level) and all other sounds (measured in day-
night average A-weighted sound level) are calculated by first adding
the two average sound levels logarithmically. This addition is per- -
formed as follows:

[ Cdn Li

L = 10 log, 0  10 10 + 10 101

Thus the sum of 65 decibels and 70 decibels is 71.2 decibels, not 135.
The weighting factor for 71.2 decibels is therefore applied to a popu-
lation experiencing, simultaneously, a day-night average C-weighted ?

sound level of 70 decibels from high-energy impulsive noise and a day-
night average A-weighted sound level of 65 decibels from transportation
noise. It is recommended in this resent report that the two average
sound levels not be directly combined. Instead, the combined effects
of high-energy impulsive sound and other audible sounds should be
assessed on the basis of equivalent annoyance. This may be accom-
plished by first finding, for Impulsive sounds, the numerical value
of day-night average A-weighted sound level (from the "general" re- A
sponse function of Figure 4) that has the same numerical value of per-
centage highly annoyed predicted by the day-night average C-weighted
sound level function. This level is then added logarithmically to
the day-night average sound level for the non-impulsive sounds. The
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percentage highly annoyed, or level-weighted population, Is then calcu-
lated from this combined average sound level and the general response
function. It should be noted that this combination procedure is based
on intuition, since no research data are available to support it (or
any other procedure).

As an example, consider the same average sound levels as above,
70 decibels for the day-night average C-weighted sound level for im-
pulsive noise and 65 decibels for the day-night average A-weighted
sound level for other sounds. From Figure 4 (or the related analytical
expressions stated above), at 70 decibels the percei~tage highly annoyed
at the impulsive sounds is 38.7%. This percentage of highly annoyed

A for non-impulsive sounds is produced at an A-weighted sound level of
N75.5 decibels. The general response weighting factor to be used for the

combined environment is that associated with the sound level which is
the logarithmic sum of 75.5 and 65 decibels, that is 75.9 decibels,
corresponding to 39.9% highly annoyed.

LAND-USE PLANNING FOR COMBINED ENVIRONMENTS

Compatibility of various land uses with a given noise environment
Is related to day-night average sound level. Maps showing contours of
equal day-night average sound level are often used to assist in land-
use planning, with the contours identified by their numerical values
in decibels. The validity of such contours can be assessed by mea-
surements obtained with appropriate acoustical instrumentation.

When land-ise maps are prepared for environments in which high-
energy impulsive sound (as depicted by day-night average C-weighted
sound level) is combined with the general non-impulsive sound environ-
ment (depicted by day-night average A-weighted sound level) it is recoin-
mended that sound level contours derived from the combination procedure
described above not be labeled in decibels. The combination procedure
yields a numerical value that is not directly measurable. it is recoin-
mended that zones of land use compatibility, at least for residential
purposes, be designated by the alphabetical codes described in a report
soon to be published by the Federal Interagency Committee on Urban

1. Noise.
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GLOSSARY

Acoustical terms used in this report are defined here. The list
of terms is arranged approximately in order of their likelihood of use I
or antecedence over more complex terms.

level. A word added to the names of different parameters in order to
indicate that the parameter is expressed in decibels relative to a

standardized reference value of the parameter. The use of the word
level in any term indicates that the quantity represented by the term
is proportional to the logarithm of the ratio of a function of the
quantity to the reference quantity for the function.

sound level. The quantity in decibels measured by an instrument satis-
fying requirements of American National Standard Specification for
Sound Level Meters S1.4-1971. Sound level is 10 times the common log-
arithm of the exponential-time-average of frequency-weighted squared
sound pressure, with reference to the square of the standard reference
sound pressure of 20 micropascals. A squared pressure time constant
of 125 milliseconds is used for "fast" averaging, and one second for
"slow" averaging.

A-weighted. The frequency weighting designated as A in sound level
meter standards. A-weighting is progressively less sensitive to
sounds of frequency below 1000 hertz (cycles per second), somewhat
as is the human ear. At 31.5 hertz, A-weighting is 39.4 decibels less
sensitive than at 1000 hertz.

C-weighted. The frequency weighting designated as C in sound level
meter standards. C-weighting retains its sensitivity to sounds of
frequency below 1000 hertz, but gradually decreases in sensitivity at
frequencies below 100 hertz. At 31.5 hertz, C-weighting is 3 decibels
less sensitive than at 1000 hertz.

linear-weighting. A non-standard term implying equal sensitivity to
*sounds of all frequencies. In practice, sensitivity at low and high

frequencies is determined by the physical characteristics of trans-
ducers, cables, amplifiers and other components of a measurement system.
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sound exposure level. The level of sound accumulated over a given time
period or event. In decibels, the level of the time integral of fre-
quency-weighted squared sound pressure over a stated time interval or
event, with reference to the square of the standard reference pressure
of 20 micropascals and reference duration of one second.

average sound level. A sound level typical of the sound levels at a
certain place in a stated time interval. Technically, average sound
level in decibels is the level of the mean-square frequency-weighted
sound pressure during the stated time interval, with reference to the
square of the standard reference sound pressure of 20 micropascals.
Average sound level differs from sound level in that f or average sound
level equal emphasis is given to all sounds within the stated averaging
interval, whereas for sound level att exponential time weighting puts
much more emphasis on sounds that have just occurred than on those which
occurred earlier. It is often convenient to calculate average sound
level as the mean-square sound exposure level of all events occurring
in a stated time interval., plus 10 times the common logarithm of the

A quotient formed by the number of events in the time interval, divided
by the duration of the time interval in seconds.

day-niaht average sound level. The 24-hour average frequency-weighted
sound level, in decibels, from midnight to midnight, obtained after
addition of 10 decibels to sound levels in the night from midnight up
to 7 a.m. and from 10 p.m. to midnight (0000 up to 0700. and 2200 up to
2400 hours). A-weighting is understood unless otherwise specified.

perceived noise level. The level in decibels obtained by a computa-
tional procedure that combines the 24 one-third octave band sound
pressure levels in the frequency bands from 50 to 10,000 Hz to obtain
a single level. The calculation procedure gives an approximation to
the perceived noise level as determined by a subjective experiment on
a fundamental psycho-acoustical basis, namely that perceived noise level
of a sound is numerically equal to the sound pressure level of a refer-
ence sound that is judged by listeners to have the same perceived
noisiness as the given sound. Perceived noise level is generally com-
puted for each consecutive 0.5 second time interval during the dura-
tion of an aircraft flyover. For typical aircraft flyovers the per-
ceived noise level is numerically 12 to 14 decibels greater than the
A-weighted sound level for the same sound.

maximum perceived noise level. The greatest perceived noise level dur-
ing a designated time interval or event. The value of the maximum

* sound level for a time-varying event is especially dependent on the
797 averaging time of the instrument and thus must be stated. Perceived

noise levels, when standardized for application to aircraft noise, are
based onthe "slow" time constant of one second.

overprehsure. Pressure at a place and instant considered, minus the

static pressure there.

6'g
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peak overpressure. Greatest absolute instantaneous overpressure during
an event or stated time interval. for sonic booms, it has been con-
ventional to state the magnitude of peak overpressure either in pounds
per square foot or newtons per square meter.

peak overpressure level. The level in decibels of the squared peak
overpressure, with reference to the square of the standard reference
sound pressure of 20 micropascals. Also called peak sound level. %

sound level-weighted population. The sum, over all people and average
sound levels associated with a defined acoustical environment, of the
number of people experiencing a stated average sound level, multiplied
by a numerical weighting. The weighting is proprotional to average .

sound level. b.

SYMBOLS

The following mathematical symbols have been used in this report:

LAE A-weighted sound exposure level in decibels

LCE C-weighted sound exposure level in decibels

Ldn day-night average A-weighted sound level in decibels

LCdn day-night average-C-weighted sound level in decibels

Lpk peak "linear" sound level in decibels

LPN perceived noise level in decibels

Ap peak overpressure in pounds per square foot

.0
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